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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In the principal areas of research in the science of mechanisms, 

the vast domain of space mechanisms with or without general constraints 

·is virtually unexplored. The formation and application of the different 

concepts utilized in the areas of type synthesis and classification of 

mechanisms only magnify the awareness of the lack of knowledge of the 

constrained or unconstrained space mechanism domain. An examination of 

this domain within the limits of the·current existence criteria, dis-

closes the work of many distinguished kinematicians and mathematicians. 

·Most of the literature on the theory of classification of space 

mechanisms shows a primary concern for the adaptation of suitable mathe-

matical relationships for defining and determining the degrees of 

mobility of a Space mechanism. The most notable efforts include the 

adaptation of the kinematic notations of the kinematic pairs. The pre-

liminary thoughts concerning the definition of kinematic pairs and 

their classification were given by Rankine in his bodJ<, ''Machinery and 

Millwork", published in 1869. ·However, a systematic approach was pro

'l 
posed by Reuleaux [lJ in:1876. R.euleaux introduced the concept of the 

lower and higher pairs and classi.fied the existing pairs accordingly. 

1Numbers in small brackets refer to similarly numbered references 
in the bibliography. 

1 
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He then demonstrated a synthesis technique for constructing a kinematic 

chain using the kinematic pairs. 

During this period when Grubler, Bricard, Alt, and Kutzbach were 

concerned about the theoretical approach to the determination of the 

degree of mobility of a spatial kinematic chain, two Russian kinemati

cians, Assur and Malytcheff, also were developing new concepts and 

approaches to this subject. Assur ·[13] developed the concept of the 

open chain and utilized this concept for structure classification. It 

is noted in the Russian and Rumanian literature that A. P. Malytcheff 

[14] had derived one of Kutzbach's mobility relationships in 1923. 

Nevertheless, neither Kutzbach nor Malytcheff were able to provide 

sufficient theoretical justification for the existence of the so-called 

'~aradoxial'' mechanisms, that is, the Bennett mechanism .[6], the Goldberg 

mechanism [15], or the Bricard six-link mechanism [5], which defied all 

the known criteria for mobility. It should be noted, however, that it 

was Kutzbach's mobility relationship .that led Kraus [16], [17], [18], 

[19] in 1940 and Macmillan [20] in 1956 to propose a number synthesis 

theory for space mechanisms as well as for plane mechanisms. 

To account for the exis tence of the paradoxial mechanisms, 

Artobolevski [21] and Dobrovol'ski [22] introduced the concept of the 

general constraints. That is, some mechanisms must contain certain 

geometric conditions in addit ion to the constraints imposed by the 

kinematic pairs in order to obtain mobility. They therefore modified 

the Malytcheff mobility criterion by introducing a new parameter 

signifying the existence of the general constraints in the space mecha 

nisms. 
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Although a rational procedure for determining the existence of the 

general constraints was ~ot provided by Artobolevski and Dobrovol'ski, 

several number synthesis approaches based on this concept of general 

constraints have been proposed by other kinematicians. Among these are 

Popov [23], Pisarev [24], [25], Lifshits [26], and Bugaievski, Bogdan 

and Pelecudi [27]. All of these number-synthesis techniques simply in-

volve the different possible interpretations of the structural relation-

ship of Artobolevski and Dobrovol'ski. 

Though Reuleaux had already established some of the fundamental 

concepts of space mechanisms, most of the early work was focused on the 

planar mechanisms. In 1883 Grashof proposed the mobility criteria for 
I ' 

the planar four-link chain. In the same year Grubler proposed another 

approach for a synthesis technique suited especially for four or more 

links . Two mathematicians Chebychev (1869) and Sylvester (1874) pro-

posed an approach similar to that of Grubler. In their approach, the 

development of the classification theory proceeds from the number of 

degrees of freedom permitted by the kinematic pairs connecting successive 

links and leads to the degree of freedom of the chain. 

Grubler [2], [3], [4], who proposed a criterion to determine the 

degree of mobility of the planar chatn, in 1917 extended his theory to 

the spatial kinematic chain ~ith revolute pairs. But, Bricard [5] 

pointed out the weakness of this mobility criterion by claiming that 

the criterion did not justify the existence of Bennett's four-link 

four-revolute mechanisms [6] and Bricard's six-link six-revolute space 

mechanism [7]. However, Alt [8] in 1928 was able to establish with 

the help of Grubler's criterion that for a constrained motion the total 
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number of degrees of freedom of the pairs must be seven. Based on this 

evaluation, Alt then proposed that there are three types of four-link 

and four types of three-link space mechanisms. Thus, it was indirectly 

established that the pairs can be substituted for links and vice-versa. 

In 1928, Kutzbach-in his first paper ·[9] established an analogy 

between a hydraulic press and a mechanical kinematic chain to propose a 

scheme to determine the degrees of mobility of a kinematic chain having 

pairs other than the revolute pairs. However, this theory had its 

limitations. In 1933 [10], he established a mathematical relationship 

for the degree of mobility of a spatial kinematic chain and in 1937 

presented his theory for the'· degree of mobility of a kinematic chain 

with pairs having passive degrees of freedom [ll], -[12]. 

Kolchin·[28], however, has•introduced a seemingly contradictory 

concept of passive constraints and proposed that mechimisms can possess 

both passive as well as general c~nstraints, thus implying that general 

constraints alone are not sufficient to define mobility. 

This introduction of the passive constraint concept was an attempt 

to account for the existence of the so-called paradoxial mechanisms. 

However, it is another indication of the apparent weakness of all the 

foregoing mobility criteria; that is, none have presented a means for 

identifying the geometric conditions that determine the general con

straints. 

In order to shed new light onthe idea of general constraints, 

Moroshkin [32] completely ignoredthe theories of Kutzbach, Artobolev:Ski 

and Dobrovol'ski, and Kolchin. He proposed an analytical scheme based 

on the number of closed loops ·of the kinematic chain and the number of 
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i,ndependent transformation equations. Thus, the degrees of freedom of 

the·entire chain becomes a function not only of the number .and class of 

the kinematic pairs but of the-rank r of the transformation matrix. 

Although Moroshkin's technique is cumbersome and has not been fully 

applied, it suggests·another parameter analogous to the general con

straints. 

Sharikov [33] introduced the classical theory of screws to define 

the existence of constraints in space mechanisms. He developed the con

cept of the reciprocal screw to account for the degrees of freedom.and 

the nature of the general motion of .the chain. The approach provides a 

theoretical justification for the existence of the paradoxial mechanisms 

and the number of reciprocal screws is ·correlated with the parameters 

in previous theories that define the number of general constraints. 

An analogous approach for.justifying the ·existence of the para

doxial mechanisms·was developed by Vionea and Atanasiu [34]. Their 

technique also involves the theory of classical screws and establishes 

that the rank Q of the matrix of the coefficients ·of the unknowns in a 

~ystem of equations describing the .angular velocities of the relative 

helicoidal movements is analogous to the general constraint parameter. 

Summarizing briefly, the major effort in type and number synthesis 

of the planar and spatial mechanisms is confined to the following: 

(1) Classification of the··kinematic pairs and pair-mechanisms. 

(2) Development of suitable mobility criteria and the general 

classification of the mechanisms. 

(3) Developments of rational procedures to evaluate the number 

of general and passive constraints. 
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The progressive development that took;place iJ:'! the·past century is 

neither exhaustive nor sufficient enough to·regard it as a significant 

contribution. Yet the field of classification of mechanisms and number 

synthesis has created sufficient academic interest to pursue a number 

of studies of the existence criteria of thousands of mechanisms with or 

without any general constraints. The present study is an.investigation 

of the existence criteria of the one general constraint mechanism. 

However, there are a number of objectives that must be met in under-

taking such a study; 

(1) The development of a suitable mathematical model is necessary , . 

to identify the existence of the general or passive-con-

straints and the class of the mechanism. An ideal mathe-

matical model is not onl~ needed to define the existence 

and the class or the family of the mechanism but it also 

must define the mobility region,. dead centers and the limit 

positions. 

(2) The development of the existence criteria relating the kine-

matic ·parameters of the representative mechanism:is of vital 

importance in identifying all the mechanisms in a given 

family. It is recognized that a closure condition must be 

known for each family of mechanisms. Any random .combination 

of the kinematic parameters such as·the kinematic link, the 

kink-link or the skew ang~esis not expected to yield a 

mechanism. In the pr~seµt study of the existence criteria 

of one-genera 1 constrl:l~nt mechanisms, the six-link, six-

revolute mechanism ~p~~~rs tp be a representative mechanism 

for obtaining the closure-conditions. 
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(3) The development of a method of substituting various classes 

of kinematic pairs for the revolute pairs will then be ex

pected to identify the additional mechanisms of the same 

family. Once the closure conditions relating the kinematic 

parameters are obtained for a representative mechanism, s~ch 

as the six-revolute, six-link mechanism, then the other mecha

nism of the same family can be obtained by substituting kine

matic pairs either of the same class or of the different 

class. 

These objectives place an extremely severe requirement on the 

development of the efficient mathematical model. In the following 

chapter the works of some of the outstanding German and Russian kine

maticians have been explored. The remaining chapters discuss the re

sults of the ptintipal objectives discussed above. 



CHAPTER II 

CLASSIFICATION OF MECHANISMS 

Classification of Pairs and Pair Mechanisms 

The kinematic pairs of a mechanism are the pairs of contacting 

elements of two joining links. A minimum of one point contact is re

quired, and, therefore, each pair of elements, depending on their geo

metric shape, has a maximum of five degrees of freedom. That is, 

theoretically they may at most permit rotation about three coordinate 

axes or may permit translation along three coordinate axes and rotation 

about two coordinate axes. However, one degree of freedom of trans

lation is destroyed on an axis normal to the surface because of the 

contact, and, therefore, with five degrees of freedom the pair can 

permit rotation about three coordinate axes and translation along two 

coordinate axes. Clearly, with one point contact one constraint is im

posed and the degree of freedom of the pair is reduced by one. When an 

element, otherwise free in space, makes·two point contact, it auto

matically introduces two constraints on its motion and as a. consequence 

two degrees of freedom are destroyed. 

A pair may have the maxi!llum of five and minimum of one point con

tact. Correspondingly, the pair may have the maximum of five and mini

mum of one degree of freedom. 

8 
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The classification of pairs may follow from any one of the factors 

described above. That is, the pairs may be classified according to the 

number of points of contact it makes, according to its number of degrees 

of freedom, or according to the number of constraints ·imposed on.it. 

The Russian kinematicians prefer to classify the pairs according 

to the number of constraints imposed on the pair. There are .. five 

classes of pairs as the pair can have the maximum of five and minimum 

of one constraint. ·Class 'I pair will impose one constraint, blass II 

pair will impose two constraints, class 'III pair will impose three con

straints, etc. Thus, based on the number of constraints, a pair may be 

classified into any one of the.five classes. 

The German kinematicians··Kraus [16] and-·Alttnan [38] prefer to 

classify the pairs based on the number of points of contact. There .are 

five classes of pairs as the pair can have the maximum of five and mini

mum of a one point contact. Thus, class I pairs have a one point con

tact, class II pairs have a two point contact, class II pairs have 

three point contact, etc. Thus, using Kraus and Altman's approach, a 

pair may be classified into any one of the five classes. 

The English literature lists the approach shown b'y Harrisberger 

· [29], who suggested the classification of pairs by their number of 

degrees of freedom. Here again, there are five classes of pairs as the 

pair can have the maximum of five and minimum of one degree of freedom. 

Thus, class I pairs have one degree of freedom, class II pairs have two 

degrees of freedom, class III pairs have three degrees of freedom, etc. 

The classification of pairs as shown by Harrisberger is· presented 

in Table I. The number of freedoms of rotation, translation, and 



TABLE I 

CLASSIFICATION OF KINEMATIC PAIRS 

Degrees Degrees Number Type Type Contact 
Class of of of Class Number Type Name of Classifi-Freedom Constraint Point-Contact . Symbol RTH Symbol Content cation f u 

1 0 0 R Revolute Surface Lower 
I 1 5 5 pi 0 1 0 p Prism Surface Lower 

0 0 1 H Helix Surface Lower 

2 0 0 T Torus Line Higher 
1 1 0 C Cylinder Surface Lower 

II 2 4 4 p2 1 0 1 TH Torus-helix Line Higher 
0 2 0 
0 1 1 

3 0 0 s Sphere Surface Lower 
2 1 0 Ss Sphere-slotted Line Higher 

cylinder 

III 3 3 3 
2 0 1 SSH Sphere-slotted Line Higher 

p3 helix 
1 2 0 PL Plane Surface Lower 
0 2 1 
0 1 1 

-
3 1 O SG Sphere-Groove Line Higher 

IV 4 3 0 1 SGH Sphere-Grooved Line Higher 
2 2 p4 helix 

2 2 0 C Cylinder-plane Line Higher 
1 2 1 E 
2 1 1 

-
3 2 O s Sphere-plane Point Higher V 5 1 1 ps 2 2 1 _P 

3 1 1 

I-' 
0 



helical motion of each "type" of pair in Table I are ·described by the 

three digit number 

where ijR number of rotating freedoms 

NT = number of translation freedoms 

N = number of helical freedoms. 
H 

11 

Each type of pair, within a class, is determined by the particular 

pair of basic geometric shapes which define the manner of practical con

struction of the pair to achieve the defined function. Therefore,.it is 

convenient to identify PE:\ir type by the letter-symbols shown in Table·! 

which define.the .fundamental geometric shape of the known physically 

realizable paired element~. 

Note in Table ·I, there are·eight types of pairs for which physically 

realizable geometric shapes are unknown. It is. possible that the 

relative motion b~tween two links described by the unknown pair types 

could be achieved by "pair mechanisms"; that is, a combination of 

several pair elements which would allow ·the desired relative motion. 

For example, a Hooke's joint is a pair mechanism which functions as a 

class 0 III pair of the 300 type. 

Table I is based on an observation that a pair can have a maximum 

of three freedoms of rotation about mutually perpendicular axes, a 

maximum of two freedoms of translation along two mutually perpendicular 

axes in a plane perpendic~lar to the common normal, and one freedom of 

helical motion along an axis. Theoretically, one would expect a pair 

to perform these independent translations and threeindependent helical 
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type of motion. However, physically realizable shapes of the pairs 

producing .such motion are unknown. As of now, such motions are anti-

cipated only from the pair mechanisms. 

Griibler 's Theory of Determining. the ·Degrees of Mobility 

of a Spatial Kinematic Chain [2, 3] 

The c-lassification of pairs ·leads· immediately to the classification 

o.f kinematic chains and to the determination of their degrees of free-

dam.for movability. Six independent parameters are required to define 

the position of a link in space: for instance, three parameters define 

the position of any point in the body, two more give the direction of 

a line fixed in the body and the sixth defines the rotation of the body 

about this line. Alternately stated, a link in space has six degrees 

of freedom. With n free links, 6n degrees of freedom are possible. 

However, .if these links are connected:in any particular manner, per-

mitting motion at each joint, then the number of degrees of freedom of 

the _chain of these n links is reduced, The reduction in the degrees 

of freedom of the links is dependent upon the class and number of kine-

matic pairs that are used to connect the links. For class I pairs, 

there are five constraints ·imposed on the freedom of the link; when 

class II pairs are used,.four constraints are-imposed on the freedom of 

the links, etc. Thus, the total remaining freedoms of the kinematic 

chain would be 

F 
C 

- 6n - (total number of constraints imposed by 
all the pairs). 

(2. 1) 
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If n number of links is connected by g number of pairs, thereby 

imposing u1 , u2 , . u , u number of constraints, then Equation 
g..;1 g 

(2. 1) becomes 

g 

Fe = 6n-- I Uk (2.2) 

k=l 

g 

6n I (6 - fk) Fe = -
'----

(2.3) 

k=l 

where fk designates the number of degrees of freedom of the kth pair 

and can be obtained from 

When one of the-links is fixed, six degrees of freedom of the chain are 

destroyed and the number of degrees of freedom of the kinematic chain 

is given by 

or 

g 

F -- 6n - l 
k=l 

(6 - f ) - 6 
k 

g 

F = 6(n - g - 1) + l fk 

k=l 

(2.4) 

'Equation (2.4) provides a tool to determine the degrees of mobility of 

a spatial kinematic chain. Grubler's relationship for determining the 

degrees of mobility of a -spatial kinematic chain having all revolute 

pairs (with one degree of freedom) can be obtained by considering 

E_!~~--~---in Equation (2 .4). For a constrained Grubler 's spatial chain, 

i.e., F = 1 and Efk =~'Equation (2.4) becomes 
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5g - 6n + 7 0 (2.5) 

The values g and n, satisfying Equation (2.5) can be obtained from 

g -= 7 + 6/\ (2,6) 

and 

n = 7 + s>.. (2.7) 

where A = 0, 1, 2, .... k. 

The different valu_es of .- A specify the number of supplementary moving 

polygons. When A= 0, we get g = 7, and n = 7, i.e., the kinematic 

chain of constrainted motion has a maximum of seven links connected by 

seven class I pairs. 

Alt, who was aware of Grubler's finding, pointed out that the 

kinematic chain with higher pairs can be constructed. This may be done 

be removing some of the links and substituting higher pairs for these 

-links in such a manner that the sum of the degrees of freedom of all 

the pairs is seven. Thus, he showed that there are three different 

kinds of four-link and four different kinds of three-link kinematic 

chains, all of which have Efk - 7. 

Harrisberger· [29] extended this principle of substituting links 

for pairs and pairs for links. The process of substitution may proceed 

in a manner so tha_t either the number of pairs or the number of links 

increases or decreases; but, the sum of the degrees of freedom of all 

the pairs of the kinematic chains must remain:invariant. The simplest 

possible chain appears to be the one with seven links connected by the 

-seven class I pairs. As there are three different types of class I 

pairs, one can obtain 36 different kinds of mechanisms having seven 
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links connected by seven pairs of the class I. From the 7p1 chain, we 

can remove two cb.ss I pai:rs (p1 ) and substitute one class II pair (p2 ). 

Thus, we have a six-link chain, five of which are connected by the class 

I pairs and the sixth link is connected by a class II pair. There again, 

one can obtain 63 different kinds of mechanisms ~s there are three 

different types of class 0 I pairs and three different types of class II 

pairs. Proceeding in this manner, substituting links for appropriate 

pairs, we obtain altogether thirteen different types and four hundred 

~nd thirty-five different kinds of mechanisms all of which are con

·strained and have seven .as the sum of the degrees of freedom of alt the. 

pairs. 

Malytcheff.' s Mobility Criterion· [14] 

This criterion for determining the degrees of mobility of space 

mechanisms conside~s the number of kinematic pairs and the number of 

links of a closed kinematic chain. The proposed criterion is based on 

the fact that a rigid link free in space can be subjected·to six 

different types of motion, consisting of three independent translations 

and three independent rot at ions about an .arbitrary set of three rec~ 

tangular coordinate axes. Therefore, a link free in space has six 

degrees of freedom. For n links of a kinematic chain, a total of 

6n degrees of freedom is possible. In a mechanism, however, one link 

is always kept fixed and therefore only a total of 6(n-l) degrees of 

freedom is possible. When the links are paired by any of the pairs 

among the -five classes of pairs, as suggested by Harrisberger [29], 

each pair will destroy one or more of the freedom of relative motion 



of the links. Therefore, for a mechanism the total number of degrees 

of freedom can be determined by 
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(2. 8) 

where F degrees of freedom of the mechanisms with n links 

pk number of class k pairs where k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Kutzbach's Criterion to Determine the Degrees of 

Mobility of a Spatial Kinematic Chain [11, 12] 

Kutzbach [11] described the mobility equation in a somewhat 

different manner. He stated that the degrees of freedom of a kinematic 

chain are dependent upon its type of motion. Thus, he expressed the 

mobility equation as 

F = b ( n - 1 ) - I:u 
k 

where b = degrees of motion, (b = 6 for space motion and b 3 

for a plane motion) 

n = number of links of the kinematic chain 

~uk = the total number of constraints imposed by the pairs. 

(2.9) 

When the kinematic chain is operating in a plane, b takes the value 

of three. When, however, the same chain is operating in space, b 

takes the value of six. He also·stated that the number of constraints 

· imposed by the pairs also changes correspondingly. The relationship 

describing the degrees of motion (b), the degrees of freedom of the 

pairs (fk), and the number of constraints (uk) imposed on the pairs 

is given by 
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(2.10) 

· Substituting Equation (2 .10), Equation· (2. 9) becomes 

F = b(n - 1) - E(b - fk) (2 .11) 

In his latter publication, Kutzbach [12 J introduced the concept of 

active constraints and redefined the relationship described by Equation 

(2.10) as 

:where h 
.w 

u + h = b 
W ·W 

number of active constraints 

Substituting Equation (2.12), Equation (2.11) becomes 

F = b(n - 1) - E(b - h) w 

The number of active constraints must be computed for each pair. 

(2. 12) 

. (2.13) 

Kutzbach illustrated the use of h by considering an example of the 
w 

spatial four-link mechanism RSSR. The coupler of this mechanism .is 

connected to the input and the follower~link using the two spherical 

pairs. Due to this special connection of this mechanism, the coupler 

is able to rotate freely about its own axis, thereby introducing an 

idle constraint .. Since each. spheric pair has three constraints on its 

motion, the two spherical pairs, together, are expected to have a total 

of six constraints. However, due to the. speci~d connectivity, an id,le 

constraint of one degree .is induced on the mechanism. Thus the para-

meter h for the two spheric pairs is expected to take a value of 
·w 

seven. 



Artobolevski, Dobrovol'ski'sCriterion [21, 22] 

These authors introduced the concept of general constraints and 

modified the mobility criterion of Malytcheff by introducing the re

lationship 
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F ·= (6 - m)(n - 1) - ~(6 - m - k)p k 
(2.14) 

where m represents the number of general constraints. 

A space mechanism can have a minimum of zero and a maximum of four 

general constraints. The existence of one or more general constraint, 

i.e.,. (m ·> 0),. imposes a restriction on the general motion of the 

mechanism and in turn on the geometrical configuration of the mecha

nism. Thus, the existence of one general constraint provides a 

mechanism having a specific orientation of the axes of its pairs and 

having a general motion consisting of either three rotations and two 

translations or two rotations and three translations along a set of 

three cartesian coordinates. 

Based on this concept of general constraints, Artobolevski and 

Dobrovol'ski proposed a scheme.for cl~ssifying the existing mechanisms. 

A kinematic chain can be classified into any one of the five classes 

which correspond to the five different values of the general constraints. 

The "zero.family" mechanisms consist of a group of mechanisms which 

have no general constraints, i.e., m - O; the.first family mechanisms 

consist of a group of mechanisms which have one general constraint, etc. 

Observe that the mobility equations derived by Kutzbach and Malytcheff 

correspontj to the·value of m = o~ 
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The mechanisms which do not belong to the zero family obey 

different mobility relationships. These mobility relationships are 

tabulated in Table II. Notice that the mechanisms with higher values 

of general constraints do not permit chains containing pairs of higher 

classes. For example, family-I .does not permit mechanisms with class 

V pairs, family II does not permit mechanisms with class V and class 

IV pairs, etc. 

The family I mechanisms have one general constraint. That is, 

the mechanisms have a motion capability which may consist of three 

rotations and two translations or two rotations and three translations. 

The family·II mechanisms with two general constraints have three rota-

tions and one translation, two rotations and two translations, or one 

rotation and three translations. The family·III mechanisms with three 

general constraints have three rotations, two rotations, and one trans-

lation, one rotation and two translations, or three translations. 

Finally, the family IV mechanisms with -four general constraint have two 

rotations, or one rotation and one translation. 

Kolchin's Approach to Construct an Extended 

Structural Classification of Mechanisms 

Artobolevski and Dobr.ovol 'ski• introduced the concept of the general 

constraints in the mechanisms. Based on this concept, discussed 

earlier, these kinematicians then proposed the five well-known families 
:·. 

of mechanisms. Kolchin, however, has proposed that amon~ the ·prede-

fined general constraints, there are other types of constraints which 

remain inactive or unoperational in the movement of the mechanisms. 



Family 

0 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

TABLE II 

CLASSIFICATION OF MECHANISMS BASED ON THE NUMBER OF GENERAL CONSTRAINTS. 

Number of 
General 

Constraints 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Possible 
Type 

of Motion 

3R, 3T 

3R, 2T; 
2R, 3T 

3R, lT; 2R, 2T; 
lR, 3T 

3R; 2R, lT; 
lR, 2T; 3T 

2R; lR, lT; 
2T 

Permitted Classes 
of Pairs 

P1 , P2, Ps , P4, Ps 

Pi , P2, Ps, P4 

P1, Pra, Ps 

P1' Pa 

P1 

Fo 

Mobility 
Relationship 

6(n-l)-5p1 -4p:;3-3p3 

-2p4-p5 

Example of 
Mechanism 

RSCR 

F1 = 5(n-l)-4p1-3p2-2p3-p4 Bricard's Six-Bar 

F2 = 4(n-l)-3p1 -2p2 -p3 Goldberg's 
Five-Bar 

F3 = 3(n-1)-2p1 -p~ Plane four-bar, 
Spherical mecha-
nism, Bennett's 

mechanism 

F4 = 2(n-l)-p1 Differential Screw 

N 
0 
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He named these inactive or unoperational constraints as the "passive" or 

''idle" constraints and designated them by a symbol H, where ·H can be 

obtained from :E:quation (2. IS) 

F = 6N - I:(6 - k)p + mz 
m k 

(2.15) 

or 

F = F +mz 
m ·O 

(2. 16) 

or 

F = F + H m o 
(2 .17) 

-~ 
where H < mz, and z denotes ·the number of closed loops in.a kine-

matic chain. 

Because m ~an take values O, 1, 2, 3, or 4, H/z can alsb take 

the-same values. However, Kolchin has proposed that, depending on the 

nature of the passive constr~ints, 

(a) H/z can.be greater than m 

(b) H/z can be equal to m 

(c) H/z can be less than m. 

Bas~d on these different values of the·ratio H/z, Kolchin divided 

further the five families of mechanisms into series. This ·division of 

families into series ·is based on the relationship given by 

where •m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 

H/z = o, 1, 2' ·3, 

The classification 

III. Observe that each 

or 4 

or 4 

scheme 

family 

6 - H/z 
m 

·proposed by Kolchin is given 

of mechanisms is ·subdivided 

in Table 

into series. 



General 

Passive 
Constraints 

Series 0 

.Series 1 

Series 2 

Series·3 

Series 4 

TABLE III 

CLASSIFICATION OF MECHANISMS INTO FAMILIES AND 

SERIES AS PROPOSE:ID BY KOLCHIN 

Description Zero 
Family 

First 
Family 

Second I Third I Fourth 
Family· Family Family 

I Basic H = 6/2 6/3 

5/3 

6/4 

5/4 

4/4 

Limited 

I Mechanisms 4JD 

I ·H > mz 3/0 3/1 

I . 2/0 2/1 2/2 

Type of I 3R, 3T. ,JR, 2T; 3R, lT; 3R;. ZR, 2R; lR, 

Motion ZR, 3T. ZR, 2T; lT; lR, lT; 2T. 

lR, 3T. 2T; 3T 

'Space Mechanisms Space I Plane Plane 

Description 

Unlimited 

Mechanisms 

H < mz 

mz 

I N 
N 
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Thus, series one in each family does not have any passive constraints; 

the series two has one passive constraint, etc. The diagonal elements 

of this classification table have their number of passive constr,aints 

equal to the number of general constraints. These diagonal elements 

represent what is called the basic mechanisms. The series with H/z > m 

are considered to represent the special mechanisms. Finally, the 

series with H/z <mare considered to represent the unlimited mecha

nisms. 

All the zero·family mechanisms are characterizied to have the 

motion with three components of rotation and three components of trans

lation. The groups of mechanisms with one general constraint, i.e., of 

family one, are characterized to have motion with either three components 

of rotation and two components of translation or two components of 

rotation and three components of translation. 

Very little is known of the passive constraint. Kolchin, however, 

attempted to make a distinction between the passive and general con

straints by suggesting that the existence of the passive constraints 

imposes a restriction only on the geometrical configuration of the 

mechanism and not on the general motion of the mechanism. Clearly, 

Kolchin's theory of passive constraints runs into an apparent contra-

diction with the theory of general constraints proposed by Artobolevski 

and Dobrovol '.ski. 

Moroshkin' s Criterion [32 J 

This approach is·based on the number of closed loops of a system 

of kinematic chain .A. and the number of independent transformation 
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equations. Accordingly, if q is the total number of kinematic pairs 

and n is the total number of links, then the number of closed loops 

can be given as 

z . = _q - n. (2 .18) 

Furthermore, if pk be the number of kinematic pairs of class k 

belonging to the system of chain ..),., then the equation of kinematic 

pairs determine 6p. Eule~ coordinates q1.,,q6p of the system··-~ 

a function of the 

as 

N ,r; kp 
k k 

. (2. 19) 

Lagrangian coordinates q~ ... q. The-latter are related by the trans
n 

·formation equations. For each of the z independent simple closed 

loops of ~' there are twelve transformation equations. Thus, q1 ..• q 
n 

obey K = 12(q - n) equations. However, Moroshkin claims that the 

number of independent equations cannot be greater than 6z and, there-

fore, the degrees of freedom of the entire chain can be given by 

(2.20) 

where ·r is the rank of the number of independent transformation 

equations. 

Sharikov' s Criterion [33] 

This was the first method to intr.o-duce the classical theory of 

screws to define the e;x:istence of co.nstraint s in the space ·mechanisms. 

A classical screw is an axis of translation and rotation. If a 

rigid body is acted upon by a force and a couple about screw f:l and as 
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a result of this action, the body displaces and rotates about screw 

then the work done on the body can be expressed as 

0( 

' 

W = A { (p<l' + p~) cos 9 - d sin 9 } (2. 21) 

where A = constant 

Pa = pitch of the screw : 0( 

PS = pitch of the screw ·s 
e = angle between the screws 0: and s 

and d = the common normal between the screws ot and s. 
If, however, the body remains in equil{brium, then according to the 

principle of virtual velocities, the work done in small displacement 

against the external forces must be zero, i.e., 

(pot+ pS) cos 9 - d sin 9 = 0 (2. 22) 

The screws ·ot and S which satisfy the above relationship are called 

reciprocal screws. 

According to the proposed approach of Sharikov, a kinematic chain 

is translated into a system of clas.sical screws. This system of classi

cal screws is then examined for ;c3.:n absence or presence of one or more 

number of reciprocal screws. The determination of the reciprocal screws, 

however, utilizes the methods of descriptive geometry. 

The theory of classical screws proposes the five families of 

mechanisms ·similar to those proposed by Artobolevski and Dobrovol'ski. 

According to the theory, the motion of a body can be considered in 

general c1s composed of screw motion, that is, the motion.consisting of 

independent rotation and translation. The existence of six components 



of motion, three rotations and three translations, can be represented 

by a maximum of six classical screws. An absence or presence of one 
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or more number of classical screws creates correspondingly the existence 

of one or more number of reciprocal screws. Then, when the number of 

classical screws is six, the number of reciprocal screws is zero. 

When, however, the number of the classical screws is five, then there 

ex.ists one reciprocal screw. Similarly, there exists two reciprocal 

screws corresponding to four classical screws. 

The existence of the number of reciprocal screws establishes the 

basis of the classification of ~echani,sms, The zero family mechanisms 

are characterized to have zero number of reciprocal screws; the family 

one mechanisms are characterized by the existence of one reciprocal 

screw, etc. 

Sharikov's classification scheme.is presented in Table IV. Exami

nation of the different possible combinations of the orientation of the 

classical screws or pairs shows certain patterns. For example, the 

zero family mechanisms need no specific orientation of the axes of the 

pairs. Family I mechanisms are proposed to have axes of the pairs 

intersecting by three into two points either at a finite or at in

finite distance. The family II mechanisms are composed of three sub

families and the axes of the pairs generate two hyperboloids with two 

common generators. 

It should be remarked that this pro~osed classification scheme is 

by no means exhaustive since mechanisms are known to exist outside the 

classification of families and sub-families. 



Family 

0 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

TABLE IV 

'.ai. 

CLASSIFICATION OF MECHANISMS BASED ON THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF SCREWS 

' 
Number of Examples of Geometrical Locus of 
Reciprocal Mechanisms the Axes of Pairs 

Screws 
-

0 7R Spatial Chain Arbitrary location in space 

1 6R Bricard Mechanisms Two bundles of lines, three in 
each, with centers located at a 

- finite or infinitely extended 
distance 

2 SR Goldberg's Mechanism Two hyperboloids with two common 
producers 

3 4R Bennett's Mechanism Surface of hyperboloid 

4R Spherical Mechanism Bundle of lines with center 
located at a finite distance 

4R Plane Mechanism Bundle of parallel lines 

4P Space Mechanism Pairs located arbitrarily on an 
infinitely extended plane 

4 Plane Mechanism with Parallel lines, located on an 
sliding pairs infinitely extended plane 

-

N 
-...J 



Vionea and Atanasiu' s Criterion [34] 

This is also an approach based on the-classical screws. Accord-

ingly a set of homogeneous coordinates u., v, w., 1., m., n. of a 
l. ' l. l. ·.l. . l. 

helicoidal screw movement is defined. If j is the number of screws 

situated on the curve f 1 and ~ the number of kinematic parameters 

of a closed chain and if W1' Wa' .•• wr~ wj+l'. ,wt ar.e the angular 

velocities of the possible relative helicoidal movements, then 

according to the theory of composition of relative mqvements, a 

system of linear and homogeneous ·tn Wi, ,w2 ,,.; wj equations can be 

obtained. These equations are: 

W1 U1 + .. .. . . .... ; + :w.u. = 0 
J J 

+ . + .. 0 ··W1 V1 ·o o o ... ,',,, ·W.V, = 
J J 

W1W1 + ·o • o ... ; . ;+ W.W. = 0 
.J J 
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(2. 23) 
·Wi 11 + O o .. O O 11 .. ;+ -~.1. = 0 

J.J 

Ul1m1 + .. . . . . . . . .+ ·w.m . 0 
J J 

w1n1 + ., . . . ; .+ ·W.n. 0 
J J 

If Q is the rank of the matrix of th~ coefficients of the unknowns, 

then degrees of freedom of the kinematic chain are given by 

(2.24) 

The proposed approach of Vionea and-Atanasiu·suggests a possible 

classification of mechanisms into five-families, When the rank Q of 

the matrix of the coefficients of the unknown is six, then the mechanism 

satisfying this matrix belongs to the zero family. Similarly, when 



Q takes the value five., then the mechanism under consideration belongs 

to the family one. 

It should be remarked that the proposed approach has been applied 

to investigate the existence criteria of the family III mechanisms. 

Furthermore, due to the analytical nature of the mathematical method, 

a number synthesis of the space mechanism becomes virtually impossible. 

· Dimentberg's Theory of Passive Constraints [46,47] 

This approach is an alternative of finding the existence of general 

constraints. ·Accordingly, the method of determining the passive or 

general constraints is based on a philosophy that under the influence 

of the passive constraints the spac·e mechanism, such as an RRRRRC, w'i,.11 

cease to function in the form in which it is described, but instead it 

will operate as an RRRRRR mechanism. Thus; the existence of passive 

constraints has imposed some geometrical requirement on the configura-

tion of RRRRRC mechanisms, and this requirement has, .in turn, made the 

cylindric pair function Hke a revolute ·pair. Let Sa and.·. Sa be the 

angular and linear displacement at the cylindric pair. Then the condi-

tion of passive constraints· is described by 

= 0 (2·. 2 5) 

where 91 is the input angular displacement of the mechanism RRRRRC. 

Dimentberg applied the dual number algebra to study the conditions 

of passive constraints. ·However, the theory of dual number algebra 

was developed by A. P. Kotelnikoff in 1895 [48). 
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To demonstrate the practicality of this tool, let us consider an 

example of imposing one passive coupling on a mechanism selected from 

the zero.family. Consider, for instance, a mechanism shown in Figure 1, 

and schematically described as R-C-C-C. At the joint 1 we have a 

revolute pair. The joints 2, 3, and 4 consist of the cylindric pairs. 

Let <l'0 , 13 0 , y0 , and 60 be the skew angles of the axes 2, 3, 4, and 1, 

and <l', 13, y, 6 be the common normals between the joints 1~2, 2-3, 3~4, 

and 4-1. Let ·.{h, u.2 , · u.3 and ·u4 b~ the unit vectors associated with 

the axes 1, 2, 3, 4, such that 

·" A " (2.26) ·.Ul ua Cos 'O! 

" A " (2. 27) ua :u3 = · Cos ·13 

·" " Cos (2.28) U3 • .. U4 y: 

" and ·" ·" Cos 6 (2.29) ·U4 • ·U1 

" where ;·O! = •01. 0 + ·(J O! (2. 30) 

·" 
.·· 13 130 + 'CJ ~ (2.31) 

A 

.'y = Yo + ·CJ y (2. 32) 

and g = 60 + CJ 6 (2.33) 

The joints 2, 3, and 4 ~re capable of accepting one passive 

coupling. Let us consider a. case-where·one passive -coupling is intro-

duced in the joint 3; that is~ after the passive·coupling of one trans-

lation is introduced, the pair at the joint 3 operates as if it is a 

revolute pair. 

However, relationship between the ·~ the-input at the joint 1 and 

A ·x the output at the joint 3 needs to be derived before introducing the 

passive coup ling at this joint. This r elationsh,ip can be derived in a 

following manner. 
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RRCC Mechanism disconnected at the joint 
2 and the links a 1 and S1 are folded 
as shown. 

Figure 1. RRCC Mechanism 
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Let us disconnect the mechanism at joint 2 and rotate the links 1-2 

and 3-2 around the axes 1 and 3 so that they are superimposed respect~ 

ively on the links 1-4 and 3~4. · After this, rotate link 1-2 about axis 

1 by an angle~= cp0 and link 3-2 about an axis 3 by a Dual angle 

X = -Xo + Xi so that the unit vectors u' 2 and u"2 of the axes 2' and 2" 

form the same Dual angle with axis 4 after rotation. If this condition 

... 
" is fulfilled, then without varying~ and~' it is possible to super-

impose these axes by giving the motion (helical) in the joint 4. Thus, 

h • "I d "II b d h • t e two unl.t vectors, u :a an . 'u 2 ecome one an t e same unit vector, 

and 

' 
. " 

Let the vectors of final rotations be :u1 i and u3 Y where 

.... 
:'y = Y0 + ·er Yi = tan 1/2 ·x 

er m :a 
. - Yo + -2- (1 + Y o) 

m :a X = tan 1/2 Xo + cr - (1 + tan __.o..2 ) 2 

Accor ding to the two rotations of u2 , about axes 1 and 3, we get 

-'u'a = - 1-,.- [c1 
1 + ~:a 

Equations (2,34) and' (2,35) are however related by one conditions, 

i, e., 

Equation (2. 36) 

or 

can 

,... ,. 
u a 

be 

" :ua 

" :ua 

s.olved 

... 
:u4 = 
.... 

'·U4 = 

(2. 36) 

using the following relationships 

Cos (s .;) 

Cos· (y - ~) 
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" " " Cos 6 ·.Ul U4 = 

" " Cos " U3 U4 = y 

" Cui ua) 0 the unit vectors '.u4 X = are 

" <us ua) 0 · linearly dependent ·.·U4 X = 

The res ult ing expression .can be written as 

. { Cos (~ + y) - Cos(6 - ,&) + Cos([, + ,y) - Cos(S +-&) "3} "2 qi y 

(2.37) 
" " " Cos(S Cos(6 "2 + Cos(/3 - y) - Cos(S - &) + - ,y) - +&) qi = 0 

Equation (2,37) can be briefly expressed as 

(2. 38) 

" A= Ao+ -crA1 = Cos(~0 + ·y0 ) - Cos(S 0 + a0 ) 

+ ·cr [- (f,1 + ·y1 ) Sin(f30 + y0 ) + (S1 + -0'1 ) · Sin(S0 + -a0 )] 

.. 
b = b0 +crb1 = Cos(f,0 -·y0 ) -Cos(S0 - a0 ) 

+·a[- (1'1 - Yi) Sin(l:lo - Ye,) +(01 -0'1) Sin(So -·ao)J 

'" 
B = B0 + ·crB1 = Cos (130 - Ye,) - Cos ( S0 + a0 ) 

+ -r:; [- (13 1 - y1 ) Sin(l30 - y0 ) + (S1 . +-a1 ) Sin(60 +·a0 )] 

Equation (2.38)-is the relationship between the input rotation qi 

at the joint 1 and the output rotation Y at the joint 3. It should be 

noted, however, that joint ·1 consists of a revolute pair and therefore 
A 

·qi= gl0 • When the condition of passive coupling is forced at the joint 
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. ,.. 
·3,.we have Y = Y0 • Therefore, for the condition of passive coupling, 

we have 

" ·(a +A iJi0 2 )·Y0
2 + 'b +B il?o 2 = 0 (2.39) 

Separating the real and imaginary part of Equation (2.39), we get 

0 (2. 40) 

and 

Equation (2.40) and (2.41) must be solved simultaneously. This 

condition can be expressed in the form of determinant, 

= 0 (2.42) 

Rearranging the above equation, we get 

(2. 44) 

This fourth degree polynomial must be equated to zero identically, that 

is, all the coefficients of this polynomial must be equated to zero. 

Thus, we have 

and 

(2. 45) 

(2. 46) 

(2.47) 

First, consider Equation (2. 46). Substituting the corresponding 

quantities for a0 , B1 , A0 , b1 , etc., we get 



[Cos([30 + y0) - Cos(cl0 - Ct'0)][- Cf31 - y1 ) Sin([30 - y0 ) 

+ (6 1 + Ct'1 ) Sin(60 + Ct'0 )] + [Cos([3 0 + y0) - Cos(6 0 + Ct'0)] x 

[- ([3~ - Y1) Sin(f3o - Yo)+ (61 - Ct'1) Sin( 0o - Ct'o)J 

- [cos(i3 0 - y0 ) - Cos(60 - a0)][- Cf31 + y1 ) Sin([30 + y0 ) 

+ (6 1 + a1 ) Sin(6 0 + Q.10 )] - [Cos([30 - y0 ) - Cos(6 0 + Ct'0 )] x 

[- ([31 + y1 ) Sin([30 + Yb) + (61 - a6) Sin(6 0 - Ct'0)] = 0 
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(2, 48) 

Clearly, this equation satisfies identically, Therefore, let us con-

sider the other conditions given by Equations (2.45) and (2.47), Thus, 

we get 

and 

[Cos([30 +y0) - Cos(6 0 - a0)][([31 -y1 ) Sin([30 - y0) 

- (61 - Ct'1 ) Sin(60 - a 0 )] - [cos([30 - y0 ) - Cos(6 0 - a0)] x 

[Cf3o + Yo) Sin(f3o + Yo) - (61 - Cl.'1) Sin(oo - aio)J = 0 

[Cos([30 + y0 ) - Cos(60 - Cl.'0 )][([31 - y1 ) Sin(f30 - y0 ) 

- (61 +a1 ) Sin(6o +Ct'0 )] - [Cos([3 0 - y0 ).- Cos(6 0 +Ct'0 )] x 

[Cf31 + Y1) Sin(i3o + Yo) - (61 + Cl.'1) Sin(Oo + Cl.'o)J = 0 

Rearranging Equations (2.49) and (2.50) we get 

Sin f3o Sin Yo f31 Cos 130 Sin Yo + Y1 Cos Yo Sin So 
Sin O:'o Sin 60 <\ Cos 60 Sin aio + Cl.'1 Cos Cl.'o Sin 66 

and 

Sin f3o Sin Yo 131 Sin Ye Cos Yo + Y1 Sin 130 Cos f3o 
Sin e!o Sin 60 61 Sin Cl.'o Cos Q.10 + Cl.'1 Sin 0 0 Cos 60 

(2.49) 

(2, 50) 

(2. 51) 

(2. 52) 



TABLE V 

APPARENT CORRELATION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT MOBILITY CRITERIA 

Kut.zbach I s· 
parameter 

b 

,* 

.. 
4 

Artobolevski and Dobrovol' ski's 
Criterion 

General 
Constraint& 

4 

The possible component's 
of .the general motion 

R o rotation; 
T c translation 

JR, 3T 

311., 2T; 211., 3T 

311., lT; 211., 2T; ll!., 3T 

JR;· 211., lT; 111., 2T; 3T 

_ZR; llt, lT; 2T 

*these values were not proposed by Kutzbach. 

Kolchin 's 
number of 
passive 

.constraints 
when 

H**= !P 

4 

Horoshkin I s 
number of 

independent 
transformation 

equations 

**H ::> m or H < m contradicts the proposed concept of general constraints. 

Sh.arikov's Criterion 

Number of Geometrical laeus of the 
reciprocal axe& of screws with 

screws either zero pitch (revolute 

2 

4 

pairs)or infini.te pitch 
(prismatic pair) 

Arbit.r~ry location in space 

Two bundle& of lines-,. "1th 
centers located at a finite 
or infinitely extended dis .. 
tance 

Two hyperboloids with two 
common producer Ir 

(a) Surface of hyperboloid 
e.g., 41l Bennett mechanism 

(b) Bundles of lines vi.th 
center located at a finite 
distance, e .. g. • 4K spheri
cal mechanism. 

(c} Bumlle af pa:callel 
lines ... e.g ... 4il pl~ 
mechanhm 

(d} Pairs l<>cated arbi• 
trari.ly on an f.nfi.ni.tely 
extended plane, e.g., . 
4P space mechaniem 

Parallel lines located 
on an infinite extended 
plane1 e.g. 1 p-lene mech
anism wit:b eliding pai.r 

***y1onea and Atanasiu did not investigate the ensembles of straight lines for these values. 

Vionee and At8na1iu I a criterion 

Parameter Q 
the rank 
of the 

matrix. of 
the 11crews 

6'' ... 

,*** 

4*** 

Eneemb le'• of 
straight llnea 

(a) generator& of 
the same family 
of a ruled quad• 
ric surface 

(b) generators of 
the same family 
of a bypet'bolic 
paraboloid 

(c) three etraight 
lines at infinity 
or the enaemb le 
of all the line• 
at infinity 

(d) ~n•emble of 
all coplanar 
lines 

(e) Scar of con• 
current lines, 
etc. 

(a) the planar 
cone of straight 
line• concurrent 
in O end coplanar 

(b) Two straight 
line• parallel 
and e:ltuaied :ln 
I' 

L,.) 

CJ'\ 



Equations (2.51) and (2.52) represent the necessary conditions for 

having one passive pair at the joint 3. 
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However, there is one objection to this method of finding the 

conditions of passive or general constraints because it is also able to 

generate mechanisms which are characterized by more than one general 

constraint. Apart from this, if one were to study the constraint con

ditions on mechanisms such as RRRCC or RR.RRRC, the mathematics involved 

requires the examination of the roots of a determinant equations having 

an order as high as thirty-two. 

- Similarities in the Criteria of General Constraints 

All of the proposed mobility criteria have a correlation with one 

another. In Table V it can be seen that the Kutzbach parameter b, which 

defines the tot a 1 freedom possible, correlates with Moroshkin' s para

meter r, which is the rank of the independent transformation ~quations, 

and with Vionea and Atanasiu's parameter Q, which is the rank of the 

matrix of the coefficients associated with the classical screws. Table 

V also shows that Artobolevski and Dobrovol'ski's parameter m, which 

designates the number of general constraints, is analogous to Sharikov's 

parameter S, which is the number of reciprocal screws. Furthermore, 

-Kutzbach I s parameter b, . Moroshkin' s parameter r, Vionea and Atanasiu' s 

parameter Q, Artobolevski and Dobrovol'ski's parameter m and Sharikov's 

parameter Sare inter-related. This relationship can be expressed in 

terms of two parameters A and B where B = Q =·r = b, and B = S = m, so 

that these parameters satisfy the condition 

A+ B 6 (2.53) 
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Thus, each of these mobility criteria establish similar relation

ships between the freedom of the mechanism and the parameter defining 

the general constraints. The only exception among the studies is the 

proposal by Kolchin .[28]. His contention that there are passive con

straints or passive freedom conditions that can exist other than, or 

in addition to, the conditions defined as general constraints appears 

to contradict all of the other theories. Since each of the above 

·criterion arrive at similar conclusions from totally different paths, 

it raises some doubt that Kolchin' s parameter H is valid. However, 

until general constraints are defined, there is no way to refute the 

possibility of other "special" constraints in addition to "general" 

constraints. 

Nature of One General Constraint 

The concept of general constraints suggests that there are certain 

specific geometrical conditions which must be imposed on a kinematic 

chain if it is to have one degree of freedom. According to the mobility 

criterion of Artobolevski and Dobrovol'ski, a six-link six-revolute 

kinematic chain can have one degree of freedom if it bas one general 

constraint. The exact nature of this one general constraint is not 

completely known although·Artobolevski [21] and Dobrovol 'ski [22], 

Altman [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], Franke [40], Sharikov [33], and 

Vionea and Atanasiu [34] have each contributed some views about it. 

Artobolevski arid Dobrovol'ski proposed that the one general constraint 

is defined by a specific orientation of the axes of the pair-s. They 

contend that the condition for mobility of the six-link six-revolute 
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mechanism is determined when one set of three revolute axes·intersect 

at a common finitely located point and the remaining three revolute 

axes·intersect at a second finitely located point. Franke, Vionea and 

Atanasiu also established the same conditions for the one general con-

straint as Artobolevski and Dobrovol'ski. However, Altman and Sharikov 

pointed out that the two intersection points could be located at a 

finite or at infinite distance. 

Ironically, this criterion of intersections of axes fails to 

account for several six-link mechanisms which are known to function 

with one degree of freedom. 
2 

For example, Sarrus's six-link mechanism 

[41] has its six axes intersecting by pairs at three distinct points. 

The articulated six-link mechanism of Bricard [7] and Ladopoulou · [42] 

have·every combination of two of the axes intersecting in six different 

points. Thus, the criteria of intersecting axes is neither necessary 

nor sufficient to describe the nature of one general constraints for a 

six~link six-revolute mechanism. 

Scope of One General Constraint Domain 

When there are no general constraints (m=O), the Artobolevski-

Dobrovol' ski mobility criterion reduces to the Malytcheff criterion. 

Harrisberger3 [29] showed that there are 13 different types and 435 

different kinds of single-loop, single degree of freedom space chains 

which do not have general constraints. In a similar manner it is 

2·The name ''Sarr us" is spelled quite often as "Sarrut ". 

3 
Reference [29] ,is in error due to the omis~ion of one type of 

chain described by the combination lp1 + lp2 + lp4 and various counting 
errors. 



possible to survey the one general constraint domain to determine the 

types and kinds of chains that could exist. 
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The existence of one general constraint is specified in the 

Artobolevski equation when parameter m equals 1. Consequently, the 

mobility criterion of Artobolevski for all mechanisms having one general 

constraint is 

F = S(n-1) - 4P1 - 3p;a - 2p3 - lp4 (2.54) 

Observe that the existence of one general constraint eliminates all 

kinematic pairs having five degrees of freedom. A maximum of six links 

is possible only when the class I pairs are employed in the synthesis 

of a kinematic chain. The six links may include a variety of combina

tions of both the kinematic~link and the kink-link components. 

Similarly, when class I and cl.ass II pairs are used, the number of 

permissible links is five. That is, the kinematic chain contains four 

class I pairs and one class I pair. Continuing in this manner, one can 

obtain two types of four-link chains containing either two class I pairs 

and two class II pairs or three class I pairs and one class III pair. 

According to the classification of kinematic pairs of Harrisberger 

· [29], there are three types of class I pairs, three types of class II 

pairs, four types of class III pairs, and three types of class IV 

pairs. Thus, in the one general constraint domain, there are 28 kinds 

of chains with six links, 45 kinds of chains with five links, 76 kinds 

of cha ins with four links, etc. Tab le VI is a summary of a survey of 

the types and kinds of single degree of freedom, single-loop chains 

requiring one general constraint for mobility. Observe that there are 

eight different types of chains and 212 different kinds. It should also 
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6 

5 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 
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TABLE VI 

TYPES AND KINDS OF SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM KINEMATIC 
CHAINS HAVING ONE GENERAL CONSTRAINT 

Type No. 

28 

45 

36 

40 

18 

36 

3 

6 

Kinda 

6R, 6P, 6H, SR+ [lP, lH], 4R + [2P, 2H, l P + 

lH], JR + [JP, JH, 2P + lH, lP + 2H], 2R + 

[4P, 4H, JP + lH, 2P + 2H, lP + JH), lR + [SP, 

5H, 4P + lH, JP + 2H, 2P + JH, lP + 4H], 5P + 

lH, 4P + 2H, JP+ JH, 2P + 4H, P + 5H 

4R + [lC, lT, 1T8 ], JR+ [lP, lH] + [lC, lT, 

1T8 ), 2R + [2P, 2H, lP + lH] + [lC, lT, 1T8 J, 
lT + [JP, JH, 2P + lH, lP + 2H) + [lC, lT , 1T8 ], 

[4P, 4H, 3P + lH, 2P + 2H, lP + 3H) + [lC , lT, 

1T8 ) 

2R + [2C, 2T, 2T8 , lC + lT, lC + 1T8 , lT + 1T8 ) , 

lR + [lP, lH) + (2C, 2T, 2T8 , lC + lT, lC + 

1T8 , lT + lT~), [2P, 2H, lP + lH) + (2C, 2T, 

2T8 , lC + lT, lC + 1T8 , lT + 1TH] 

JR + [lS, lSs, 1s88 , lPL], 2R + [lP + lH] + 

[lS, 1S8 , lSSH' lPL]' lR + [2P, 2H, lH + lP] + 
[lS, 1ss, lSSH' lPL). [3P, 3H, 2P + lH, lP + 
2H) + [lS, lSS' 1S88 , lPL] 

2R + [lSG' lSHG' lC ), lR + [lP, lH] + [lSG' 
p . 

lSHG' lCP], [2P, 2H, lP + lH) + (lSG' lSHG ' 

lCP] 

lR + [lC, _lT, 1T8 ] + [lS, 1S8 , 1S88 , lPL] ' 

[ lP, lit] + ['.1c, lT, 1TH) + [ lS, lSs, lSSH , 

lPL) 

3C, 3T, 3TH 

Total 8 types and 212 kinda 

The following abbreviations are used 

ll • Revolute; 

T • Torus; 

S - · sphere ; 

Sc• Sphere Groove; 

P • Priam; 

C • Cylinder; 

s 8- Sphere Slotted 
Hellx; 

SGH • Sphere Grooved 
Hellx; 

H • Hellx 

T8- Torua-hellx 

PL• Plane 

C • Cylinder-plane 
p 
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be noted that each of the mechanisms from this group could possibly 

have up to six kinematic inversions, but there is no assurance that 

each of them would also have a single degree of freedom. 

Although the mobility criterion for one general constraint indi-
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cates that in addition to the six-link six-revolute mechanism there are 

more than 200 other mechanisms that have one general constr9int, physi

cal models of most of these mechanisms are not known since we know 

nothing of the geometric conditions which create the general con

straints. We have no way of knowing how to assemble these mechanisms 

so they will have constrained mobility, except by trial and error. 



CHAPTER III 

THEORY OF IDENTIFYING THE EXISTENCE OF 

GENERAL CONSTRAINTS 

The examination of the number of existing theories makes us aware 

of the complexity of the problem in identifying and determining the 

degrees of motion of kinematic chains. These problems become more 

involved when the chains having more than four physical links are under 

consideration. The explicit governing conditions that identify the 

existence of one or two general constraints are, therefore, not readily 

obtainable with the approaches examined in the previous chapter. For 

instance, the approaches suggested by Vionea and-Atanasiu and Sharikov 

are primarily of analytical nature; that is, the application of either 

of these approaches is expected to point out an existence or non

existence of a mechanism. Although the approach suggested by Dimentberg 

promises an explicit governing condition, the mathematics of determining 

the one general constraint condition requifeS the examination of the 

roots of a determinant equation of order thirty-tow. Such mathematical 

approaches of examining the roots of the higher order determinant equa

tions may be expected to lead to all types of erroneous results. 

The classical theories defining the degrees of mobility predicts 

thousands of mechanisms having general constraints whose value varies 

from a minimum of zero to a maximum of four. However, all of the 

43 
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governing conditions that define a spatial kinematic chatn as a mecha-

nism are not known. It is generally believed that such governing 

conditions are relatively simple for the unconstrained mechanisms and 

that they become more complex for the mechanisms having one or more 

general constraints. It should be noted, however, that even these 

simple governing conditions are not known. Thus, some of the funda-

men ta 1 problems, such as the maximum number of permissible sliding or 

helical pairs in a spatial mechanism, remain to be solved. However, 

among these fundamental problems the one of considerable importance is 

that of examining the governing conditions defining one or more general 

constraints. Under the ideal situation, this examination of the 

governing conditions of the general constraints is expected to reveal, 

(a) the closure condition for a chain, that is, a set of 

parameters associated with each link in order to form a 

closed kinematic chain configuration, 

(b) the mobility of the chain when one of the links is fixed, 

(3) the limit positions and the dead center of the mechanism. 

In the sections to follow, a general theory of examining the 

existence or nonexistence of a general constraint is developed. 

Development of the Theory of Identifying the 

Existence of General Constraints 

Under the ideal condition, a true space mechanism is expected to 

have a general motion consisting of three rotations (w, w, w) and 
X y Z 

three translations (T, T, T ), along a set of three independent axes 
X y Z 

x, y, and z. The underlying philosophy of the one general constraint 
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then would state that for some specific geometric configuration of a 

chain the .. total number of components of its general motion is either 

three rotat~pns (w, w, w.) and two translations, such as (T , T ), 
X y Z X y 

(T, T) or.(T, T ), or two rotations, such as (w, w ),•(w, w), or 
X Z y Z X y y Z 

(w, w) and three translations (T ,·T, T ). 
X Z X y Z 

With a ~tarting assumption of the six components of the general 

motion, one ts expected to set up six simultaneous independent equa-

tions relating the six parameters of the general motion w , . w , •.UJ , 
X y Z 

T ,·T, T. It is possible to arrive at this set of six equations by 
X y Z 

considering the physical significance of the general constraints. For 

instance, according to F .. M. Dimentberg, the existence .of one general 

constraint is expected to impose a condition on a cylinder pair of a 

mechanism described by a combination RRRRRC. · Observe that the first 

revolute pair R is the input pair and the cylinder pair C is the output 

pair. The imposed condition of one general constraint on the cylinder 

pair can be described mathematically as 

= 0 (3. 1) 

where Se is the translation perm!tted by the cylinder pair and 81 is 

the rotation at the input pair. Note that this·relationship, given by 

Equation (3.1), is expected to be true for a total possible range .of 91 • 

Integration of Equation (3.1) with respect to 91 results in 

Se = constant (3.2) 

The physical interpretation of the Equation (3.2) suggests that 

the cylinder pair is made passive for its translational movement; that 
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is, the activity of the cylinder pair is confined to a pure rotation. 

This condition of restraining the cylinder pair to a pure rot at ion will 

then describe the mechanism RRRRRC as a RRRRRR mechanism. Thus, the 

existence of the condition given by Equation (3.1) in a mechanism such 

as the 6R mechanism describes the existence of one general constraint. 

Similarly, the existence of two simultaneous conditions similar to that 

of Equation (3.1) in a mechanism RRRCC induces the existence of two 

general constraints and the resulting mechanism can be described as a 

RRRRR mechanism. 

The general mathematical tool that lends itself to induce the 

mathematical conditions given either by Equation (3.1) or Equation (3.2) 

and also abide by the general philosophy of the general constraints is 

the three-by-three screw matrix. This three-by-three screw matrix is 

composed of a product of two three-by-three dual matrices both de-

scribing a rotation and translation of a rigid body, one about the x 

axis and the other describing about the z axis. Thus, the resultant 

product of these two three-by-three dual matrices is expected to 

describe a rotation and translation of a free body about some third 

instantaneous axis called a screw axis. This screw matrix is given by 

A A 

8, A 

Cos e - Sin e. Cos 0:. Sin Sin 0:. 
i 1. 1. 1. 1. 

e. A " e. T. (8) = Sin Cos e. Cos et. - Cos Sin QI. (3.3) 
i 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

A 

0 Sin O!. Cos et. 
1. 1. 

A A 

where 8. and et are the "dual angles" where (see Appendix A) 
1. i 

A 

e = e. + ·CJ s. 
i 1. 1. 

A 

QI = O!. + a a. 
i 1. 1. 
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where a., a., 9., ands. are the physical parameters associated with a 
i i i i 

link of a kinematic chain. These parameters a., a., 9., ands. and 
i i i i 

their relationships to one another are shown in Figure 2. Observe 

that the parameter a. represents the kinematic link of a chain, a. 
i i 

the twist angles between the axes, 9. the ang1e between the kinematic 
i 

link ands. the offset distance along the axis between the two common 
i 

perpendiculars of the two connected links. This distance can.be 

physically interpreted as a kink in the kinematic link. 

According to the mobility criteria, when the mechanism has no 

general constraints, i.e., m = 0, it can be shown that 

. I: kp 
k 7 (3.4) 

Thus, when all the pairs are the revolute pairs, i.e., k = 1, then the 

total required number of links are seven.. Thus, corresponding to the 

seven links of a closed chain, seven screw matrices are required to 

describe the motion of this mechanism. However, because the chain is 

a closed loop, the seven screw matrices are related. This·relationship 

is described by 

[I] (3. 5) 

.where the matrix [I] is the unit matrix. Observe that each of the 

matrices·[T.] involve a., a., s., and9 .. 
i i i i i 

In order to check for the mobility of a kinematic chain, displace-

ment analysis of the mechanism of this kinematic chain must be possible. 

The displacement analysis of a mechanism is performed by determining 

the displacements of all the follower and coupler links by giving any 

arbitrary displacement to any one of the links and naming that link as 



LINK i+I 

i-1, i, 8 i+I ARE SUCCESSIVE PAIRS IN A KINEMATIC LOOP 

Zj = CHARACTERISTIC MOTION AXIS FOR PAIR i 
Xj • COMMON PERPENDICULAR BETWEEN Z; + I AND Zj 

48 

Y· • AXIS TO FORM RIGHT-HANDED CARTESIAN SYSTEM,X•YjZj 
1 

( POSITIVE SENSE BASED ON CHOSEN ORIENITATIONS OF Xjf Zi) -

a1 • LENGTH OF COMMON PERPENDICULAR FROM Z; TO Zi+I 

ot; = ANGLE FROM POSITIVE ZL_TO POSITIVE Zj + I 
(POSITIVE SENSE IS CCw ABOUT POSITIVE X;+1> 

g = ANGLE FROM POSITVE Xi TO POSITIVE Xi+I 
(POSITIVE SENSE IS CCW ABOUT POSITIVE Z; ) 

S = DISTANCE ALONG Zj FROM X; TO Xj + I 
(POSITVE SENSE IS THAT OF POSITIVE Zj ) 

Figur e 2 . Kinema t ic Notat i on s 

• 
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the input link. In a single-loop mechanism, one of the links connected 

to the fixed link of a mechanism can be an·input link. Then the other 

link connected to the fixed link becomes a follower and the intermediate 

links become the coupler links. 

Let the input link of the 7R mechanism be displaced through an 

angle 91 such that the coupler and the follower links experience a 

differential displacement in their original positions described by 

92 , 93 , 94 , 95 , 96 and 97 • In this event the matrices [Ti], (i ~ 2) 

must accommodate this change. Thus 

= I (3. 6) 

Using the Taylor series expansion and neglecting all the higher order 

terms, the matrix T.(9. + d9.) yields the following result 
l. l. l. 

A 

oT(9.) 
T(9. +d9.) =T(9.) +--,A,_1._ 

1. 1. 1. o 0. 
l. 

Thus, Equation (3.6) becomes 

Cos 9. -Sin 8, " Cos Ci. 
l. l. l. 

a0. 
l. 

Sin 9. 
l. 

·Sin 9. Cos 9. Cos ot. --Cos· 9. 
l. l. " l. l. 

T(9. + d9.) = 0 Sin (){. Cos 
l. l. l. 

-Sin 9. ~cos e. Cos· ot. · Cos 8.' 
l. l. l. l. 

+ Cos e. -Sin .e. Cos ot. Sin e. 
l. l. l. l. 

0 0 0 

Sin 

Sin 
A 
(){. 

l. 

Sin 

Sin 

(3. 7) 

Ci. 
l. 

(){. 
l. 

(3. 8) 

ot. d9. l. 
l. 

(){. 
l. 

Observe, however, that the second part of the Equation (3.8) is a pro-

duct of an operator matrix [P] with the original matrix [T;] where the 
l. 

operator matrix [P] is defined as 



a -1 0 

. [P] = 1 0 0 

0 0 0 

Thus, the product [P][t] gives 

" 
0 -1 0 Cos e. -Sin ei Cos °'. Sin e .. Sin Q'i 

l. l. l. 
" ,., 

. [PT] = 1 0 0 Sin 9. Cos e. Cos Q'. -Cos· e. Sin (;t. 
l. l. l. l. l. 

0 0 0 0 Sin e. Cos °'. l. l. 

" 
-Sin e. -Cos e. Cos Q'. Cos e. Sin Q'. 

l. l. l. l. l. 

" 
= Cos 9. -Sin e. Cos Q'. Sin e. Sin Q'i 

l. l. l. l. 

0 0 0 

Rewriting in terms of the operator matrix, Equation (3. 6) becomes 

T (9. + d9 . ) = T + -PT d9. 
l. - l. •i i l. 

" 
=·[I + Pd9.] T. 

l. l. 

Substituting for each of the T(9. + d9.), Equation (3.6) yields, 
l. l. 

. " 
T1 (I + Pd92 )T2 (I + Pd9 3 )T3 (I + Pd9 )T4 (I + Pd95 )T5 x 

4 

(I + Pcl96 )Te (I + Pd07 )T7 .~ I 
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(3.9) 

(3 .10) 

(3 .11) 

Expanding the above· equation w.fth the assumption that d92 , d9 3 , •••• , 

d97 are small in magnitude, Equation (3.11) simplifies to the following: 

" " 
. [T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 ] + [T1 PT2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 ]d92 + {T1 T2 PT3 T4 T5 T6 T7 ]d93 + 

" ·" 
+{~1 T2 T3 PT4 T5 T6 T7 ]d94 +-[T1 T2 T3 T4 PT5 T6 T7 ]d95 + (3. 12) 

" " 
+ [T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 PT6 T7 ]d.96 +{T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 PT7 ]d97 ·::! [I] 
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Let 

[Q1 J = [T1T2 T3T4T5T6 T7 ] (3.13) 

[Qa J = [T1PT2 T3T4T5T6 T7 ] (3. 14) 

'[Q3] = [T1T2 PT3T4T5T6 T7 ] (3.15) 

[Q4 J = [T1T2 T3PT4T5T6 T7 ] (3.16) 

[Q5] [T1TaT3T4PT5T6 T7 ] (3. 17) 

[Q5 J [T1T2 T3T4T5PT6 T7 ] (3. 18) 

and 
[Q7 J [T1T2 T3T4T5T6 PT7 ] (3.19) 

Then Equation(3.12) can be written as 

A A A A .. A 

[Qi J + [Qa ]d8a + [Q3 ]d83 + [Q4 ]d84 + ·[Q5 ]d85 + {Qs ]d0a + [Q7]d87 == I 

or 7 

\ [Q.]d9. ""' [I] - [Q1] L i i 

i=2 

(3. 20) 

Equation (3.20) appears to be relatively simple in the form shown here. 

However, it is apparent simplicity is destroyed if the nature of the 

screw matrix [T.] is taken into consideration. Observe that each of the 
l. 

terms in the [L] matrix is a dua 1 quantity. Thus, using the dual 
l. 

angle ·algebra and expanding each of the terms, after substituting 

Cos 8. Cos· (8. + 0 s.) = Cos e. - (J s. Sin ei (3.21) 
l. l. l. l. l. 

Sin e. = Sin (8. + (J s.) = Sin e. + (J s. Cos e. (3.22) 
l. l. l. l. l. l. 

Sin 0:. = Sin ( 0:. +er a.) Sin Q'. + CJ a. Cos 0: (3.23) 
l. l. . l. l. l. J. 

Cos 0:. Cos (Oi. + (J a.) Cos· Qi. (J a. Sin 0:. (3.24) 
J. l. l. l. J. J. 



the screw matrix [T.] decomposes into two matrices as follows 
1. 

Cos e. -Cos QI. Sin e. Sin QI. Sin e. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

[T.] = Sin e. Cos QI. Cos e. -Sin QI. Cos e. 
1. l 1. 1. 1. 1. 

0 . Sin QI. Cos QI. 
1. 1. 
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(3.25) 

-s.Sin9. a.SinQI.Sin8. - s.Cos9.CosQI. a.CosQI.Sin9. + s.Cos9.SinQI. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

+ cr s.Cos8. -a.SinQI.Cos9. - s;Sin8.CosQI. -a.CosQI.Cos9. + s.SinQI.Sin9. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 

0 a.CosQI. ~a.SinQI. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

i.e.' 

[T.] = [R.] + G[D.] 
1. 1. 1. 

(3.26) 

where [R.] represents the real part and [D~J represents the dual part 
1. 1. 

of the matrix [T.]. Observe that the real matrix [R.] represents a 
1. 1. 

pure rotation. Furthermore, the real matrix [R.] is an orthogonal 
1. 

matrix but the dual part matrix [D.] does not have the same property. 
1. 

In view of the existing property of the screw matrix [Ti], 

described by Equation (3.26), the Equations (3.15) to (3.19) need to 

be simplified. For· instance, consider Equation (3.13) which gives 

(3. 13) 

Substituting [T.] = [R.] + cr[D.], Equation (3.13) becomes 
1. 1. 1. 

(3.27) 
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Simplifying the above relationship, keeping in mind that cl' = 0, we 

get 

[D1R2R3R4R,5R8R7 ] + (3.28) 

[R1 D2R3R4RsRaR7] + 

[R1R2D3R4RsRaR1] + 

[R1R2R3D4R5RaR7] + 

[R1R2R3R4PsRaR7] + 

[R1R2R3R4R5DsR7] + 

[R1R2R3R4R5R6 D7 ] 

Similarly, each of the matrices Q. (3x3) can be simplified. Thus, 
l. 

[Q2 ] = [T1PT2T3 T4T5T8 ] = [R1PR2R3R4R5R6 ] + o [D1PR2R3R4R5R6 R7] + 

[R1PD2R3 R,4R5RsR7 ] + 

[R1PR2D3R4RsRsR7] + 

[R1PR2R3D4R5R6 R7] + 

[R1PR2R3 R4D5RaR7 ] + 

[R1PR2R3R4R5D6 R7 ] + 

[R1 PR2 R3 R4 R5 R6 D7 ] 

(3.29) 

[Q3] [T1T2PT3T4T5T6 T7] [R1R2PR3R4 R5R6 R,7 ] + o [D1R2PR3R4R5R6 R7 ] + 

[R1D2PR3R4R5R6 R7 ] + 

[R1R2PD3R4R5 R6 R7 ] + 

[R1 R2 PR3 D4 R5 R6 R7 ] + 

[RiR2PR3R4D5 RsR7] + 

[R1 R2 PR3 R4R5 D6 R7 ] + 

[R1R2PR3R4RsRsP7] 

(3.30) 
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[Q4] = [T1TaT3PT4T5TaT7] = {R1R.aRsPR4R.sReR.7] +-cr [D1RaRsPR4RsReR7] + 

·. [lhDaRsPR4RsReR7] + 

LR1R2 D3PR4R6 R6 R7 ] + 

[R1R2 R3PD4R.5R6R7] + 

[R1R2 R3PR4D5R6 R7 ] + 
I 

·[R1RaRsPR4RsD6 R7] + 

[R1RaRsPR4RsRaD7] 

(3.31) 

[Q5 ] = [T1T2 T3T4PT5T6 T7 ] = [R1R2 R3R.4PR5R6 R7 ] + cr [D1R2 R3R4PR5R6 R7 ] + 

[R1D2 R3R4PR5R6 R7 ] + 

[R1RaD3R4PRsRaR7 ] + 

[R1RaR304PR5R6 R7 ] + 

·[R1R2 R3R4PD5R.6 R.7] + 

[R1 R2 R3 R4 PR5 D6 R7 ] + 

{R1RaR3R4PR5RaD7 ] 

(3.32) 

· [Q6 ] [T1T2 T3T4T5PT6 T7 ] - [R1R.2 R3R4 R5PR6 R7 ] + cr '[D1R2 R3R4R5PR6 R7 ] + 

[R1 P2 R3 R4R5 PR6 R7 ] + 

[R1RaD3R4R.5PRaR7 ] + 

[R1RaR3D4R5PR6 R7 ] + 

· [R1 R2 R3 R4 D5 PR6 R.7 ] + 

· [R1RaR3R4RsPD6 R7] + 

[R1Ra.R3R.4R.5PR6 D7 ] 

(3.33) 
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·[Q7 ] = [T1TaT3 T4T5 T6 PT7 ] = [R1RaR3 R,4R5 R6 PR7 ] + cr [01RaR3 R4R5 R6 PR7 ] + 

[R1D2R3 R,4RsR6PR7 ] + 

[R1RaD3 R4R5R6 PR7 ] + 

{R1RaR3 04R5R6 PR7 ] + 

[R1RaR3R4D5R6 PR7 ] .+ 

{R1RaRaR4RsD6 PR7 ] + 

[R1RaR3R4RsRaPP7 ] 

(3.34) 

Observe that [Q.] matrices have been decomposed into a set of real 
l. 

matrices and dual part matrices. Denoting the real and dual part com-

ponents of [Q.] by [A;] and [B;] we obtain 
l. l. l. 

[ Q ; ] [A; ] + {r[B ; ] 
l. l. l. 

Thus, for i = 2, 

(3.35) 

and 
[D1PRaR3R4RsR6 R7 ] +[R1PDaR3R,4RsReR7] + 

[Ba] = [R1PRaD3R4RsReR7] + [R1 PRa Rs 04RsRe R7 ] + (3.36) 

[R1PRaR3R4D5R6 R7 ] + [R1 PRaR3R4R5D6 R7] + 

[R1PRaR3R4R5R6 D7 ] 

Observe that the matrices·[R.],·.[D.], and[P] have each three rows and 
l. 'l. 

three columns. Therefore, the product matrices [A.] and [B;] must also 
l. l. 

have three rows and three columns. 

Using this notation, Equation (3.20) can be rewritten as 

7 

~ [Al.. + crB; ]d9 .. ~ [I] - · [41 + ·0B1] L i i 
(3. 3 7) 

i=2 



i.e.' 
7 

\ [A. ]d9. + -cr L 1 1 

i=2 i=2 

Recall that each of the dual angle 9. can be written as 
1 

e. = •9 + as. 
i i 1 

Differentiating both the sides, we get 

d9. = d9. +·ads. 
1 1 : 1 

Observe, however, that ifs .. is not a variable,.then 
!l. 

cie. = d9. 
1 1 
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(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3. 40) 

(3 .41) 

The case in which s. becomes variable is the one in which a kinematic . 1 

chain has a cylinder pair. For the seven-link mechanism to move with 

one degree of freedom, all the kinematic pairs are the revolute pairs, 

and therefore, all the s. are of constant values. Thus, Equation (3.39) 
1 

becomes 

7 
\ [A. ]d@. + {J L 1 1 

i=2 

7 

l · [Bi ]d9i ::: [I] - [i\1 ] - a{B1 ] 

i=2 

(3o42) 

Separating the real and dual part of the Equation (3.42), we get a set 

of two equations which are 

and 

t [Ai ]d9 i .:::·[I] - . [i\1 ] 

i=2 

(3.43) 

(3. 44) 
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Since each of the [A,] and [BJ have three rows and three columns, 
1. 1. 

thereby having nine elements, Equations (3.43) and (3.44) together 

represent a set of eighteen equations in six unknowns d82, d8 3 , d8 4 , 

d65 , d86 , and d87 . Corresponding to these six unknowns, therefore, a 

minimum of six independent equations must exist in order that the 

kinematic chain of 7R moves with one degree of freedom when one of 

the links is fixed. The following is the procedure to obtain a set of 

six independent equations from the set of these eighteen equations. 

Recall that [P] is an anti-symmetric matrix. Because of this pro-

perty, the product matrix 

[G] = [z][P][zf (3.45) 

is also anti-symmetric, where [z]t is a transpose of any matrix [z]. 

Now, consider any one of the matrices [Q.] given by Equations (3.13) 
1. 

to (3.19), say [Q2 ] then 

[Q2 ] = [T1 PT2T3 T4 T5 T6 ] 

Let [~J-l be the inverse of [T1 ]. Then Equation (3.46) can be rewritten 

as 

i.e.' 

(3. 48) 

Observe, however, that from Equation (3.5) 

and therefore, 

= · [T PT -l] 1 l · (3. 49) 
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If the screw matrix were to describe only pure rotation, then from the 

definition it is known that the screw matrix is an orthogonal matrix. 

Therefore, 

(3. SO) 

Thus, Equation (3.49) can be rewritten as 

(3. 51) 

Comparing the two equations, (3.51) and (3.45), we deduce that the matrix 

[Qa] must be an anti-symmetric matrix, i.e., 

(3.52) 

Clearly, Equation (3.52) suggests that out of the nine elements 

only three elements are independent under a complete closure condition. 

That is, when 

However, since [Qa] decomposes into the real and the dual components, 

there are altogether twelve independent elements available to obtain 

the set of simultaneous relationships in dti described by the Equations 

(3.43) and (3.44). Thus, Equation (3.52) can be written as 

0 

[Qa J = -q12 

-q13 
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Le., 

0 al2 a13 bll bl2 bl3 

[Q;,J -al2 0 a23 + cr -bl2 b22 b23 (3.53) 

-al3 -a23 0 -bl3 -b23 b33 

It can be seen that the similar relationships can be derived for the 

product matrices [Q;] where i takes the value one through seven. 
l. 

Observe that all the diagonal elements of each of the real part matrices 

are zero,. but the diagonal elements of the matrix [Q~ J may not, be zero. 
l. 

This is due to the fact that dual part matrix is not an orthogonal 

matrix. These elements, however, do become zero under special con-

ditions. These governing special conditions are yet not known. 

The problem of obtaining the number of independent equations from 

the set of twelve equations becomes complicated. However, the principle 

of transference as proposed by A. P. Kotelnikoff [48] is applied. 

Accordingly, the number of independent equations obtained from rea 1 

part and from dual part matrices must be the same. Since there are 

only off-diagonal elements contributing the three independent equations 

from the real part matrix, then the application of the '~rinciple of 

transference" suggests that there· are three independent dual part 

equations obtained from the off-diagonal elements of the dual part of 

the matrix [Q; J. 
l. 

Thus, each of [Ai] and [Bi] of Equations (3.43) and (3.44) under 

the closure condition contributes three elements to form a set of six 

independent equations. Furthermore, these contributed elements of 

[A;] and [B;] are, in fact, the off-diagonal elements. Therefore, 
l. l. 

Equations (3.43) and (3.44) may be written as 
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l Aijk de. ~ - . [Al jk J 
J. 

(3.54) 

i=2 

l B .. k dB. :::,, 
- [B1jkJ 

J.J J. 
(3.55) 

i=2 

where j and k denote respectively the rows and columns of the ith 

matrix. Equations (3.54) and (3.55) can be futher modified if we 

consider the conditions under which they are derived. Recall that 

these equations are the result of the assumption that a closure con-

dition for a kinematic chain is achieved. Under this assumption 

(3.56) 

=·[A .. J + cr · [B .kJ 
1 J J. J 

(3. 57) 

Since the unit matrix [IJ is a real matrix, then equating the real and 

the dual parts we get 

(3. 58) 

and 

[B1 jkJ = [NJ (3.59) 

where the matrix [NJ is the null matrix. Equation (3.58) indicates that 

all the off-diagonal elements of the matrix [AijkJ are zero. Further-

more, Equation (3.59) indicates that all the elements of the matrix 

[B1jk] are zero. Consequently, Equations (3.54) and (3.55) become a 

set of six simultaneous homogeneous equations. These equations may 

be written in the matrix form as 
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a212 a312 a412 a512 a612 a712 d9a 0 

a213 a313 a413 a513 a613 a713 d93 0 

a223 a323 a423 a523 a623 a723 d94 0 

d95 
= 0 (3. 60) 

b212 b312 b412 b512 b612 b712 

b213 b313 b413 b513 b613 b713 d96 0 

b223 b323 b423 b523 b623 b723 d97 0 

i.e. , 

[M][L'.19] [o J (3.61) 

where the matrix [M] is the coefficient of the differentials of the 

angular displacements of the links 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, and the column 

matrix [L'.19] is the differential displacements. When the closure con

dition is obtained after giving a differential displacement to these 

links, the angular positions 8a, 93 , 94 , 95 , 96 , and 97 of these links 

are described by their corresponding exact values. Consequently, the 

column matrix [L'.19] must consist of a null vector in order to satisfy 

Equation (3.60), The coefficient matrix [M], however, remains non

singular. Since there are six independent rows, the rank of this matrix 

must be six. 

The coefficient matrix [M] plays a significant role in answering 

some of the basic issues related to the mobility of a kinematic chain. 

Observe that this matrix has six rows and six columns. These six 

columns correspond to the six unknown dependent displacements. In 

general, the number of columns of the coefficients matrix and the number 

of dependent displacements of a single-loop mechanism are related. 

This relationship can be expressed as 
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Number of columns= (Total number of linear and angular 

displacements) - 1 
(3. 62) 

The above relationship stems out clearly from the fact that in a 

mechanism a kinematic pair of one degree of freedom is used for the 

input motion and the motion at the other kinematic pair is simply 

dependent on the motion of the input pair. Thus, in the 7R chain 

91 is the angular motion at the input pair and the angular motions 92 , 

93 , 94 , 95 , 96 , and 97 are simply dependent on the input motion. 

The application of Equation (3.62) suggests that in the six-link 

Bricard mechanism, where all the kinematic pairs are the revolute 

pairs, the number of columns of the coefficient matrix [M] is five. 

-Similarly, the Goldberg five-link and the Bennett four-link mechanism 

will have, respectively, .four and three columns in the coefficient 

matrix .[M]. 

The rows of the coefficient matrix, however, exhibit altogether 

different properties. These properties appear to correlate with the 

basic concept of the general constraints. The number of independent 

rows that can be obtained for a mechanism .is entirely dependent upon 

the specific configuration of the mechanism. 

Observe that the total number of rows are six and that they are 

not related in any manner with either the total number of links or the 

total number of kinematic pairs of a mechanism. Note that the first 

three rows in the-matrix [M] are obtained from the·real part of the 

· [Q.] matrix and that the last three rows are obtained from the dual -
1 

part of the matrix .[Q;]. It has been observed, however, that it is 
1 

the specific geometric configuration of the mechanism that decides on 
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the number of independent real and.dual rows of the coefficient matrix 

.[M]. 

Coefficient Matrix [M] for the Spherical 

Four "'"Link Mechanism 

A specific configuration does exist wherein all the dual com-

ponents assume zero values. That is, 

and 

... 
0t. = 0t. + cr(O) 

1. 1. 

e = .9 . + cr ( o) 
i 1. 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

Such a configuration can be described on a sphere, for instance, the 

spherical four-link mechanism. In this case, all the three equations 

obtained from the dual components of the matrices ·[Q.] are zero, thus 
1. 

leaving only the first three real row vectors in the coefficient matrix 

[M]. Since there are four revolute·pairs, the application of Equation 

(3.62) suggests that there are only three columns in the matrix [M]. 

Thus, for a spherical four-link mechanism the coefficient matrix [M] is 

expected to take the following form: 

a212 a312 a412 0 0 0 

a213 a313 a413 0 0 0 

[M]spherical 4R = (3.65) a223 a323 a423 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Clearly, the rank of the coefficient matrix [M] for a spherical 

four-link mechanism is three. Theoretically, the components of the 

general motion of a spherical mechanism are the three rotations about 

three non-planar axes. The existence of three real part equations is 

due to the existence of only the real part in the dual angles a and e. 

As a result of this condition, only pure rotations are accomplished. 

These pure rotation components are then described by the existence 

of the three real part row vectors. 

Coefficient Matrix [M] for a Plane 

Four-Link Mechanism 

Another classical example that can be considered to study the 

correlation of the number of real and dual rows of the coefficient 

matrix with the components is that of the general motion of a plane 

mechanism which can be described by one rotation and two translations, 

a consequence of having all the axes of the revolute pairs parallel. 

Accordingly, three independent equations can be expected from the co-

efficient matrix [M]. Furthermore, due to the general motion of one 

rotation and two translations, it can be predicted that out of the 

three rows of the coefficient matrix· [M], one row must consist of the 

elements from the real part of the matrices [Q;] and two rows must 
1. 

consist of elements from the dual part of the matrices [Q.]. 
1. 

It should be remarked, however, that such a set of equations 

cannot be intuitively established. For this reason, a numerical 

example is considered. The following are the parameters of any arbi-

trarily selected four-link plane-mechanism for which the closure con-

ditions are known. 
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a1 4, aa = 4, a3 = 4, a4 = 2 

0'1 = o, Ola = 0, 0/3 = 0, 0/4 = 0 

• 0 . 0 0 

e1 = 30, ea 126.76, 93 = 86.67, 94 = 116. 56 

S1 . = 0 Sa 0 S3 = 0 S4 = 0 

The coefficient matrix [M] then becomes 

-1. 0 -1. 0 -1.0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Real part 

[M]91 = 30 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

-3.4641 0.2115 2.000 0 0 0 Dual part 

-2.000 -3. 5778 0 0 0 0 

The second set of closure conditions can be described by the following 

angular displacements of the links, 

O O 0 

81 = 60, ea= 112.30, 93 = 97.18, 94 = 90.51 

The coefficient matrix· [M] then takes the following form 

-1 -1 -1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Real 

[M]el = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

60 •= 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

-2.0 1. 9639 2.0 0 0 0 Dual 

-3.4641 -3.9998 a.a 0 0 0 

The third set of closure conditions can be described by the following 

angular displacements of the links, 

0 0 

97.42, -93 = 112.02, .e4 = 60.55 
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The coefficient matrix [M] then takes the following form 

-1. 0 -1.0 -1. 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Real 

[M]91 = o= 0 0 0 0 0 0 
90 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 3. 9664 2.0 0 0 0 Dual 

-4.0 -3.4832 0.0 0 0 0 

Observe that in each of the three matrices [M]81 = 30°, [M]81 = 60 °, 

and [M]81 = 90 °there is a striking resemblence in the nature of the real 

part row vectors. The first row vector of the real part of these 

matrices is identical and the other two real part row vectors are, in 

fact, the null vectors. Furthermore, the dual part first row vector 

is also a null vector in each of these matrices. The last two dual 

part row vectors, however, exhibit different properties. 

The invariant nature of the real part first row vector indicates 

that the row vectors can be expected to represent the instantaneous 

screw axes of rotations. In a plane mechanism there exist~ one axis 

about which the mechanism executes a rotation and there exists two axes 

along which the mechanism executes two translations, and the axis of 

rotation is normal to the plane of translation. The invariant nature 

of the first row vector of the real part of the matrix [M] directly 

relates to this concept of the axis of rotation. The first dual part 

row vector then indicates that the translation does not take place along 

this axis. Furthermore, the existence of the last two dual part row 

vectors explains the existence of the two instantaneous axes along 

which the mechanism executes two translations. 
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Finally, the last two real part null vectors establish a further 

support in viewing the coefficient matrix [M] as the matrix of the 

instantaneous screw axes. 

The orientation of the screw axes varies as the input displacement, 

81 , takes different values. However, the screw axes can be rotated 

into a position where orientation is independent of the different 

values of the input displacement. This process of rotation of the 

screw axes then involves finding the Eigenvalues and the Eigenvectors 

of a real matrix. For instance, consider the matrix [F] composed of 

the last two dual part row vectors of the matrix [M] 81 =··~-0 °. Then 

[-3 .4641 0.2115 

:· 0 J [F] 
-2.0 -3.5778 

Now consider the product matrix [F][Ff which is 

·[FFt] 
[-3.4641 o. 2115 

:·OJ 
-3.4641 -2.0 

-2.0 -3.5778 0. 2115 -3.5778 

2.0 0 

l6.42298 
6.17149 

6. 17149] 
16.80064 

Normalizing the product matrix [FFt] .we get 

1. 0 6.17149 

J 16.42298 X 16.80065 

6.17149 

J 16.42298 X 16.80065 
1. 0 



i.e.' 

[ 
1. 0 

= 0.37153 

0.37153] 

1. 0 
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The process of finding the Eigenvalues and the Eigenvector then 

requires solving the linear equations having the form 

jl. o - t.. 

lo.37153 

0.37153]. [XlJ 
1. 0 - 11. x 2 

0 

where ·11. is called the Eigen value and the column matrix [:~] is called 

the Eigenvector. The Eigenvalues are found by solving for the roots 

of the determinant 

1i.o - 11. 

lo.37153 

i.e., ( 1. 0 - 11.) ( 1. 0 - 11.) 

i.e. , 11.~ - 211. + 0.86197 = o 

0.37153j 

1. o - 11. 

(0.37153) 2 

0 

0 

Solution of the above equation gives two distinct roots 

ll.1 = 0.62845 

and 

"'2 = 1. 37155 

The Eigenvector corresponding to 11.1 and 11.2 are 

0.37155 X1 
(1) 

+ 0. 37153 X2 
(1) 

0 

0. 37155 X1 
(2) 

- 0.37153 X2 
(2) = 0 

The solution of these equations gives the two Eigenvectors which are 



and 

[: : :: ] = [ _: J 

[:::::J = [ :] 

The principal axes of these vectors are 

(1//2, - 1//2) and (1//2, 1//2) . 

. 
Thus, for 81 = 30, the mechanism has three translational axes whose 

direction cosines are 

( 0, 0, 0 ) 

( 0, 1//2, - 1//2) 

( 0, 1//2, 1//2) 
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Similar computation of the Eigenvalues and the Eigenvectors for 

91 = 60 and 81 = 90 gives the following set of translational axes whose 

direction cosines are 

( 0, 0, 0 ) 

J 
1//2, - 1//2) 

. 
( 0, (81 = 60 ) 

( o, 1//2, 1//2) 

and 

( 0, 0, 0 ) 

( 1//2, 1//2) l (81 
. 

0, = 90 .) 

( 0, 1//2, 1//2) 

Examination of the three sets of the direction cosines of the 

Eigenvectors of the last two dual part row vectors points out their 
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invariant characteristic, thus identifying their existence in the co-

efficient matrix [M] as the instantaneous screw axes. 

Similar computations of the real part row vectors provide the three 

invariant vectors whose direction cosines are 

( 1, 0, 0 ) 

( o, o, 0 ) 

( 0, 0, 0 ) 

Observe that the above equation states that there is only one real axis 

about which rotation takes place. Furthermore, this axis is normal to 

the plane of the axes of translation since it satisfies the orthogona~ 

lity conditions. This normality condition of the rotation axes to the 

plane of translational axes satisfies identically the theory of the 

plane.motion. 

Coefficient Matrix· [M] for the Plane 

Slider-Crank Mechanism 

The coefficient matrix [M] for a plane slider-crank mechanism with 

the following kinematic parameters 

0 0 

0/1 = o, Ola = 0, ·. 0/3 = 90, 0/4 = -90 

a1 = 3, aa = 4, a3 = 0, a4 0 

0 0 0 

e1 143, ea -196.203, 83 53.203, 94 = 0 

Sl = 0, Sa o, S3 = 0 S4 -1. 397621 

takes the following form 
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-1.0 -1.0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

[M]t p } 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

/Lne 91 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
143 

2.39597 0 -1. 0 0 0 0 

-1.805445 1.397621 0 0 0 0 

Note that the plane slider-crank mechanism also has three com-

ponents of general motion. These are one rotation and two translations. 

Coefficient Matrix [M] for the 7R Space Mechanism 

In the 7R mechanism, the number of unknown displacements to be 

obtained are six for every input displacement. Correspondingly, the 

number of columns of the coefficient matrix are·six due to the six un-

knowns. Thus, the rank of the coefficient matrix is six. For this 

reason, one can expect the matrix [M] to consist of s~x non-

vanishing row vectors, three real part row vectors from the matrices 

[A;] and three dual part row vectors from the matrices [B; ]. For in-
i i 

stance, consider the following parameters of the seven link mechanism: 

a1 0 <l'1 -90 81 0 e1 270 

0 

aa = 0 Cl'a 90 S;a 2. 0 11 9a = 270 

2 • 0 II 
0 

4 • 0 II 93 270 as = Cl'3 -90 S3 = 

a4 0 0'4 90 84 0 94 90 

0 

as 2.0 11 Cl'5 = -90 85 2.0" 95 = 0 

as = 0 0'5 = 90 S5 0 96 = 90 

a7 2.0 11 Q'7 = -90 87 2.0 11 97 0 

The coefficient matrix [M] under the complete closure condition becomes 
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0.000 -0.003 -1. 000 0.003 -1. 000 0.000 

0.000 1.000 -0.003 0.000 0.000 -1. 000 

[M]91 = 2700 = -1. 000 0.000 0.003 1.000 0.003 0.000 

(7R mechanism) 
0.000 -2.000 -0.012 -4.000 -0.006 -2.000 

0.000 -0.006 -0.000 -0.006 2.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -4.0QO 0.012 -2.000 0.000 

Observe that the six row vectors of the coefficient matrix .[M] of the 

7R mechanism are independent. Corresponding to these three real part 

vectors, which represent the screw axes of rotations, three Eigen 

vectors can be determined. Similarly, corresponding to the three 

dual part vectors, which represent the screw axes of translations, 

three Eigenvectors can be determined. 

Coefficient Matrix [M] for the Six-Link 

6R Space Mechanism 

The existing literature on the classification of mechanisms 

describes three elementary models of the six-link six-revolute mecha-

nism. These elementary models are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The 

six-link mechanism shown in Figure 3 is called Franke' s "wirbelkette ". 

According to the kinematic notations, all its kinematic links are 

equal, i.e., a. = eonstant; all the kink-links are zero, i.e., s. = O; 
1 1 

and the absolute values of the twist angles are 90°, i.e., la. I = 90°. 
,i 

· Let us assume the following values of its parameters. 
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X5 

Figure 3. Franke, 5 "W. N irbelkett~' 
ote that all the . are zero. kinematic-links 



Figur e 4. Br icar d ' s Ar ticulated Six~LinkMechanism, 
Note that all the kinematic-links are 
zero. 
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Figure 5. Sarrus' Six~Link Mechanism 
Note that two of the kinematic-links and 
two of the kink-links are of zero length. 
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0 

e1 a1 = 5 II °"1 = -90 S1 = 0 = 90 

a2 = 5 II °"2 = -90 S2 = 0 82 = 270 ° 

as = 5 II 0:'3 = -90 ,S3 = 0 83 = 270 

a4 = 5 II 0:'4 = 90 S4 0 84 
0 

= 90 

a5 = 5 II 0:'5 = 90 S5 0 85 = 270 

ae 5 II Cl'e = 90 Se = 0 Se = 270 

The coefficient matrix ,[M] for the Franke's··"wirbelkette" then becomes 

0.0 0.0 -1. 0 0.0 0.0 0,0 

0.0 1. 0 0.0 0.0 1. 0 0.0 

[M]91 = 90 = 1. 0 0.0 0.0 1. 0 0.0 0.0 

(Franke's 6R) -5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 5.0 -5.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 5.0 -5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Observe that the last column of the coefficient matrix [M]91 = 9cf is 

filled with the elements having zero values. Thus, the rank of this 

matrix is five. However, there does exist three Eigenvectors describing 

the rotations of the six-link mechanism. The principal axes are 

( 1, o, 0 ) 

( o, 1, 0 ) 

( 0, 0, 1 ) 

(the principal axes of rotations) 

Observe that there are three distinct dual part row .vectors. Corre-

sponding to these row vectors there exists three Eigenvectors de-

scribing the possible translations of the six-link mechanism. The 

principal axes are 



( 1, o, 0 ) 

( 0, 1//2, - 1//2) 

( 0, 1//2, 1//2) 

(the principal axes of 

trans lat ions) 

The possible existence of these three vectors of translation will be 

discussed later. 

The six-link mechanism shown in Figure 4 .is called the Bricard' s 

articulated six-link. According to the kinematic notations, all its 
) 

kinematic links have zero value, i.e.' a. = O; all the kink-links are 
1 

of equal lengths, i.e., s. = constant; and all the values of twist 
1 
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angles are -90. ·Let us assume the following numerical values for these 

·parameters, 

a1 .- 0 0!1 = -90 S1 = 4 II 91 = 60° 

' . 4 II .ea 26.89° aa = 0 0!2 = -90 Sa = = 

' . 4 II 03 251.31° as = 0 0:'3 = -90 S3 = = 

-90 • 4 II 04 60.0° 84 = 0 0:'4 S4 = = 

85 = 0 0:'5 = -90 S5 = 4 II 05 26.89 
0 

-90° 
C) 

as = 0 O!e Se = 4 II 9a = 251.31 

The coefficient matrix [M] for this articulated six-link then becomes 

0.0000 0.8918 0.4286 -0.3204 0.000 o.o 
0.5000 -0.3918 0.8918 0.0000 -1. 000 0.0 

[M]91 = 60 = 0.8661 o. 2262 -0.1449 -0.9473 0.000 o.o 
0.0000 -1. 8097 3.9590 3.7892 0.000 0.0 

(Articulated -3.4641 -3.9942 -1. 8097 0.0000 0.000 o.o 
six-link) 

2.0000 0.2164 o. 5714 -1. 2815 0.000 0.0 
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Note that in both Franke's six-link and Bricard's articulated six

link there are three distinct principal axes of rotation and three 

principal axes of translation. Recall that such a situation is examined 

in the case of the 7R mechanism, for which the coefficient matrix [M] 

has nonvanishing six-row vectors and nonvanishing six-column vectors. 

The existence of nonvanishing six-column vectors determines the rank 

of the coefficient matrix [M]. Since the rank of the coefficient 

matrix of the six-link mechanism is five, only five of the ·six-row 

vectors can be utilized for the determination of the principal axes of 

translation and rotation. Accordingly, one of the row vectors of the 

coefficient matrix [M] of any six-link mechanism cannot contribute any 

independent relationship other than what has been established by the 

other five row vectors. · Correspondingly, the principal axd.s that 

corresponds to such a row vector does not perform either a rotation or 

a translation. That is, one principal axis is simply made passive. In 

general, one can expect either a principal axis of rotation or a prin

cipal axis of translation to become passive for the six-link kinematic 

chain in order that it can exist as a one degree of freedom mechanism. 

Fortunately, however, due to the nature of axes of rotation, whenever 

a rotation axis of the six-link is made passive the real part row 

vector of the coefficient matrix vanishes, thus leaving five nonvan

.ishing.row vectors and five nonvanishing column vectors in the co-

efficient matrix [M] with five unknowns. The mechanism that satisfies 

such a condition of having one of the real part vanishing row vector 

is called the Sarrus' six-link mechanism, shown in Figure 5. 

The concept of the existence of the number of passive axes of 

translation or the vanishing axes of rotation correlates with:Sharikov's 
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concept of the reciprocal screw. Recall that according to this concept, 

a six-link mechanism has one reciprocal screw (axis) about which .either 

the six-link mechanism does not·have either a rotation or translation. 

Since there are three principal axes of translations, any one of these 

three axes can become passive in order that a six-link chain exists 

as a mechanism. This possibility of passivity of the principal axes 

then correspondingly establishes-a criterion for the existence of the 

di:f;ferent kinds of six-link mechanisms. Regardless of the further 

subdivision based on which of the principal axes became passive, the 

principal divisions of the six-link mechanism are the following: 

. (a) six-link mechanisms having three principal axes of rotation 

and two principal axes of translation, 

.(b) six-link mechanisms having two principal axes of rotation 

and three principal axes of translation, e.g.,, Sarrus' 

six-link mechanism. Note that one of the principal axes 

of rotation in the Sarrus' mechanism becomes a null axis. 

The-· Sarrus' mechanism has the following kinematic ·parameters: 

0 

2.0 11 
0 

81 = 3 0/1 = o· S1 = 91 = 170 

• 
· 82 2 0/2 = 0 S:a = 0.0 e 2 = 20 

0 

83 = 0 0/3 = -90 S3 = -2.00" 93 = 350 

. 84 = 3 0/4 = 0 S4 = 2.00 11 94 
0 

= 170 

o· • 
85 = 3 0/5 = S5 = 0.0 05 = 20 

aa 0 Ole -90 ° Se ·-2. O" e a = 350 

The coefficient matrix [M] for the·Sarrus' mechanism then takes the 

following form: 
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-1. 000 -1. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -1. 000 -1. 000 -1. 000 0.000 

[M]01 = 0 = 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
170 

0.000 0.000 -5.909 -2.594 0.000 · 0.000 
. (Sarrus' Six-Bar) 2.954 5.9~9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00:0 

-0.521 0.000 0.000 0.000 o. 521 0.000 

Observe that one row vector of rotation is a null vector. . The following 

are the principal axes of rotations. 

( 1, o, 0 ) 

( 0, 1, 0 ) 

( o, 0, 0 ) 

Principal axes of rotations 

Since there are three dual part row vectors, three principal axes of 

translation must exist correspondingly. Thus, the total components of 

general motion are five, viz., two rotations and three translations. 

Coefficient Matrix [M] for the 4R Bennett Mechanism [6] 

.This "paradoxical" four-link four-revolute space mechanism was dis-

covered by a mathematician named Bennett in 1903. The orientations of 

the axes of the revolute pairs are related to the corresponding-link 

·lengths. Thus, for the mobility of theBennett mechanism, the follow-

ing conditions must be satisfied: 

(1) Opposite link lengths are equal, . that ·is, 

81 = 83 and aa = 84 

(2) Opposite twist angles are equal, that is, 



and 

For 

(3) The adjacent twist angles and link lengths must satisfy the 

relationship 

81 aa 
= :I: sin 0/1 sin Ola 

the computation of the coefficient matrix, let us assume the 

following values of . these parameters: 

0 

81 8 0/1 = 90 S1 = 0 61 = 60 

0 

aa = 4 Ola = 30 Sa ·- 0 .9a = 216.8698 

0 0 

83 = 8 0/3 = 90 S3 = 0 93 = -60.0 

84 = 4 0/4 = 30 S4 = 0 64 = -216. 8698° 

81 

The coefficient matrix [M] for these set of parametric values takes the 

following form: 

0.0 -0.40 -0.866025 0.0 0.0 0 

-0.50 -0.6928 0.500 0.0 0.0 0 

[M]91 = ·= -0.866 -0.50 
60 

0 0.0 0.0 0 

7.999 4.7569 2.0 0.0 0.0 0 

0.0 -2.40 3.4641 0.0 0.0 0 

0 0 0 0.0 o.o 0 

Since there are three unknown angular displacement parameters, the 

rank of the coefficient matrix [M] of the Bennett mechanism must be 

three. Observe, however,. that we have five nonvanishing row vecto·rs 

in the coefficient matrix. Since the mechanism is neither a plane .four

link nor a spherical four-link m,echanism, the general motion of this 

Bennett mechanism must be two rotation~ and one translation. Conse

quently, the coefficient matrix [M] has one passive rotation and one 

passive translation vector. 
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Coefficient Matrix [M] for the SR Goldberg Space Mechanism 

The Goldberg five-link five-revolute space mechanism was discovered 

by M. Goldberg in 1943. This mechanism was constructed by combining 

two Bennett mechanisms in series. A typical set of parametric values 

of the Goldberg mechanism can be as follows: 

0 

a1 8 Cl'! = 90 S1 = 0 81 = 30 

0 

c;la = 8 ex-a = 60 Sa = 0 ea 197.589 
0 

a3 8 Cx'3 90 S3 0 83 310.204 

0 

c;l4 4 Cx'4 30 S4 0 84 149.996 

85 
0 

a5 = 4 Cx'5 30 S5 = 0 32.209 

The coefficient matrix [M] corresponding to these parametric values then 

takes the following form: 

0.00 -0.824 -0.540 0.866 0.0 0.0 

0.866 -0.566 0.796 0.500 0.0 0.0 

[M] 0 = -0.5 -0.019 -0.272 0.00 0.0 0.0 
81 = 30 

8.00 0.197 6.374 1. 999 0.0 0.0 

0.00 -0.330 3.676 3.464 0.0 0.0 

0.00 1. 244 -1. 891 0.00 0.0 0,0 

Since there are only four unknown angular displacement parameters corre-

sponding to every assumed input displacement parameter, the rank of 

the coefficient matrix is four, Furthermore, due to the three non-

vanishing real part row vectors, the mechanism is expected to indicate 

the existence of two passive screw axes of translations. Thus, the 

Goldberg mechanism is expected to have three active screw axes of 

rotations and one active axes of translations. 
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Estimation of the Displacement Parameters 

The displacement parameters for a given angular or linear displace-

ment need to be estimated in order to arrive at the coefficient matrix 

[M]. Thus, for instance, in the 7R mechanism, for every input angular 

displacement 91 , six angular displacements 92 , 93 , 94 , 95 , 96 , and 97 

need to be estimated. In general, parameters such as a., a., ands. 
1. 1. 1. 

are normally not known, especially when one is searching for a combina-

tion of parameters that will give a closure condition for different 

input displacements. Therefore, any random combination of these para-

meters is likely to generate either structures or a configuration which 

tends to remain open-ended. Under these circumstances it is difficult 

to arrive at a unique solution of the displacement parameters for every 

assumed input displacement. rhus, the estimation of the displacement 
; 

parameters requires that a complete closure condition of the kinematic 

chain be calculated for every position. To accomplish this, the diago-

nal elements of both the dual and real part matrices of the product 

matrix [Q.] need to be considered simultaneously with the off diagonal 
1. 

elements of the coefficient matrix [M]. Thus, Equations (3. 43) and 

(3.44) are required to retain the diagonal and one side of the off-

diagonal elements. Since there are three diagonal elements in the 

matrices [A.] and [B. ], the total number of equations obtained from 
1. 1. 

these two sets of matrices are twelve. These equations may be expressed 

in a matrix form as follows: 



a212 a312 a412 a512 a612 a712 

a213 a313 a413 a513 a613 a713 

a222 a322 a422 a522 a622 a722 

a223 a323 a423 a523 a623 a723 

84 

- all2 

- al23 

a233 a333 a433 a533 a633 a733 

b211 b311 b411 bSll b6ll b711 

b212 b312 b412 b512 b612 b712 

b213 b313 b413 b513 b613 b713 

b222 b322 b422 b522 b622 b722 

b223 b323 b423 b523 b623 b723 

b233 b333 b433 b533 b633 b733 

1 - a 133 

- blll (3, 66) 

- bll2 

- bll3 

- bl22 

- bl23 

- bl33 

i.e., 

[u][A8] [v] (3.67) 

where the matrix [U] represents the coefficient of the diagonal and 

off-diagonal elements of the matrices· [A;] and [B; J ( i > 2) and the 
1. 1. 

column matrix [V] represents the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of 

the matrices [A1 ] and [B1 ]. The above set of twelve equations has 

only six unknowns d82 , d83 , d84 , d85 , d86 , and d87 , Therefore, the 

rank of the matrix [U] must be six, The estimation of these unknowns 

then must proceed in a manner similar to that being used by the 

· "least-square technique". Accordingly, multiplying both sides of 

Equation (3.67) by a transpose of matrix .[U], we get 

(3,68) 



Let [W] = [U]t[U] and let [W]-l be the inverse of [W]. Then multi

plying both sides of Equation (3.68) by [w]- 1 , we get 
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(3.69) 

But 

[wJ- 1[wJ = [rJ (3.10) 

where the matrix [I] is the unit matrix. Therefore, Equation (3. 69) 

becomes 

(3. 71) 

Thus, the unknown column matrix [69] .is evaluated using the rela-

tionship given by,Equation (3.71). If for a given combination of a., 
1. 

et., and s., the input link of a mechanism is rotated from an initial 
1. 1. 

position 91 to 9{, the co;rresponding values of 9i (i > 2) will change 

under a complete closure condition of the mechanism. However, the 

final angular positions of the follower links are obtained by assuming 

their initial values and computing their exact values by an iterative 

procedure. At each iteration, successive values of d9. are calculated 
1. 

using the relationship given by Equation (3.71). These computed values 

of d9. are then added to the previous values of 9. (i > 2). Thus, if 
1. 1. 

9. (i .;;;,: 2) are initial values and d9. are calculated values, then new 
1. 1. 

assumed values 9.(i;;;,: 2) can be obtained from 
1. 

9' = 9. + d9. 
i 1. 1. 

(for i ;;;,: 2) (3. 72) 

Thus, at each iteration, new values of 9.(i;;;,: 2) are estimated until 
1. 

these values obtain a stability, in which case the process of iteration 

achieves a convergence, and the differential displacements d9. vanish 
1. 
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at the final stage of iteration. However, such convergence is only 

possible when the assumed combination of a., CY., and s. satisfies the 
l. l. l. 

requirements of closure conditions and the closed kinematic chain is 

a mechanism when one of the links is fixed. Observe that when a 

complete convergence occurs and all the e 's obtain their exact 
i 

values satisfying the closure condition then all the diagonal co-

efficients of the matrices [A.] are zero. Consequently, the co
l. 

efficient matrix [M] can be obtained from the coefficient matrix [u]. 

Furthermore, under the complete closure conditions, the column matrix 

[v] becomes a column matrix of null vector. The number of active 

screw axes of rotations and translations will then decide the class 

of the mechanism. 

Let us consider a numerical example to illustrate the technique 

of estimating the dependent angular parameters. For instance, consider 

the Bricard's articulated six-link mechanism which does not obey any 

of the existing hypotheses for the one general constraint. The.follow-

ing are the parametric values of this mechanism: 

a1 0 Q'l = -90 
0 

81 = 4 II 

a2 = 0 Q'2 -90 82 4 II 

a3 0 CY3 -90 83 4 II 

a4 0 CY4 = -90 84 = 4 II 

as 0 Q's = -90 85 = 4 II 

as 0 Q's -90 Se 4 II 

Let the input angular displacement e. = 60 and let us assume the 
l. 

following unknown angular displacements, Le., let 
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0 0 0 0 0 

92 338, 93 = 305 , 94 = 99 , 95 = 338 , and 96 = 291 . 

With these values the coefficient matrix [U] and the matrix [v] can be 

computed. Thus,. the coefficient matrix .[U] takes the following form: 

0.00038 -0.79421 0.263224 -0.306753 

-0. 02297 0.46257 -0.17506 0.22113 

0.49947 0.34665 0.36309 -0.79912 

0.03979 -0.78504 0.30293 -0.28433 

[u Je1 = 
0.86511 0.22323 -0.86300 -0. 48077 

0 = 
60 -0.04057 -0.00808 0.00688 0.04289 

0.45666 -0.85655 -3. 04138 -3.15446 

0.18216 1. 08421 1. 91310 1.46848 

-3.45974 -1. 70608 0.94536 1. 33646 

-0,05205 -1.32735 -3.37091 -2.46200 

1. 99910 3. 57144 -1.21535 0.55244 

-0.32384 0.33249 0.85001 -0.10881 

The column matrix [V] takes the following form: 

0.48445 

-0.85597 

-0.03896 

0.48502 

-0.02435 

0.00105 

-0.23389 

0, 11724 

0.51919 

-0.19897 

-0. 77333 

-0.00140 

0.03896 0.0000 

0.0000 0.0000 

-0.51555 0.0000 

0.00000 0.0000 

0.85686 0.0000 

-0.00077 0.0000 

-0.51919 0.0000 

-0.00000 0.0000 

-0.23389 0.0000 

0.00000 0.0000 

-0.14156 0.0000 

-0. 91871 0.0000 



Then the matrix [W] can be obtained as follows: 

17.31716 12.81069 -7.41445 -5.33974 1. 07046 

12.81069 21.07862 3.27365 7.61881 -0.36822 

[w] = [uf [uJ = -7.41445 3.27365 28.43566 21.12174 -0.16785 

-5.3397 7.61788 21.12174 21.36713 1. 33498 

1.07046 -0.36823 -0.16785 1. 33497 2.18985 

The product of the two matrices [U]t[V] is given by the matrix 

-3.45688 

-4,22613 

3.46706 

1. 23375 

0.12886 

Finally, the column matrix [.t,8] can be computed from the relationship 
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(3, 71) 

Thus, 

[68] 

(in radians) 

0.407059 

-0, 611801 

-0.033670 

0.443092 

-0. 515712 

The estimated 8. then can be computed by adding the computed 
l. 

differential displacements to the assumed values, i.e., 

Thus 

8 1 8. (assumed) + d8. (computed) 
i l. l. 

e; 361.3227 

8~ 269.94635 

8~ = 97.07085 



e~ 363. 3872 

e; 261. 45188 

The coefficient matrix [u] and its transpose are recomputed with the 
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I . o 
corresponding values of e. and 91 = 60. Then, another set of d9. are 

l. l. 

computed. At every stage of the iteration, these values of differential 

displacement become smaller and smaller if the closure condition of the 

mechanism for this particular value of 91 = 60 exists. The rate at 

which the convergence occurs depends upon how close the assumed values 

are. An example of this convergence is shown in Table VIL 

Observe that at each successive iteration, the column matrix [69] 

approaches to a column null matrix. At the same time the unknown dis-

placements e. arrive steadily at their true values which corresponds to 
l. 

the input displacement 91 . At the last iteration when the column matrix 

[tie] becomes a column null matrix, all those row vectors of the coeffi-

cient matrix [DJ, which correspond to the diagonal elements of the 

matrices [A;], also become null vectors. ·Consequently, the coefficient 
l. 

matrix [U] degenerates into the coefficient matrix [M]. For the mecha-

nism under consideration, this coefficient matrix [M] has been examined 

earlier. 

Note that when a complete convergence is established the diagonal 

elements of the matrix [B:] may or may not become zero. This existence 
l. 

of the diagonal elements in [B1] matrices is due to its non-orthogonal 

property, . In some special cases, however, this matrix does become 

orthogonal, and in turn the diagonal elements reduce to zero. 



TABLE VII 

ESTIMATION OF THE 9. (i > 2) for 91 = 60 OF THE 
l. 

ARTICULATED BRICARD MECHANISM 

Iteration [69] Estimated 9. (i > 2) 
l. 

1 0.235266 9a = 374.8025 

-0.286395 93 = 253. 5371 

-0.442558 94 = 71. 7141 

0.272505 95 = 379.0006 

-0.175539 9a = 251. 3942 

2 0.19000 9g = 385.6891 

-0.04150 9:3 = 251.1591 

-0.20063 . 94 = 60.2184 

0.13593 95 = 386.7894 

·-0.04239 9 e = ·248.9649 

3 0.021056 e a = 386.9855 

0.002763 9 3 = 251. 3174 

-0.003898 94 = 59.9951 

0. 002132 95 = 386.9115 

0.040381 e e = 251.2786 

4 0.000059 92 = 386.8989 

-0.000056 e 3 = 251. 3142 

0.000084 94 = 59.9999 

-0.000220 95 = 386.8989 

0.000622 ea = 251. 3142 

5 0.00000 ea = 386. 8989 

0.00000 9s = 251.3142 

0.00000 94 = 60.0000 

0.00000 . 95 = 386.8989 

0.00000 es = 251. 3142 
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Technical Problems Associated With the Iterative Method 

The development of the numerical method is based on the expansion 

of each of the terms of the screw matrix [T.] according to the Taylor 
1. 

series expansion. Since all the higher order terms are neglected in 

this expansion, the process of convergence demands the values of the 

unknown displacement parameters to be assumed too close to their true 

values. With larger deviations of the assumed values, the number of 

iterations required for the convergence is large. In general,,it has 

been observed that on an average every ten .degree deviation of the 

assumed value requires one iteration. However, if a closure condition 

exists for a mechanism, the method does arrive at the solution.regard-

less of the maximum deviation between the assumed and the exact values 

of the displacement parameters. 

It should be noted, however, that the method of estimation of these 

unknowns is based on the least-square technique. This technique is cap-

able of producing the exact answer when it exists as well as the answer 

wherein the deviation becomes minimum. In .both the instances, the con-

verg.ence is guaranteed. However, in solving the problems pertaining to 

the estimation of the unknown displacement parameters of a mechanism, 

.the estimated parameter must satisfy the closure conditions; that is, 

the row vectors of the matrix [U] corresponding to diagonal elements of 

the matrices·[A:] must become null vectors. 
1. 

· This type of convergence, where the row vectors of the matrix [u~] 
1. 

corresponds to diagonal elements of the matrix [A~] do not become null 
1. 

vectors, are in some cases due to an incorrect sign associated with the 

parameters of a mechanism. 
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The condition of a dead-center of a mechanism does represent a 

closure condition of the mechanism. Therefore, whenever a dead-center 

is found for the mechanism, the method of estimating unknown parameters 

should converge. However, the coefficient matrix [M] of the mechanism 

becomes singular. Thus, the singularity of matrix does not permit the 

system to converge and the unknown parameter will never obtain a stable 

solution. 

The limit position of a mechanism is recognized as if the mechanism 

does not form a close chain. Thus, the closure conditions are never 

satisfied. In this event this iterative procedure produces a divergent 

system. The unique solution of the unknown displacement parameters is 

therefore not possible. 

Finally,. if for some combination of the paramters, the kinematic 

chain becomes a structure, then the coefficient matrix [M] becomes 

singular. However, since the procedure of estimating the displacement 

parameter is based on an initial assumed value, the coefficient matrix 

[U] does not have singularity. As the number of iteration increases, 

the non-singular matrix [u] becomes unstable and the system of indepen

dent equations representing the coefficient matrix [v] becomes divergent. 

The nature of the divergent matrix can be detected at the earlier stages 

of the iterative procedure. If either the determinant of the matrix 

[W] is extremely large or the determinant of the matrix [w]-l is ex

tremely small, then the system in most cases becomes divergent at the 

later stage. It is also advisable to examine at every iteration the 

difference matrix [L] given by 



[L] = [w] - [w-1]-1 

If the difference matrix [L] has elements which represent "finite" 

quantities, then the original matrix [w] is in general a singular 

matrix. For further complex problems in detecting the singularity 

of the approximate matrix reference [49] must be consulted. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE SIX~LINK MECHANISM 

The development of the theory of determining the existence or 

nonexistence of one or more general constraints makes it possible to 

examine the characteristic performance of the nature of general con

straints. The present investigation is, however, confined to the 

examination of the nature of one general constraint. 

According to the theory developed in the last chapter, the exist

ence of one general constraint degenerates the six-by-six coefficient 

matrix [M] into a five-by-five non-singular matrix. The existence of 

the numerical real part row vectors corresponds to the number'of rota

tion components of the general motion. If, however,· all the real part 

row vectors are nonvanishing, then there does exist one passive dual 

part row vector. If, however, one real part row vector is a null vector, 

then all the threel dual part row vectors must be active because the 

rank of the coefficient matrix [M] cannot otherwise be five. 

The·procedure of arriving at the coefficient matrix [M] .is, however, 

numericaL This numerical technique operates with the coefficient 

matrix [U] and in turn with the product matrix [W]. If the rank of the 

product matrix. is six, the rank of the coefficient matrix [M] .is six. 

If the rank of the product matrix [w] is five, then the rank of the co-

efficient matrix [M] is five, in which case the mecha11ism giving such a 

94 
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coefficient matrix [M] has one general constraint. Note, however, that 

since the numerical method is iterative and the product matrix' [w] is 

computed initially with the approximate information of the dependent 

displacement parameters, the product matrix. [w] will diverge under the 

condition of its singularity and therefore the determinant of the pro

duct matrix either becomes extremely large or extremely small. Both 

of these properties are attributed to the singularity of the product 

matrix [w]. Thus, what is expected to happen to the product matrix 

.[w] according to the theory is translated in terms of divergence and 

convergence of the product matrix [w]. 

The method of determining the existence of the six-link mechanism, 

therefore, becomes of analytical nature. A .set of twenty-four parametric 

values of a six-link chain are assumed. The product matrix [W] is com

puted with the specified value of the input displacement 91 and the 

approximate values of the dependent angular displacements 92 , 9s, 94 , 95 

and 96 • The exact values of the dependent displacements are computed 

using the iterative procedure and with the assumption that the rank of 

the product matrix [W] .is five. The successive iterations of the pro-

duct matrix [W] are expected to lead to any one of the following three 

results: 

1. exact convergence 

2. pseudo convergence 

3. divergence 

The exact convergence of the system can be identified by the fact 

that the column matrix [V] degenerates into column null vector. Conse

quently, the dependent displacement parameters achieve their exact 



values corresponding to the complete closure condition.of the chain 

specified by the input displacement parameter. 

Since the convergence of the product matrix [w] is arrived with 

the assumption that the rank of the matrix [W] is five, and since the 

computeddependent displacement parameters do satisfy the complete 

closure condition, the assumed six-link chain yields a six-link mech-

anism. 

The pseudo convergence and the divergence of the product matrix 

[w] are somewhat related. The pseudo convergence is quite often en

countered either because the closure conditions are examined in the 

region past beyond the limit position but relatively close to it or 

because of the.inexact information of one of the parameters, for in

stance, a kinematic-link of the· six-link chain. 

96 

In either of these cases, there is an element of doubt concerning 

the existence of the six-link mechanism and therefore a second closure 

condition must be examined. 

· The divergence of the product matrix [W] indicates that closure 

conditions are being examined in the region of a limit position or that 

the six-link chain is a structure. Thus, the divergence of the product 

matrix requires the examination of a second set of closure conditions. 

· Whenever an exact convergence of the· product matrix· [W] is estab

lished for an artibtrarily selected kinematic parameter of a six-link 

chain, it can then be deduced that such a chain is expected to yield 

a six-link mechanism. However, fot a complete assurance and as a part 

of a good practice, a six-link chain. is tested for a second independent 

complete closure condition once the first closure conditions are estab

lished. 
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'!'he first closure conditions are, however, difficult to achieve. 

The following approach is adopted in the present investigation of a 

six-link chain. At the first attempt, six closure conditions corre-

o o o C 

sponding to the six input angular positions, 91 = 0, 60 , 120 , 180, 

240 °, 300 °, are examined. If a complete closure condition is achieved 

at any one of the positions, then the chain is tested for a second 

independent closure condition, If, however, a complete closure con-

dition does not exist in the previous investigation, then a second set 

O O O 0 

of the six input angular positions, 91 = 30, 90, 150 , 210 , 270, 

330°, is examined for the closure conditions, If successful results 

were not obtained with the second set of the input angular positions, 

then a third set of twelve input angular positions, 91 = 15°, 45°, 75°, 

105°, 135°, 165°, 195°, 225°, 285°, 315°, 345 , are tested for the 

complete closure conditions, . If after trying. these three sets a com-

plete closure condition is not obtained, then the six-link chain is 

pronounced as a structure. 

Parameters of the Six-Link Mechanism 

According to the kinematic notation of Denavit and Hartenberg [43], 

the following are the twenty-four parameters associated with the six-

link mechanism. 

(1) The kinematic links: There are six parametric values of the 

kinematic links, These are denoted by a1 , a2 , a 3 , a 4 , a5 , and a6 • The 

numerical values of these parameters are conventionally kept positive. 

(2) The twist angles: There are six parametric values of twist 

angles. These angles measure the degree of skewness in the orientation 
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of two successive kinematic pairs. The twist angles can take either a 

positive or a negative value. 

(3) The angul~r displacements: There are six parametric values 

of the angular displacements. These are 81 , 82 , 83 , 84 , 85 , and 86 • 

In a mechanism when one of the links adjacent to the fixed link is given 

an angular displacement 81 , then the values of the other angular <lis-

p la cements 82 , 83 , 84 , 85 , and 06 are dependent on the input displace

ment. Thus, any arbitrary value of 81 can be assumed and corresponding 

.values of 82 , 83 , 84 , 85 , and 86 must be determined. 

(4) The kink-links: There are six parametric values of the kink

link components. These links are the off-set distance between the two 

kinematic links, and are denoted by s 1 , s2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , and s6 . The 

values of these parameters can be either positive or negative. 

From the twenty-four parameters described above, .there are only 

eighteen parameters that govern the closure condition and mobility of 

the six-link mechanism. Once it is established that the 6R chain is a 

mechanism, then the dependent displacement parameters can be evaluated 

for the different values of the input displacements. 

Parametric Study of the Six-Link 

It has been examined that there are eighteen parameters of the six

link mechanism, twelve of which can assume either positive or negative 

signs in order to build a closed kinematic chain. Thus, when the 

associated signs are taken into consideration, the total number of 

parametric values that need consideration is thirty. If a thorough 

study of these parameters is planned without giving any other consider

ations, then the present investigation of examining the governing 
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conditions would nearly involve, with a first degree of approximation, 

a combination of thirty factorial parametric values. On the other hand, 

if higher percentages of these thirty factorial parametric values of 

the six-link do yield the six-link mechanism, then any random set of 

these eighteen parameters should also yield a six-link mechanism. 

However, in view of the fact that there are only three elementary 

models of the six-link mechanism that are known to exist and that more 

than a hundred kinematicians have wondered about their existence, such 

a plan of studying the thirty factorial combinations not only proves to 

be impractical but also proves to be unintelligent. Thus, the problem 

of studying these parameters of the six-link mechanism is more complex 

and it needs a more careful thinking, planning, observing every avail

able information on hand, analyzing every existing combination that 

defines the existence of the six-link mechanism, and interpreting every 

available information in a manner that a new set of combinations of 

these parameters would yield a new six-link mechanism. 

The problem of determining the governing conditions of the exist

ence of the six-link mechanism is somewhat analogous to the problem ~f 

determining a location of a particular city in the map of the world, 

especially when the latitude and the longitude was difficult to obtain. 

Perhaps, one intelligent way to get around to this problem is to in

quire into its possible existence in the south or the north of the hemi

sphere. After dividing the world into two halves, perhaps one may 

divide the proper half into another half by inquiring whether this 

particular city exists in the east or the west. Thus, proceed:Lng in 

this manner and examining every answer to every question asked)· it is 
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possible to locate the particular city on the map of the world, pro

vided, of course, there does exist a source which is capable of giving 

the correct answer to every question. 

The analogy of locating a city on the map of the world and deter

mining the governing conditions then suggests that only those combina

tions should be examined which contributes new information. The 

existence of the th.ree different six-link mechanisms provides a good 

start for such an investigation. These three mechanisms are: 

(1) Franke' s ''wirbelkette ". This mechanism has twist angles as 

follows: 

Q'l = -90 -90 -90 

90 

All the kinematic links are equal, that is, 

a1 = aa = a3 = a4 = a5 = a6 

and all the kink-links are zero, that is, 

The mechanism .is ·shown in Figure 3. 

(2) Sarrus' six-link mechanism. In this mechanism, four of the 

twist angles are zero; two of the twist angles are of -90 

value. Two kinematic links and two kink-links are zero. 

The mechanism is shown in Figure 5. 

0 

(3) Bricard' s articulated six-link mechanism. In this mechanism, 

all the kinematic links have zero values; all the kink-links 

are positive and equal and all the twist angles are of -90° 

value. 
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The existence of these three six-link mechanisms provides a good 

· start for exploring the other possible combinations of the parametric 

values. . In .the following sectio.n, these mechanisms are investigated 

with a-wide .variety of combinations and permutations of the parametric 

values. 

Variation. in Franke' s ''Wirbelkette" 

Variation _in .lli. Twist· Angles 

There are primarily.six types of variations that can be-studied 

with the twist angles and with _their appropriate signs. The first type 

of variation. is concerned with the different possible values o-f twist 

angles. For ·instance,. in the Franke's "wirbelkette" the twist angles 

1 to 6 have the following pattern: 

-90°, -90°, -90°, 90°, 90", 90° 

The first three .twist angles have a negative sign and the last three 

have a positive sign associated with their values. The absolute values 

of the twist angles are,. however, equal. Following the same pattern, 

the other possible values of the twist angles can be investigated. Thus, 

. for· instance, the twist ang1es 1 to 6 may have values·· such as 

0 0 0 0 D 0 

-80, -80, -80, 80, 80, 80 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

-70, -70, -70, 70, 70, 70 

etc. 

The method developed.in.the last chapter can now.be-utilized-to 

· examine th,e · possible existence of a, six-link mechanism having .a ".set of 

six twist angles similar to those described above and the other 
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parameters are the same as those of Franke's mechanism. That·is, all 

the kinematic links are equal and all the kink-links are zero. 

The ,results of this. investigation are ·presented in ·Table VIII. 

The results· of the first nine sets of combinations· indicate that 

Franke's six-link mechanism exists with the twist angles given by a set 

-a, -a, -a, . a, . °', . ct (4.1) 

Observe that in Table VIII we have not attempted to examine any set in 

which the twist angles have zero value. Therefore, it must be noted 

that in the above set a. ~ 0. The limit values of Ol, will be examined 
~ L 

at a later stage. · Observe that .in Table VIII, each set•is examined for 

a minimum .of two·input angular·displacements. 

The·. second. type of variation in the Franke' s :s:J.x-link mechanism is 

described by sets 10-18. Observe that the twist angles·! and 4, 2 and 

5,·and 3 and 6 have the same absolute values but opposite signs. ·The 

sign permutation is followed. in the same manner as that of the original 

Franke's ·six-link mechanism. Furthermore, note that in each of these 

seven ·.sets the twist angles are given different values. The examination 

of this second variation.in.the twist angles indicates that Franke's 

mechanism exists with th.e. twist angles given by a.· set 

-a, ... a, -y, et, a, Y < 4. 2 > 

Here again, the lower limits of. ct,. S, and y are not examined. Note that 

a minimum of two closure conditions are reported for each set of com-

binations. 

The third type of variation:that. is considered.in Table VIII .is 

the cyclic permutation of the·· last three twist angles. Accordingly, 
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TABLE VIII 

VARIATION OF THE · TWIST ANGLE"!f':1}.f''°THE 'FRANKE 's ''WIRBELKETTE" 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 
ai 5. 5 .• 5. 5. 5. 5. 
Q'i -90. -90. -9.0. 90. 90. 90e 

l '.o. ·O • o •. o. o, 
I 

Si : o. 
91 90. 210. 270. 90. 210. 

\. 
210. 

120. o. 240 •. 0~ 240. o. 

' 5 .• 5e 5. Y" s. 5• .-5. 
-ao. -ao. ~ao. so. ao. ao. 

2 o. o. o. o. o .• o. 
60. 259,13 277.24 98,42 277,24 250,U 
30, 242,7 33Ue92 112,39 300.92 242,27 

5. 5, ' 5<i 5, s. 5.' 
-10. -70, -10. 10. 70. 70, 

3 p. ·o • o. o, o. ·o • 
60, 249, 263-05 88,66 263.05 249. 
30, 242,05 280,0i 107,47 280,01 242,06 

5, 5, 5, 5, s. 5, 
-60, -60• · -60. 60, 60, 60. 

4 o. o. :o, o. o. o. 
60, 247 • 38 254,18 80,42 254,18 247,38 
30 •. 241,73 265,69 103, .265,69 241,73 

5·. 5, s. 5, 5. 5, 
-so·, -50, -so. 50, 50. so. 

5 o. 0, o •. o. 0. ' o. 
60, 245,54 248,52 'n,13 245,53 245,54 
30. .241,73 265,,69. 103, 265.,69 241,73 

5, 5, 5.' s. 5, s. 
-40, -40, -40, 40, 40, 40, 

6 o. o. o. o. o·. i:>o 
30, · 240,94 ·249.35 95,86 249,35 .240.94 
6.o, 243,74 244,87 68,54 244,87 243,,74 

5, 5·, 5, 5, 5, s • 
-30, .. -30, ... 30. 30. 30, 30, 

7 o .• o, o. 0, o. o. 
30, 240,56 244,in 9'.3.31 244,92 240,56 
60, 242;18 242,52 64,69 242,52 242.18, 
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TABLE·VIII (continued) 

Sets l 2 3 4_ 5 6. 

81 5. s. 5. s. 5. 5. 
a1 -20~ . -20, -20, · . 20 • 20 • 20. 

8 81 o, o. o. o. o. o. a . 30. 240.26 242.08 9le47 242.08 240e26 1 60. 240.99. 241 .• os 62.04 241,0~ 240.99 

5. 5 •. 5, 5 .• s. . s •. 
-10. -10. .;.10. 10. 10 • 10. 

9. o. o. o. o. o, O• 
30, 240.06 240,51 90,37 240.51 240,07 
60, 2.40,25 240,25 60,51 240,25 ·240,25 

5, 5, 5, s. 5. 5o 
"'.120, -12 ci,. -120. ·. 120. 120, 120. 

lQ o. o. o, O, o. O• 
30, 118, 26 265,69 256,99 265,69 118,26 
60, 1 i2, 61 . 254, 18 279,58 254,18 112 e62 

5, 5, 5, 5, 5·, 5, 
-160., -160, ~160, 160, 160, 160, 

11 o, o. o. o. o. o. 
60, 119, · 241.05 297,95 .. 241,05 ·119, 
.90, 117, 96 240,28 328,47 240,28 117 ,96 

5, 5, 5, s. s. 5, 
-90, -so, -70 .• ·90. so. 70, 

1~ O, o. . O, o. o. . 0. 
30, 235,38 316,23 110.2s 283,03 249,26 
60, 241,36 289,95 95,18 261,S4 260,85 

5, .5. s, 5, 5, ~. 
-so, •70, -60, 80, 70, 60, 

13 o. o. o, a, 0, o .• 
30, 232,42 . 295,SS. 104,67 260,67 2S3,47 
60, 237, 77 276,86 84,lS ·246, 36 263,68 

5, S, s·, s •. . 5. ·s • 
-70, -60, -so. 70, 60, SO, 

14 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30, 229,28 282,80 98,74 244,76 257,83 
60, ,233,30 270, 58 .74,0 236,02 265,99 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
·.; 

Sets 1 2 3 4 ,, .5 6 

•1 s. s. 5 .• s·. s. 5 ~. 
Q'i -60 .• -so. -40, 60, 50, 40, 

15 Si . o. o. 0. ' o. o. o, 
91 60, 227,76 269,43 64,36 228,07 · 268,81 

30, 

s. s. 5, 5, 5 .• 5, 
-so. -40, -.30, 

1 
so. 40. 30, 

16 o. o. o. o. 0~ o. 
30, 230,61 210,·53 67,76 228,76' 269,83 
60, 220.1 272,67 56,84 220,45 272,97 

5, 5, 5 •. 5, 5. 5, 
-40, -30, -20. 40, 30, ?.O, 

17 o. o. o, o, o. .·O • 
30, 211,10 298,33 41,06 208,22 298,24 
60, 210.01 219 .• 95 50,71 211,49 280,65 

s. 5, 5, 5. . ·s • 5, 
-30, -20. -10. 30, 20. 10. 

18 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30, .190,85 321,68 24,41 192,02 !2.3,47 
60, 192,99 294,33 34,34 196,3 305t26 

s. 5, s. s. s. 5, 
-90, -so. -70, 90, 80, 70, 

19 o·. o. o·. o. O, o, 
60, 241,36 289~95 95, 18 261,54 260,85 
30, 235,38 316 • 2 3 ilo. 2s 283,03 249,26 

5~ 5, 5, s. s. s .• 
-90, -eo. -10. 70, '90. 80, 

20 o. o. . 0, o • o. o, 
'60, 246,58 278,93 110,25 262,83 247,48 
30, 238,,44 302,75 121,24 2·e4, 48 239,24, 

5, . s •. 5, 5, 5, ·5 • 
-90, •80, -10. so. 70, 90. 

21 0, o. o. o. o. .0. 
30, ;!43.81 286,69 109,53 290,98 248,64 
60, 2ss.oe 266,62 91,65 270,1() 262,20 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

a s. s. ·s. s. 5e ,. 
(Vi .. 90. 90, -so. ' so. -10 .• 10. 

22 i o. o. o. o. o·. o •. •1 . 30, 236,02 13,65 .235, 2,9 · 48e46 233,11 91 60, 97, 74,22 98,77) 47.48 101,42 

5,. 5. s. 5, s. 5, 
·:e,90. -so, '-10 •. . 10. BO, 90, 

23 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30, 242,74 288.49 116,87 288,50 242,74 
60, 253,92 '267,56 102,47 267,57 253.92 

5,· 5, 5. s. s. s .• 
-90, -so. -70, 90, 70, ao. 

2.4 o. o. o. o. O, o, 
.30, '239, 5 302,47. 106,0 . . 284,49 253.85 
60, 248,06 279,11 87,86 262,58 268e48 

5, 5, ,, s. ·s~ 5, ,. 
-90, -so,. -10. 80, . 90, 70, 

25 o. o. o, o. o. o. 
30, 235,15. 316.31 118,0.5 283,15 241,38 
60, 240,97 289,98 106,57 261.87 249,44 
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the values of the first three-angles and their signs are kept unchanged 

while the last three twist angles are permuted cyclically. in the above 

combination. Thus, the following combination will result: 

-a' -~, ·- -y, . Ol, ~' y . (4. 3) 

-Ol,. -~' -y, y, Ol, --~ (4.4) 

-Ol, -1,' -y, '~' y, Ol -(4 .. 5) 

These are the only three independent permutations that can be obtained. 

A set of representative values of the sets described by. Equations (4. 3), 

(4.4), and (4.5) are tabulated as the sets 19, 20, and 21 in Table VIII. 

The other possible values of a, ~' and y are not considered because of 

the -findings described by the first two primary types of variations. 

Note again that the complete closure conditions exist for these types 

of variation. 

The fourth type -of variation that is considered in Table VII:C is 

the case in which the two adjacent twist angles are equal in the magni

tude but opposite in sign. Such a combination can be described as 

-Ol, a, -~, . ~, --y, y (4. 6) 

Set 22 in Table-VIII describes such a permutation of the representative 

values of the twist angles. Observe that complete closure conditions 

are obtained for this combination. Thus, the combination given by 

Equation (4.6) describes six-link mechanisms heretofore unknown. 

The combination given by Equation (4.5) suggests to investigate a 

combination such as 

. (4. 7) 
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and permute again cyclically the last three twist· angles. · Such a per

mutation yields 

-Q' , -13 , · - y, . Q', y, · 13 

-Q', -13, -y, 13, Ck', y 

(4. 8) 

(4.9) 

Sets 23, 24, and 25 in Table VIII describe the representative values of 

these combinations of the twist angles. . Observe there are closure con

ditions in these sets. Thus, the permutation of the type described by 

Equations (4.1) to (4.9) are the different variations of the Franke's 

six-link mechanism. Note that in these twenty-three sets of combina

tions, all the kinematic links of the six-link mechanism are equal and 

that all the kink-links components are zero. 

The successful findings of the above results should not mislead 

the reader. Even with extreme care and precautions, it may still be 

possible to arrive at a wrong conclusion. For instance, the cyclic per

mutation of the combination given either by 'Equation (4. 2) or by (4. 7) 

does not lead to the conclusion that the cyclic permutation of the com

bination given by Equation (4.6) is possible. · Some of the possible 

permutations of this equation can be described as 

-a' -13, Q' , 13 ' -y, y 

-Q'' -13' Q'' ~y, 13' y 

-Q'' -13' 13 ' Q'' --y, y 

-Q'' -13, 13 ' -y, Q'' y 

Note that the closure conditions are not possible for these permutations, 

thus indicating that the six-link mechanism does not exist for these 

cases. 
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The existence and nonexistence of the six-link mechanism is Shown 

schematically in Figure 6. Observe that there is a definite order of 

the permutation of the ~igns of the twist angles. Note that either 

three positive or negative signs associated with the twist angles 

appear successively or alternately. 

The importance of the signs associated with Franke's six-link 

mechanism must be recognized. According to the kinematic notations, 

there does exist a choice of selecting the direction of the z axes, 

and therefore, the twist angles may be represented according to the 

individual's choice. However, it has been observed that the Franke's 

·six-link mechanism does not exist as a six-link mechanism when all the 

twist angles have positive values, that is, when the combinations such 

as a, a, a, a, a, a or a, ~' y, a, ~' y exist. 

Finally, with the present sign convention of the twist angles, and 

with their apparent relationship such as 

IQ'+~+ Yi = 10/ +~+YI 

.it may appear that a six-link mechanism exists for a combination 

where 

However, the present investigation suggests that a six-link chain yields 

a structure rather than a mechanism. 
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111~ure 6(b). Structures (F = 0) 
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(a) ( b) (c} 

(d) 

( e) ( f) (g) 

Figure 6(a). Mechanisms (F = 1) 
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-Variation in the Kinematic-Link Lengths 

The study of the variation of the kinematic-link in the Franke's 

six-link mechanism provides a wide variety of mechanisms. In the pre

vious sections on the study of the variation of twist angles, the 

parametric values of the kinematic-links were kept invariant. All the 

kink-links were assumed to be of zero values . 

. This section is devoted to the study of the relationship between 

the kinematic link and the twist angles of the six-link mechanisms 

which are similar to construction to Franke-' s · "wirbelkette". 

Recall that all the kinematic-link·lengths of the Franke's mecha

nism are equal and have nonzero values. If one of the kinematic-link 

lengths is assumed to have a zero value, then the mechanism does not 

assemble into a closed chain. If, however, the opposite -link lengths 

are assumed to have zero values, then a closed configuration of the 

mechanism can be accomplished. The-results of this investigation are 

presented in Table IX. Observe that the sets 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 indi

cate two distinctly different closure conditions of these mechanisms. 

The results of this investigation can be summarized by the following 

combinations. 

-Ci' -Ci' -Ci' 'Ci' Ci' . Ci 

(4. 10) 
0, a, a, 0, a, a 

-Ci' -Ci' -Ci' ' Ci' . Ci' Ci 

. a' o, a, a, 0, a (4.11) 

-Ci' ·Ci' -0/' O!, .0/, . 0/ 

a, a, o, a, a, 0 
(4.12) 
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TABLE IX 

VARIATION OF THE TWIST ANGLES,AND KINE~TIC LINKS 
IN THE FRANKE'S SIX-LINK MECHANISM 

Sets 1· 2 3 4 5 6 

ai o. 5. 5. o. 5. 5e 
Q'i -90. -90. -90. 900 90. 90. 

1 s!I. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
91 30. 210. 306.87 149.99 329.99 306.87 

6o". 240. 278.21 119 • 99 299.99 278.21 

5. a. 5 •. 5. o. 5e 

)2 
-90. -90. .;.90. 90. 90. 90e 
o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30. 15.54 195.54 329.99 195.54 15.54 
60. 324.73 215.26 60. 215.26 '324e73 

5. 5. o.· 5. 5. 0, 
-90e -90. -90. 90. 90. 90. 

3 o. o. . 0, Oo o. Oo 
30. 306.86 "329."99· 149.99 306.86 209099 
60. 234092, 263,0 122.01 . 301"4 7 262.74 

o. 5. 5, 0, 5, 5 • 
.... so. -so. -so. 00. so. so .. 

4 o. o. o. . o. o. o. 
30. 262.89 301088 122,32 263.19 230.31 
600 249.5 258.60 97.34 211.01 258.55 

5. 5. Oo 5. 5. O• -so. -so. -so. so. so. so. 
5 o. o. o. o. Oo o, 

30e 195064 339.0 29099 340,02 195.64 
60, 258,57 277021· 97,45 277 o 21 258.95 

5. o. 5. 5. o. 5. 
-so. -so, -so. so. so •. so. 

6 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30. 195.64 339.03 30o0 339.0 195.64 
600 216.66 311088 59.99 311 ~ 88 , 21(>,66 

1. 5, 6, 3. 2. 7o 
-90. -90. -90. 90. 90. 90. 

7 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30. 208.77 321.06 130. 21 341.63 286.26 
60. 217.57 293,05 109.77 325093 272049 
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TABLE·IX (continued) 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ai 2o 3o 7. 4e 4. 4e 
ai. .-90. -90. -90. 900 90. 90. 

8 81 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
01 30. 246.34 309.13 139097 314e59 266.30 

60. 360.0 206044 1so.o 146044 18000 

1. 4. 60 5. 3. '3o 
-90. -90. -90. 90. 90. 90. 

9. o. Oo o. o. o. o. 
30, 243.26 289e07 149.06 299,71 283.64 
60, 

1. s. 6.· 3. 2. 7e 
-so. -so. -ao. ao. ao. ao. 

10 o. o.· o. o. o. o. 
30. 215.61 2aa.oa .120,85 305024 275.80 
60. 224009 270.59 99.27 297072 265098 

2. 3o 7o 4o 4. 4. 
-ao. -so. -so. so. so. ao. 

11 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30. 27.3 • 35 262.i39 133099 256022 251029 
(>Oe 341.93 203.52 194.28· 143,88 172.53 

1. 4o 6. 5. 3o 3. 
-so. -so. -so •. so. so. so. 

12 o.· o. o. o·. o. o. 
30. 262098 236.85 134.19 241036 279oll 
60. 

6. 1. 5. io. 3. le 
-90. -90. -90. 90. 90. 90. 

13 o. o. o. 0~ o. o. 
60. 1ao. 165.57 179.99 225,57 359.99 
90. 

6. 7. 5. 10. 3. 1. 
-ao. -so. -so. so. so. ao. 

14 o. o. 0~ o. o. o. 
30. 234.01 253.86 136.59 268.50 288.45 
60. 
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TABLE IX (continued) 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

a. 4. 5. 6. 4. 5. 6. l. 
ai -90. -ao. -10. 90. so. 10. 

15 Si o. o. o. o. o. o. 
ei 30. 232.02 309.80 112.19 281.21 257.27 

90. 254.0 269.06 68.06 235.76 279.14 

4. 5. 6. 5. 6e 4. 
-90. · -ao. -10. ao. 10. 90, 

16 o. o. o. ·o. o. o. 
30. 262088 268092 122,47 262089 254028 
900 311.52 242 .11 '31,49 222014 '925007 

4. 5, 60 6. 4o 5, 
-900 -so. -70, 70, 90. so. 

1-7 o, Oo o. o. o. o. 
30, 238012 295.72 131.40 272.86 250059 
60, 251,76 267,32 117,83 244065 26503.3 

4. 4 •. 5o 5. 6. 6. 
-90. 90, -so. so. -10. 10. 

18 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30.0 99.87 46.72 112.94 21.75 124.43 
90.0 256.28 10.09 243.48 111.11 234.39 

4o 5, 6. 60 5, 4. 
-90. -ao. -10. 10. so. 90. 

19 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30, 252.32' 267.14 132,89 267,14 252,32 
60. 210.0 244.0'9 109021 244.09 210·.14 

4. 5. 6. 5 ·• 4. 6e 
-90. -so. -10. so. 90. 10. 

20 o. o. o. o •. o. o. 
30. 229.22 310.04 118.96 282.59 250.87 
90. 249.38 265.55 82,88 251.39 267e4 

4. 5, 6. 4. 6. 5. 
-90. -so. -10. 90, 70, so. 

21 o. o. o. o. o. o. 
30, 248.30 292 .11 113, 40 272.46 258.07 
90.0 . 277.29 260.43 50;34 232.56 299.73 
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TABLE IX (continued) 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ai 4. 5. 5. 6. 6e 4• 
Q'i 90. -so. 80, -70, 70. 90, 

22 Si o. o. o. o. o. o. 
91 30, 93,31 37,56 121,98 46,31 111,24 

90, 273,46 103,53 232,14 115 • 86 253el5 
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If three of the kinematic-link lengths are assumed to have zero 

values, then the mechanism becomes a structure. If, however, four of 

the kinematic-link lengths are assumed to have zero values, then the 

mechanism becomes a two-link chain and therefore it behaves as a kine-

matic pair. These results are summarized schematically in Figure 7. 

The fact that the opposite link lengths can become zero and that 

with a minimum of four kinematic links the mechanism does operate with 

one degree of freedom leads to an investigation of the sum of the first 

and last three link lengths. This investigation can be described by 

the combination 

(4.13) 

where a1 , a2 , a 3 , a4 , a 5 , and a6 are kinematic-link lengths . The sets 

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 of Table IX describe the variations given by 

Equation (4 . 13) . Note that this type of variation does promise a six-

link mechanism. 

The combination described by Equation (4 . 13) suggests an investi-

gation of the possibilities described by · Equation (4.14 ) which is 

~a, -a, ~a , a, a, a 
(4.14) 

where a.1 , a2 , a 3 , a4 , a5 , and a6 are the kinematic-link lengths. Sets 

13 and 14 represent the parametric values of the combination given by 

the above equation. Note that this type of combination does provide a 

mechanism. The results of the above investigation provides an obvious 

general form of the combination, such as 
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-Ol' -Ol, -ot' ·, Ol' ' Ol' Ol 

(4. 15) 

where k can take the values other than zero. 

The different variations studied.by the combinations described by 

the Equations (4.10), (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15) do 

not consider the variations of the possible .different values of the 

twist angles. The results of the previous section can be utilized. 

Consider, for instance, the set of combinations of the twist angles 

described by Equation (4.2) which is 

-Ol, -13, .. y, Ol, 13 , y (4 .. 2) 

Some of the possible sets of kinematic links which can be combined 

with the above variations are 

a, a, a, a, a, a 

and 

. Consider, for instance, the following simultaneous variations of 

the kinematic-link and the twist angles 

-ot, -13, -y, Ol, 13, y 
(4.16) 

Equation (4. 16) indicates that for the six-link mechanism under consi-

deration the first and the fourth, the second and the fifth, and the 

third and the sixth two of three kinematic parameters, the kinematic 

link and.the twist angles are the same. The third parameter, the kink-

link, is assumed to be zero for each of the links. 

Set 15 in Table IX is the result of an investigation of this type 

of combination. Note that this combination does yield a mechanism. 
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However, in view of the results of the previous section, the permuta

tions of the twist angles provide two more sets of combinations. These 

are 

-OI, -13,. -y, 13, ·Y, 0/ 

(4.17) 

aid 

(4.18) 

The parametric values of Equation (4.17) and (4.18) are described by 

the sets 16 and 17 in Table IX. Observe that these types of combina

tions do yield a six-link mechanism. 

The existence of the six-link mechanism described by the combina

tions given by Equations (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18) leads us to consider 

the similar combinations such as 

-OI, OI, -13, 13, y, ~y 

(4. 19) 

(4. 20) 

-OI, ~!3, ~y, 13, OI, y 

(4. 21) 

-0/, · -13, -y, 0/, y, 13 

(4.22) 
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The parametric values of Equations (4.19), (4.20), (4.21), and (4.22) 

are described by the sets 18, 19, 20, and 21. . · Observe that in each of 

these cases, the six-link chain does exist as a mechanism. 

It should be remarked that the order in which the signs appear 

with the twist angle is extremely important. The negative signs may 

appear either with the first three or the last three twist angles for 

the cases described by Equations (4.16), (4.17), (4.18), (4.20), (4.21), 

and (4.22). For the case described by Equation (4.19), the negative 

signs appear with the first, third, and fifth or with the second, 

fourth, and sixth twist angles. For instance, the combination de

scribed by Equation (4.19) can be described equally well by the 

following combination 

(4.23) 

A numerical case of this type of combination is illustrated by set 22. 

Observe, again, that whenever a cyclic symmetry is observed, a six-link 

space chain appears to yield a six-link mechanism. 

It should be remarked that a six-link chain having the following 

combination 

where a1 + a2 + a3 :::: a4 + a5 + a 6 does not yield a six-link mechanism. 

The same type of results were obtained in the other similar combina

tions and the permutations of the combination. 
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Variation in the .Kink-Links of the Franke's Six-Link Mechanism 

The present section is devoted to a study of the existence and 

nonexistence of the kink-link components in the Franke's six-link 

mechanism. In the case of Franke's original mechanism, all the kink-

link components have zero values, (see Figure 3). From the geometry 

of the figure, however, it appears that at least one closure condition 

can be achieved if all the kink-links are made equal in length and 

measured along the z axes. Thus, the six kink-link components are 

s, s, s, -s, -s, -s 

. Since the first closure condition is obtained by visualizing 

geometrically, it becomes necessary to examine a closure condition at 

the second input angular displacement. The combination of a six-link 

chain under consideration can be described by the following combina-

tion of the twist angles, kinematic-links and kink-links. 

-Cl' ~Cl' -Cl, Cl' Cl' 0( 

a ' a, a, a, a, a, (4. 2.3) 

s ' s. s' -s. ~s, -s 

The parametric combinations desc.ribed by Equation (4. 23) can be 

rew:ritt:1:1n to have the following form 

(4.24) 

This type of combination indicates that the six-link chain under con-

sideration has its kink-links equal in magni.tude but opposite in signs. 
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The numerical values of this type of combination are tabulated in 

Table X. Observe that sets 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 consider different 

values of the twist angles. 

The different closure conditions obtained for these sets of values 

indicate that the combinations described by Equation (4.24) yield a 

six-link mechanism. 

It has been observed that the Franke's mechanism can exist without 

any kink-links. In fact, it has been shown that this mechanism can 

exist even when two of the opposite kinematic-links have zero magni

tude. Therefore, it can be predicted that a six-link chain is ex• 

pected to exist as a mechanism with the following combinations in 

which two of the opposite links are of zero length, 

-a, -a, -a, a,~' a 

O, a, a, O, a, a 

Si, 8,a, S3, •S1 ,•S,a , -s3 

(4.25) 

The comparison of the two types of combinations given by Equationis 

(4.10) and (4.24) indicates that the above combination is expec.ted to 

yield a six-link mechanism. The above combination can be further 

modified to the following 

... 0(' "'°'' •0/' 0(' 0/' et 

O, a, a, O, a, a 

Si I Sa, . 0, S1, S:a 1 0 

•0/ 1 •et, ~OI, a, et, 0( 

O, a, a, O, a, a 

0, 0, S3, 0, 0, •S3 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 
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TABLE X 

VARIATION OF THE TWIST ANGLES, KINEMATIC LINKS AND 
KINK-LINKS OF THE FRANKE' S. SIX -LINK .. MECHANISM 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ai 4. 5. 6. 4. 5. 6, 
ai -90. -90, -90, 90, 90. 90, 

r Bi l, 2, 3. -1, -2, -3, 
ai 60e0 232,22 302.85 102,27 3ll e66 256.48 

90e 270, 210. 90, 210. 270, 

4. 5o 6. 4. 5. 60 
-ea. -ea. -eo. 00. eo. 80, 

·:2 1. 2. 3o -1. -2. -3,. 
601 235.15 27°9 • 97 93,64 292,82 250,92 
90, 279.52 254057 69.66 244,56 272.14 

4, 5, 61 4, s. 6, 
-70, -10, -;,70. 10. 10. 70, 

3 1. 2, 3. -1. -2. -3, 
60, 240,88 263,54 85,26 274,92 247,SB 
90, 273.10 249.25 S7e69 235 ol 7 270034 

4, . 5. 6, 4,. 5, 6, 
-so. -so. -so. so. so. so. 

4 1, 2, 3o -1. -2. -3. 
60, 245,95 247, 73 70,72 251.94 244,82 
90, 248,25 245,85 S4,88 232,98 1 254161 

4, 5, 60 4., s. 61 
-40, -40. -40, 40• 40e 40, 

5 1. 2. 3, -1. -2. ... :3. 
60., 244,84 244.46 66,03 246.49 243,54 
90, 239o2S 242.16 57,46 234,20 246035 

4, s. 60 41 s. 60 
-30, •30. -30, 30, :rn. ,o. 

6 1. 2, 3. -1. -2. -·31 
60, 243,02 242.47 62,98 243.22 242.22 
901 235 .• 11 236.53 58e91 235143 240.07 

41 s. 61 4. s. 61 
7 . -20 .• -20 • -201 20. 20. 20. 

1. 2. 3. -1. -2. -3. 
60. 24h38 241115 61,19 241.31 241,07 
90. 234,77 231,54 5a.21 236,16 236.21 
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TABLE X (continuEJd) 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ai o. 5. 5. o. 5. s. 
O!i -90. -90. -90. '90. 90. 90. 

8- Si 1. 2. o. -1. -2. o. 
ai 30. 176.89 332.72 150.0 310.0 332.72 

60. 21,9.20 284.49 119 • 99 320.79 284049 

o. 5. 5. o. 5. 5. 
-90. -90. -9Uo · 90. 90. 900 

9. o. o. lo o. o. -1. 
30. 208.63 307.23 143058 323.56 307029 
60. 241.29 280.92 116·. 38 296035 280091 

Oo s. 5, o. 5. 5~ 
-900 -90. -90, 90, 90, 90e 

10 lo Oo o. -lo o. Oo 
30. 199.10 314.68 149.99 340,89 ~14068 
60, 233,10 2aoo21 119099 306.89 2ao.21 

o. 5o ,.5. o. 5. 5. 
-90. -9o. -90. 90. 900 90. 

11 o. 1. o. o. -1. Oo 
30, 200.02 314,0 149099 339097 314,0 
60, 234026 279087 119.99 305 1 73 279.87 

o. Oo 5o o. Oo 5. 
-90. -900 -90. 901 90. 901 

12 1. o. o. -1 o o. o. 
300 24710 220066 l50o0 193,0 220066 
60. 338019 249,43 120.0 201oao 249043 

o. o. s. Oo 01 5. 
-900 -90. -901 90, 900 900 

13 o. o. 11 o. o. -1. 
301 164.86 317,68 30, 15 .13 222.32 
60. 

o. o. o_1 Oo Oo o. 
-900 -90. -901 90. 90. 90. 

14 3. 3o 31 -3. -3o -3o 
90. 270. 210. 900 210. 210. 
120. 307039 267010 52060· 24000 293.63 
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TABLE X (continued) 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ai o. o. o. o. o. o. 
~i -96. -80. -10. 90. ·50. 10. 

15 Si lo 2. 3e -1. -2. -3. 
ai 60. 228.85 321079 79,0 274099 235,47 

90. 

o. o. o. o. o. Oe 
-90, -80. -10. 50. 10. 900 

16 .1. 2· 3o -2. -3. •lo 
30, 214.58 226.19 357058 110 o 97 144,46 
60. 208,89 306,92 44,53 318,71 · 221,87 

o. o. o. o. o. o. 
-90, -a.o. · -70, ~o. 90, 80. 

17 1, 2 •. 3. -3, -1. -2. 
:30. 225.02 331,25 88,56 303,38 · 219,09 
60, 220.42 28!3068 97007 289.34 254020 

o. o •. o. o. .o. o. 
-90. 90, -eo, 80. -10. 10. 

18 -3, 3o -2. 2·. -1. lo 
30. 169,97. 124028 35044 261.91 191,8·1 
'60, 

o. o. o. o. o. 0, 
-90, -so. -10. .90. 10. . eo. 

19 3, 2. lo ·-3. -1. -2. 
30, 244,39 297,76 109,89 297015 255,34 
600 235088 275080 96047 269,96 269,98 

o. o. o. o. o. o. 
-901 -ao. -to.· ao. 90, 70, 

20 3. 2. 1·. -2. -3, -1. 
30, 1:31,0 58,66 0,194 266.72 236,90 
60, 229,08 313.S4 91,51 274,75 233,29 

o. o. o. o·. o. o. 
-90, -90, -90, 90. 90. 90, 

21 3. 4• o. -,. -4, o. 
60. 228,19 160,09 300,0 131,Bl 199,9 
90, 210. 210. 90. 270, 270. 
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TABLE X (continued) 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

~i o. o. o. o. o. o. 
i -90. -90. -90. 90. 90. 90. 

22 Si 3. o. 4. -3. o. -4. 

ei 60. 281.68 311.82 300.0 78.31 48.18 
90. 210. 210. 90. 210. 210. 

o. o. o. o. o. o. 
-90. -90. -90. 90. 90. 90. 

23 o. 3. 4. o. -3. -4. 
90. 210. 210. 900 210. 210. 



and 

-QI' -QI' -QI' QI' QI' QI 

0, a, a, O, a, a 

0 , sa , 0, 0, - sa , 0 

-QI, -OI, -QI, QI, QI, .QI 

0, a, a, 0, a, a 

S1, 0, 0, -S1, 0, 0 
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(4.28) 

(4.29) 

These combinations, (4.26), (4.27), (4.28), and (4.29), are 

described by considering the appropriate numerical values associated 

with sets 8, 9, 10, and 11 of Table X. Observe that in each of these 

combinations, a kinematic chain of six-links yields a six-link mecha

nism. 

The importance of the existence of the kink-links is realized 

when four of the six kinematic links of a six-link chain have zero 

link length. For instance, consider the following combinations of 

the kinematic-links and kink-links. 

-0/' -Ct/~ -QI' Ct/' Ct/' Q/ 

O, O, a, O, O, a 

S1, 0, 0, '"'Ell; 0, 0 

~OI, ~OI, ~~, OI, 0/ 1 QI 

0, 0, a, O, O, a 

0, s:a , 0, 0, -sa i 0 

0, 0, a, O, O, a 

0, 0, :, S3, 0, 0, -S 3 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 
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Sets 12 and 13 are examples of the combinations described by the 

Equations (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32). Observe that the existence of the 

two opposite kink-links with a minimum of two opposite equal kinematic

links yields a mechanism. It should be noted here that these mechanisms 

have four physical links. The vanishing of the four kinematic-links 

and four kink-links places two revolute pairs at the two opposite 

vertices of the six-link mechanism. ·Consequently, . such a combination 

of two revolute pairs can be replaced by substituting the kinematic 

pairs having two degrees of freedom. For instance, the two intersect

ing revolute pairs can be substituted by a kinematic pair having 

rotations about two independent axes, viz., a slotted sphere. 

The different variations of the kinematic-link and the kink-links 

and their·importarice in constructing a six-link mechanism lead to the 

problem of examining the existence of a six-link chain having all the 

kinematic-links of zero length and all the kink-links are of finite 

length. Consider, for instance, the following combinations 

-a, -a, -a, a, a, a 

o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (4.33) 

s' s' s' -s ' -s' -s 

Observe that in the above combination, all the twist angles and the 

kink-links are equal. The numerical values of this combination are 

given in set 14, Table X. Note that the four closure conditions are 

obtained for this type of the six-link chain. Thus, a six kink-link 

mechanism having all the kinematic-links of zero length exists. 

If we examine all the previous kink-links combinations,. we observe 

that all six twist angles are equal in magnitude ... The study of the 
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variation of twist angles and the kinematic-link, therefore, suggests 

the examination of the following combinations: 

and 

-Ct', -s, -y, Ct', s, y 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (4.34) 

-Ct'' - s ' -y' s , y' Ct' 

0, O, 0, 0, O, 0 (4.35) 

-Ct', -s, -y, y, Ct', s 
0, o, o, 0, 0, 0 

-Ct', -s, ~y, y, s, Ct' 

0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0 

~a, -S, -y, S, a, y 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

-a, -S, -y, a, Y, S 

o, 0, 0, o, 0, 0 

(4. 36) 

(4.37) 

(4. 38) 

(4.39) 



-a, a, -~, ~' -y, y 

0, O, 0, 0, 0, 0 
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(4.40) 

Equations (4.34), (4.35), (4.36), (4.37), (4.38), (4.39), and 

(4.40) represent the seven characteristic permutations of the twist 

angles. Observe, however, that the kink-links, their magnitude and 

signs, are also permuted correspondingly. The examination of the sets 

15 through 20 in Table X proves that the above combinations do yield a 

six kink-link mechanism. 

The limiting conditions under which a kink-link chain can be 

assembled to form a six or less number of kink-link mechanism can be 

investigated by considering the following combinations: 

-a, -a, -a, a, a, a 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (4.41) 

-a, -a, -a, a, a, a 

o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (4.42) 

-a, -a, -a, a, a, a 

0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0 (4.43) 

Sets 21, 22, and 23 of Table X show the results of this investiga

tion. Observe that the successful results obtained for these 
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combinations indicate that two of the opposite kinks can be assumed to 

have a zero kink-link. Consequently, the six kink-link mechanism re

duces to a four kink-link mechanism, having two revolute pairs at the 

opposite vertex. Note that these kinematic pairs are connected by a 

kink-link and kinematic-links, both having a zero length. Therefore, 

such a combination of the two intersecting revolute pairs can be sub

stituted by a kinematic pair having two independent rotations, for 

in.stance, the slotted sphere. 

It should be noted that a minimum of four kink-links must exist in 

a mechanism having all the kinematic-links of zero length. 

The striking similarities in the behavior of the kink-links and 

the kinematic-links in building the six-link. mechanism immediately 

lead to the problem of examining the existence of the six-link mechanism 

having the following combination 

-a, -a, -a, a, a, a 

0, 0, 0, o, 0, 0 

where the six kink-links are related as follows 

Note that the kink-links chain, having the above combination, 

yields a structure rather than a mechanism. Thus, the kink-links and 

the kinematic-links are playing their independent role at this stage 

of the combination. Though these two types of parameters, the kink

links and kinematic-links, help build a kinematic chain, they do not 

seem to be related to each other when mobility of the six-link chain 
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is the major issue. For instance, consider the following apparent 

relationship between the kink-links and the kinematic-links of the 

Franke's six-link. 

Figure 8 shows the.Franke's six-link having the various combinations 

of the kink-links and the kinematic-links. Suppose along axis z1 

(Figure 8a) we introduce a kink-link of length s 1 and make the corre-

spending change in the kinematic-link aa so that one complete closure 

condition is known. Thus, the kinematic-link aa will be altered in its 

length to aa 1 (Figure 8b) given by the following relationship. 

If a similar change is made along the za axis and in the kinematic-link 

a3 (Figure 8c) so that 

Similar changes between the kink~links and kinematic-links will yield 

the relationship 

a1 a. ± s. 1 1. 1.-

If such changes are made in the kinematic-links to accommodate the 

existence of the kink-link an~ if such a kinematic chain is examined for 

a closure condition, then the product matrix [W] becomes divergent. 

Thus, the apparent simple relationship known to be giving a closed chain 

does not yield the closure condition. Therefore, such a closed chain 

must be a structure. 

The above investigation of this simple relationship leads to a 

conclusion that both the kinematic-links and kink-links play their inde-

pendent role when the mobility of a close chain is the principal issue. 
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It appears that they are both rather related to the twist angles of a 

chain. 

Variation in the Bricard's Articulated 

Six-Link Mechanism 

The Bricard articulated six-link mechanism is defined by the 

following kinematic parameters. 

O O O O 0 

-90, -90, -90, -90, -90, -90 

o, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (4.44) 

s, s, s, s, s, s 

Observe that all the twist angles are equal, all the kinematic-links 

are of zero length, and all the kink-links are of equal length. 

· It should be noted that Bricard' s six-link mechanism is similar 

in construction to the Franke's kink-link mechanism. In fact, all the 

results obtained for the Franke's mechanism are similar to those ob-

tained for this Bricard mechanism. The difference, however, exists in 

the signs of the twist angles and in the signs of the kink-links. 

The general notations to describe the Bricard' s kink-link s·ix-link 

mechanism can be expressed as 

-a, -a, -a, -a, -a, -a 

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (4.45) 

s, s,.s, s,.s, s 

Sets 1, 2, and 3 of Table XI sh,ow numerical examples ·Satisfying 

the conditions described by Equation (4.45). These conditions may be 

generalized as was done in the Franke's mechanism by the following 
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TABLE XI 

VARIATION OF THE BRICARD'S ARTICULATED SIX-LINK.MECHANISM 

Sets l 2 3 4 5 6 

ai o. o. o. o. o. o. 
Q'i -90. -90e -90. -900 -90e -900 

l Si 4. 4. 4. 4. 4e 4. (\ 90. o. 210. 90. o. 210. 
60. 26089 251.31 60. 26.89 25le3l 

o. o. o. o. ·O • o. 
-so. -80. -ao. -ao. -ao •. -so. 

2 4. 4. 4. ·' 4, 4. 4o 
90,' 338.70 300.44. 90.0 338,70 300.44 
60, 20.aa 210.11 60,0 20,83 210.111 

o. o. o. . ·O, Oo o. 
~10. -10. -10. -10. -10. -10. 

3 4, 4, 4o 4o 4. 4. 
60, · 357,72 302.71 60,0 357.72 '302,71 
120. 57.24 304,07 118,52 57,36 299.96 

o. 0 •· o. o. o. o. 
-ao. -10. -60, -so. -10. -60. 

4 4. 5, 6·. 4, 5. 6, 
60, 349,59 295,34 60, 349.59 295,34 
120. 52.57 294,61 119,58 52,57 294,61 

s. 5, 5o 5. 5. s. 
-90. -90. -90. -90, -90. ~90, 

5 4, 4o 4. 4. 4, 4, 
60, 281,27 130.44 60o0 281026 130044 
90. 102,68 269,99 89,99 102,68 269.99 

5. o. o. s. o. o. 
o. -90. -90, o. -90. -90. 

6 3, o. 3, 3. o. 3• 
160. 200. 245,11 160,0 200. 245.11 
180, 180. 241.92 100.0 1ao.o 241.93 

5, o. o. s. o. o. 
o. -90, -90. o. -90. -90. 

7 3. o. 4e 3. o. 4. 
160. 200. 245 .11 160. 200. 245011 
180, 180. 241,92 180. 180. 241.92 
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-0!, -s, -y, -0!, -s, -y 

0, 0, o, 0, 0, 0 (4.46) 

Set 4 of Table XI shows that the condition given by ·Equation (4.46) 

does yield the Bricard kink-link mechanism. The permutation of twist 

angles along with the kink-links in the above equation is possible. 

Such permutation will yield the similar conditions described by 

Equations (4. 34) to (4. 39). The Bricard articulated mechanism does 

exist under these conditions. 

In the variational study of Franke's six-link mechanism, a general 

model was obtained by introducing the kink-links. rhus, the existence 

of the kink-links in Franke's six-link mechanism then yields a six-link 

mechanism with all eighteen parameters. Similarly, a general model of 

Bricard's articulated six-link mechanism can be obtained if the mecha

nism exists with the following conditions 

-0!' -Cl!' -Cl!' --Cl!' -Cl!' --0! 

a, a, a, a' a, a (4.47) 

s' s, s, s, s, s 

The numerical illustration shown in the set 5 suggests that the 

general model described by Equation (4.47) is possible from the Bricard 

mechanism. 

The general model described by Equation (4.47) does exist. in some 

of the limiting cases; when two of the opposite kinematic links are of 

non-zero but of equal values in their length and two of the opposite 

kink-links are zero .. such a six-link mechanism can be described by the 

following combination 



-0!' -0!' -0!' -0!' -0!' -0! 

a, O, 0, a, 0, 0 

s, o, s, s, 0, s 
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(4.48) 

Sets 6 and 7 show that the above.combination does yield a six-link 

mechanism which is generated from Bricard's articulated mechanism. 

A limited investigation was made of the Bricard mechanism primarily 

because of the observation that it is similar in construction to the 

Franke' s mechanism and was found to be giving similar cond.itions fot 

the existence of the mechanism. The only difference between the two 

mechanisms is in the signs of the twist angles. Observe that all the 

twist angles are either of positive or negative values in the case of 

Bricard's mechanism. However, in the Franke's kink-link mechanism 

either the first three or the alternate three twist angles are negative 

values. The other three twist angles are always positive. 

Relationship Between the Franke's Six-Link 

and Bricard's Kink-Link Mechanism 

The similar behavior of the Franke's kink-link mechanism and the 

Bricard's articulated mechanism indicates a possible relationship 

between these two mechanisms. Such a relationship becomes more obvious 

when the geometry of the Franke's six-link mechanism is considered. 

When all the kink-links are zero, then two pairs of three alternate 

axes intersect ·in two finitely located points as shown in Figure 9a. 

When the same mechanism is reconstructed so that the two finitely 

located points of intersection now lie at infinity, then the kinematic 

notations become 
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-.0(' -,Q!' -ct' -Cl!' . -·O(' -0( 

a, a, 0, ,a, a, 0 (4.49) 

-s, 0, -s, s, 0, s 

The second case of Franke's six-link mechanism having the two points 

0 

intersecting at infinity is shown in Figure 9b where Oi = 90 . 

. Set 1 of Table XII shows that the combination described by 

Equation (4.49) yields a six-link mechanism. The examination of the 

kinematic notations of the mechanism shown in Figure 9b indicates 

clearly that this mechanism is one of the degenerate cases of the com-

bination described by the general model of the Bricard six-link mecha-

nism given by Equation (4.47). 

The mechanism considered in set 1 is especially suitable for 

studying the limiting values of twist angles. A six-link mechanism 

exists when two of the opposite twist angles are zero. For such a 

mechanism, the existence of kink-link becomes essential. The kinematic 

notations of such mechanisms can be described by the following combina-

tion. 

-Cl!, -ct, 0, -Cl!, -Cl!, 0 

a, a, 0, a, a, 0 (4.50) 

-s, o, s, -s, 0, s 

It has been noted earlier that a six-link mechanism exists with a minimum 

of four kink-links or four kinematic-links. Thus, the condition de-

scribed by Equation (4.50) can be rewritten to take into account the 

absolute minimum requirements for a six-link mechanism. Such .a com-

bination of the kinematic parameters can be described by the following. 
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TABLE XII 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRANKE'S AND BRICARD'S SIX.-LINK MECHANISM 

Sets 1 2 3 4 5 6 

ai 3. 3. o. 3. 3, o. 
ai -90, -90, -90, -90. -90, -90. 

1 Si -4. ·o. 4, -4, o. 4, 
e1 140, 65.46 40. 220. 294.54 320, 

160, 37.76, 20, 200. 322.74 340, 

o. o. o. o. o. o. 
90, 90. o. 90, 90, o. 

2 -3. o. 3o -3, o. 3. 
30, 200. 339,0. 21,0 280. ?30, 
60, o.o 99,74 254,43 o.o 294,17 

3, 3, o. 3, 3. o. o. o, -90. o.' o. -90, 
3 2, o. -2. 2. o .• .. 2. 

1701 20, 350, 110. 20, 3500 
140, eo. 320, 140. so. 320, 

3, 3. o. 3, 3. o. 
o. o .• -so. o. o. -ao. 

4 2. o. -2. 2, o. -2. 
170,0 20,0 350, 170, 20. '350,0 
140,0 80,0 320,0 140,0 80,0 ::120.0 

3, 3, o. 3. 3, o. 
o. o. -7U, o. O, -10. 

5 2, o. -2·. 2. 0, ..z. 
170,0 20,0 3S0,0 170.0 20.0 350,0 
140, so.a 320,0 140,0 80,0 .3.20o0 

3, 3, o. 3, 3, o. 
o. o. -40, o. o. -40, 

6 2. o. -2. 2. o. ..z. 
170,0 20.0 350,0 170,0 20,0 350,0 
140,0 80,0 320,0 140,0 80,0 320,0 

3, ' 3. o. 3. 3, o. 
o. '0. -30. o. o. -30, 

7 ·2. o. -2. 2. o. -2. 
170,0 20. 350.0 170,0 20,0 350,0 
140,0 ao,o 32.0,0 140 •. o 80,0 320,0 
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TABLE XII (continued) 

Sets l 2 3 4 5 6 

<Ii 3. 3. o. 3. 3. o. 

'\ o~ o. -20. o. o. -20. 
8 Si 2. o. -2. 2. o. -2. 

ei 110.0 20. 350.0 110.0 20.0 350.0 
140.0 ao.o 320.0 140,0 ao.o 32000 

3. 3o 3o 3. 3, 3. 
o. Oo -ao. o. o. -ao. 

9 2. o. -2o 2o Oo -2. 
110.0 200 350.0 110.0 20o0 35000 
14000 aooo 320.0 2200 280.0 40o0 

3. 3. 3. 3. 3o :I. 
o. o. -Bo. ·o. o. -eo. 

10 2. 2• -4. 2. 2. -4. 
110.0 20o0 350,0 110.0 20.0 350.0 
140,0 ao.o ;1:w.o 220.0 280.0 40o0 
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0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 (4.51) 

-s, o, s, -s, 0, s 

Since it does not really matter in the above combination if the 

twist angles are taken to be of positive values,. set 2 in Table XII 

shows the illustrative example of such a degenerate case. 

In the above example, only two of the opposite twist angles assume 

zero value. The second limiting case can be considered in which four 

of the twist angles assume zero values. However, in such a case a 

minimum of two kinematic-links must exist in order to obtain a mecha-

nism. 

The existing literature on the six-link mechanism cites a case of 

such a six-link mechanism in which four of the twist angles assume zero 

values. The mechanism can be described by the following combinations. 

0, 0, -Q', 0, 0, -Q' 

a, a, 0, a, a, 0 (4.52) 

s, 0, -s,.s, 0, -s 

The more general combinations are: 

0, 0, -Q', 0, 0, -Q' 

(4o53) 

Sets 3-10 ar~ the mechanisms described by the combinations given by 

Equations\t(4. 52) and (4o 53). 
'·\.!'{ 
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The Existence Criteria of the Six-Link Mechanism 

In the previous section the different conditions under which a 

six-link mechanism exists were examined. The literature on the six-link 

mechanism has emphasized that the existence of this mechanism is either 

due to a symmetry about a plane or line or due to the "ad-hoc" criterion 

of the intersecti'9n of a pair of three axes into two points, located at 

a finite distance or at infinity, While such criteria are ab le to 

justify the existence of some of the mechanisms examined in the previous 

chapter they fail to account for the existence of the others. 

The mathematics of the general constraints suggests that a six-link 

mechanism exists because of its specific geometry which in turn is re

sponsible for producing a general motion consisting of either three 

rotations and two translations or two rotations and three translations. 

Existence criteria such as these do not help to build six-link ~echa

nisms though they do provide a necessary and sufficient mathematical 

reason for their existence, 

Note that such a mathematical criteria is translated from the 

specific geometry of the mechanism. The Bennett mechanism, which is 

noted to have three general constraints and the geometry that helps to 

build the mechanism is given by 

Oil Ci/3 ) 

and 

aa 
,±---

sin 0/a 
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where a,1 , a.a, a3 , a 4 and 0/1 , , Ola, · 0:'3 , · 0/4 are the kinematic- links ·and· the 

twist angles. Goldberg [15] was able to ·provide a similar geometrical 

relationship to build the five-link mechanism. Therefore, it is not 

too unrealistic to expect a set of mathematical relationships that will 

help build a six-link mechanism. 

The findings of the previous section may be briefly summarized as 

follows: 

(1) When all the twist angles are equal, Franke's six-link 

mechanism exists provided 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

A similar relationship does not exist between the kink-links 

and the twist angles. 

(2) When the twist angles are different, then the kinematic~links 

and the kink~links must observe the following relationships: 

i '= 1, 2, 3 (4.55) 

j -= 4, 5, 6 (4.56) 

(4.57) 

. "' 
di c:i ,Q'i + O'di (4. 58) 

(3) The following are the seven basic permutations of the twist 

angles 

-OI, -13' -y, Ct' . 13' y (4.59) 

·OI, -13' -y, /3' y, 0/ (4. 60) 
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-0!, -a, -y, y, 0/' a (4.61) 

-0/' O! 
' -a, . a, -,y, y (4. 62) 

-0/' -a, -y, y, a, 0( (4.63) 

-0(' -a, ry, a, 0/' y (4.64) 

-ct' -a, -y, ct 
' 

y, a (4.65) 

(4) The 6R mechanism exists either with a minimum of four opposite 

kinematic-links or with a minimum of four opposite kink-links. 

The mechanism also exists with a minimum of two opposite 

kinematic-links and two opposite kink-links. 

(5) The kinematic-link lengths· are always positive. 

(6) The kink-links may be either positive or negative. A definite 

relationship between the twist angles and the signs of the 

kink-link does not seem to exist. There is, however, a rule

of-thumb which follows: The signs of the kink-links may be 

taken as opposite to the·signs of the twist angles. 

(7) The limiting case of the six-link mechanisms have the opposite 

twist angles of zero values. A minimum of four opposite 

twist angles may assume a zero value. When the twist angles 

assume zero values, then the six-link mechanism degenerates. 

When the twist angles are assumed to be of zero value, then 

corresponding adjustment is required to assume finite kink

links. 

The seven points described above appear to be the governing condi

tions and are extremely useful in building an empirical relationship 

between the twist angles, kinematic-links and kink-links of a six-link 

mechanism. It should be remarked that, in general, there is still no 
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rational way of obtaining such a relationship. The present investiga-

tion on the six-link mechanism has relied heavily on all the possible 

available information regarding mathematical relationships between the 

kinematic parameters of the six-link mechanism. Perhaps the most 

important contribution that has been made in this area was by F. M. 

Pimentberg [46, 47] and Michael Goldberg [15]. 

Goldberg .contends that the six-link mechanism must be related to 

the Bennett mechanism and Dimentberg derived a relationship for a four-

link mechanism having one constraint. However, such a relation appears 

to take a form described below. 

= (4.66) 

If the information contributed by Goldberg and Dimentberg were 

placed together, then it is possible to generalize nearly a hundred 

functions, all of which may claim to be governing the conditions of the 

existence of the six-link mechanism. · Simply by the process of trial and 

error and by the process of elimination, it is possible to arrive at 

satisfactory results. 

The empirical conditions that appear to govern the existence of a 

six-link mechanism is given by the following: 

(4.67) 

91 Co sec Cl'i + aa Co sec Cl';a + 93 Co sec Cl'3 Co sec Cl'1 Cosec Cl'a Co sec Cl'3 
= ± 

94 Co sec Cl'4 + 85 Co sec Cl'5 + aa Co sec "'a Co sec Cl'4 Co sec Cl'5 Cosec Cl'9 

(4,68) 
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Equation (4.68) may be written to take a more general form such 

as 

k Co sec k Co sec k Co sec Co sec Co sec Co sec ,:[i 0/1 +. a;a 0/a + a3 0!3 0/1 O!;a 0:'3 
= ± k k k 

a4 Co sec 0:'4 + a5 Co sec 0!5 + aa Cosec O!a Cosec 0/4 Cosec 0:'5 Co sec Cl'a 

(4.69) 

where k ~ 0. The present investigation has examined the case where 

either k = 1, or k = 2. 

The relationship between the kink-links and the twist angles is 

given by 

where 

and 

I a.1 = 
l. 

d . = ± 0/ . =F crd . 
J J J 

for i = 1, 2, 3 

j = 4, 5, 6 

It should be noted that an empirical relationship similar to 

(4.70) 

(4. 71) 

(4. 72) 

Equation (4,68) does exist for the kink-link six-link mechanism. How-

ever, the·empirical relationship needs to be modified because it is 

noted earlier that the summation law in Equation (4. 53) and (4. 54) 

does not exist for the kink-links. Such a modified relationship is 

given by 

± [ 
Co sec 0:'1 Co sec Cl';a Cosec 

0:'3] d. Cosec 0/. d. Co sec 0/. 
1 1 

Co sec Co sec Co sec J J 0/4 0!5 O!a 

(4. 72) 

The following points must be observed before constructing the six-

link mechanism, In order to construct a Franke's six-link mechanism, 
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Equations (4. 67) and (4. 68) must be satisfied .simultaneously. Further-

more, three of the twist angles must have negative values, and only 

cyclic and symmetric permutations are possible. Similar rules hold 

also for the kink-link six-link mechanism. 

The use of these empirical relationships is -illustrated by consi-

dering the following sets of computed values: 

• • • • • • twist angles: -80 ' -80 ' -80 ' 80 ' 80 ' -80 

kinematic-link: 4n' 4 II' 4 r,' 4 II' 4 "' 4'' (1) 

• • • • • • kink-link: 0 ' 0 
' 

0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 

• • • • • -80 ' -82 ' -78 ' 80 ' 80 ' 80 

ft 

4 ' 4. 0270 11 , fr 3.97792 , 
--- rl 
0 ' at•' on (2) 

• . . • .. . • 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 

• • • . • 0 

-80. ' -84 ' -76 ' 80 ' 80 ' 80 

4•1 4.05978°, fr 4 fr' 
ri 4ii 

' 3.96094, 4 ' (3) 

. 0 . 0 0 • 0 ' 0 ' 0 
' 0 ' 0 ' 0 

0 0 0 0 

-80 ' 
-86 

' -74 ' 80 ' 80 ' 80 

411' 4.09798°, 3.94888 11 , 4"' 
,.. 

4 ' 
411 (4) 

0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 

0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' 0 

• is8 
0 0 0 0 

-so 
' ' -76 ' 80 ' 80 ' 80 ---- - --

4" ' 
4.14188i', 3.94162'\ 4 11

, 4fl, 4H (5) 

0 0 • 0 • 0 ' 0 
' 

0 ' 0 
' 

0 ' 0 

. 0 . . . --· -80 
' -90 ' -70 

' 
80 

' 80 • 80 
.. ---·- .:;.-. ~ 

4 II 
' 

4.19202 ", -3.93920 11 , 4 11,-4'", 4 II (6) 

• . • . 
0 ' 0 0-

' 
0 ' 0 ' 0 
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Figure 10 shows the displacement analysis of the six-link mechanism 

described by combination 6. The kinematic-links were obtained from the 

degenerate form of Equation (4.68): 

.[
·- Cosec a 1 Cosec a2 Cosec a 3 ] 

a2 Cosec a2 = a5 Cosec a5 

Cosec a4 Cosec a5 Cosec O's 

= [-

Cosec ·a1 · Cosec a2 Cosec a 3 
--~~~~~~~~-~--] as Cosec O's 
Cosec a4 Cosec a 5 Cosec as 

Other permutations described earlier are also expected to yield 

six-link mechanisms. For instance, consider the following combination 

of twist angles. 

-so·, -85°, -75°, so, so so 

(7) 

o, 0, 0, 0, 0, o. 

We need to find the magnitude of the kinematic-link which gives a six-

link mechanism. Let 

ll-.1 . = a4 = 1;15 = as = 4 . 0" 

and let 
__ a_a_ = __ a .... s_ 
Sin aa Sin a3 

(4. 68) gives. 

be an additional condition. 

a 2 = 4.094165 

83 = 3.969802 

Then Equation 

The displacement analysis of this mechanism can be carried out similarly 

as shown in Figure 11. 
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INPUT ANGULAR DlSPLACEMENT e1 

The kinematic parameters of the mechanism are: 

• • • • • 
Q'. -80 ' -90 ' -70 ' 80 ' 80 ' 80 

a: 4.0, 4.19202, 3.9392, 4.0, 4.0, 4.0 

s: 0, 0, 0, O, O, 0 

Figure 10. Displacement Analysis of the Synthesized 
6R Mechanism 
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The kinematic parameters of the mechanism are: 

• • 
Q' : -80 ' -80 ' -80 

' 
80 ' 80 ' 80 

a : 0, 0, o, O, 0, 0 

s : 4 II> 4 II' 4 II' 4 II' 4 II> 4 II 

Figure 11. Displacement Analysis of the Synthesized 
Kink-Link 6R Mechanism 
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The kink-link six-link mechanism can be similarly constructed 

using the relationship given by Equation (4.72). However, the mobiltty 

region decreases considerably and therefore. it is advisable to use 

Equations (4. 70) in order to build an useful mechanism. Figure 11 

shows ·the displacement analysis of a kink-link mechanism. 

It should be noted that whenever the kinematic-links are computed 

by the empirical equation then the remainder of the computation of the 

displacement analysis should be carried out using double-precision 

calculations or else the displacement parameters may not be accurate 

in the third and fourth decimal places. The column matrix [V] then, 

on an average,. takes the form that resembles nearly ideal conditions. 

For instance, the column matrix [VJ for case 6 takes the following form 

when 9i = 100 at the final stage of iteration: 

[v]ei = 100 

Case 6 

= 

0.000000 

-0.000005 

0.000193 

0.000000 

0.000162 

0. 0.00000 

0.000000 

-0.000054 

0.000026 

-0.000000 

0.000026 

· -0. 000000 

Under the complete ideal condition.it must become a column null vector. 

The difference is due to lack of precision in the computation. 



CHAPTER V 

THE SCOPE OF ONE GENERAL CONSTRAINT 

In the previous chapter the nature of one general constraint was 

examined. This study of one general constraint was centered around the 

very basic issues that define the mobility of a six-link chain. This 

study disclosed the relationships between the kinematic parameters of 

the six-link six-revolute mec~anism. The six-link mechanism, however, 

· represents just one of the many other undiscovered mechanisms having 

one general constraint. According to the mobility criteria one general 

constraint, there is a possibility of the existence of nearly two 

hundred mechanisms having a wide variety of number of kinematic-links, 

kink-links, twist angles, and kinematic pairs having one or more number 

of degrees of freedom. Table VI shows the different types and kinds of 

chains which are likely to generate mechanisms if proper conditions of 

their existence are known. 

One possible interpretation of the problem of determining the 

other types of mechanisms, such as RRRRRP,·RRRRRH, RRRRC, etc., .is to 

plan a study similar to the one conducted in the last chapter for the 

six-link mechanism. Fortunately, however, there does exist an alternate 

approach by which the existence of the other types of mechanisms can be 

formulated. This alternate approach involves relating the revolute 

pairs with the other kinematic pairs, such as the prism pair, the 

helical pair, the cylinder pair, et. al. 

154 
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Substitution of the Prism Pair 

In Table I there are three class I pairs each having one degree of 

freedom. These are the revolute pairs, the prism pair, and the helical 

pair. Each of these pairs are described symbolically as 

8 =8 +crs 
0 0 

(5. 1) 

where e represents the dual rotation. Observe that the dual rotation 

e has two parameters e ands 
0 0 

The revolute pair is described by the 

above dual notation when the parameters is assumed to be a constant. 
0 

The prism pair is also described using this dual notation when the 

parameter e is assumed to be a constant. In each of these cases, the 
0 

axis of the rotation and the axis of translation are the same. 

Differentiating both the sides of Equation (5.1) with respect to 

time t, we get 

" e ~ •' = + cr s 
0 0 

(5.2) 

. e Let w then s = 'U) X y 
0 

then 

w = WO + cr(w X y) 
0 

(5.3) 

Observe that Equation (5.3) provides a physical interpretation to 

Equation (5.1). The real part of this equation represents a rotation 

and the dual part represents the translation, Furthermore, the dual 

part of Equation (5.3) indicates that the axis of rotation must be 

normal to the plane of translation. 

This physical interpretation of Equation (5.1) suggests a possible 

orientation of the axis of the prism pair to be substituted for a given 

revolute pair of a kinematic chain. 
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Thus, according to the interpretation of Equation (5.3), the axis 

of the substituting prism pair must be normal to the axis of the revo-

lute pair. For instance, consider the plane four-link mechanism in 

which. there are four revolute pairs. One of these pairs can be subs ti-

tuted by a prism pair whose axis of translation must be normal to the 

axis of the revolute pair. · Such a substitution of a revolute P'air by 

a prism pair yields a plane slider-crank mechanism. 

In the case of the 7R spatial mechanism, theoretically, there is 

a possibility of replacing all the seven revolute pairs by seven prism 

pairs. However, such a kinematic chain of seven prism pairs cannot be 

expected to have a general motion consisting of three rotations and 

three translations. Therefore, it becomes necessary to determine the 

maximum possible number of prism pairs permissible in a kinematic chain 

having a general motion consisting of three rotations and three trans-

lations. For this purpose, consider Equation (3.37) in wh.ich 

7 l [Ai + ·crB:i.] dl\ :!! [I] - · [lh + crB1 ] 

i=2 

(3. 37) 

Consider, for instance, that the seventh revolute pair is to be 

substituted by a prism ;pl;lir. Then the above equation may be rewritten 

as 

where 

6 

l [Ai +·crBi] d0i +{A7 +.crB7 ] d67 ={I] -·[A1 +.B1 ] 

i=2 

·Since s 7 is the only variable in a prism pair, then 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 
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A 

d97 = cr d S7 (5.6) 

Substituting Equation (5.7), Equation (5.4) becomes 

6 

l [Ai+ crBi] d9i + {A7 + crB7 ][cr d s7 ] = [I] - [A1 + crB 1 ] 

i=2 

(5. 7) 

Noting that cr2 0, the above equation simplifies to the following: 

6 

l [Ai] d9i + cr 

i=2 

6 

l [Bi] d9 i + {A7 ] d s7 

i=2 

Consequently, the coefficient matrix [M] takes the following form: 

a213 a313 a413 a513 a613 

a223 a323 a423 a523 a623 

0 

0 

0 

b213 b313 b413 b513 b613 a713 

b223 b323 b423 b523 b623 a723 

(5.9) 

Observe that the last column consists of three elements having 

zero values. These three elements are in turn the last elements of the 

three real-part row-vectors. Furthermore, the last elements of the 

three dual-part row-vectors are the-same as those of the last elements 

of the three real-part row-vectors representing the 7R mechanism. Thus, 

in case of the mechanismRRRRRRP, the first three elements of the last 

column of the coefficient matrix [M] representing the 7R mechanism are 

displaced by three rows. 

If a mechanism represented by a combination RRRRRPP were to be 

described by the coefficient matrix [M], then it takes the following form 
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a212 a312 a412 a512 0 0 

a213 a313 a413 a513 0 0 

[M]R p 
5 2 a223 a323 a423 a523 0 0 

(5. 10) 

b212 b312 b412 b512 a612 a712 

b213 b313 b413 b513 a613 a713 

b223 b323 b423 b523 a623 a723 

Observe again that the existence of a prism pair reduces the length 

of the real-part row-vectors. In the case of 6R + lP mechanisms, the 

real-part row-vector consists of five elements; and in the present case 

where the mechanism has two prism pairs, the real-part row-vectors each 

have four non-zero elements. 

In a space mechanism with zero general constraints, the general 

motion consists of three rotations and three translations. It has been 

shown in Chapter III that the three real-part row-vectors of the co-

efficient matrix [M] represent the three rotations and the three dual-

part row-vectors of the coefficient matrix [M] represent the three 

translations. Thus, the coefficient matrix [M] divides itself into 

two sub-matrices, each having three rows and six columns. Since there 

are three independent rotations and translations, the rank of each of 

these sub-matrices must be three. Equations (5.9) and (5.10) show that 

the existence of the prism pair in a mechanism reduces the size of the 

real-part sub-matrix of [M]. With one prism pair, this real part sub-

matrix has three rows and five columns; with two prism pairs, the sub-

matrix has three rows and four columns. Since the rank of this sub-

matrix is three .for a zero family mechanism, the sub-matrix must have a 
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minimum of three rows and three columns. That is, the coefficient 

matrix [M] may take the following form in the limit conditions. 

a212 a312 a412 0 0 0 

a213 a313 a413 0 0 0 

. [M]l' 't = a223 a323 a423 0 0 0 (5.11) . l.ml. 

b212 b312 b412 a512 a612 a712 

b213 b313 b413 a513 a613 a713 

b223 b323 b423 a523 a623 a723 

The limiting case described by Equation (5.11) corresponds to a 

mechanism having four turning pairs and three,sliding pairs, i.e., the 

mechanism having the combination RRRRPPP. 

Since in a mechanism the.input displacement is.independent of the 

dependent displacements and the coefficient matrix [M] is independent 

of the input displacement, a prism pair can be employed to give the 

displacement to the other dependent links, Therefore, a maximum of a 

four prism pc;1ir can be employed in a 7R mechanism to substitute four 

turning pairs, provided one of the ·prism pair ·is employed for the input 

displacement. Such mechanisms may be described by combinations ·PPRRPPP, 

,PRPRPRP, etc. 

Note, however, that if a prism pair·is not employed as the input 

pair and if the turning pair · is the input pair, then the· maximum 

number of prism pairs that can be employed to• substitute the turning 

pairs ·in the 7R mechanism must be three. The coefficient matrix .[M] 

will become singular for the case- RRRPPPP. 
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-It must be noted that in the above derivation of Equation (5.11) 

the orientation of the axes of the three turning pairs must be·such 

that the real part sub-matrix of three rows and three columns must be 

nonsingular. Furthermore, the existence of the prism pairs must not 

produce two or more identical columns in the dual part sub-matrix of 

the coefficient matrix [M]. If such a case exists, then the coefficient 

ma tr.ix [M] will become singular. 

Fortunately, however, the problems associated with the orientation 

of the axes of the kinematic pairs in a mechanism with zero 

general constraints are not as complex as they are for the mechanisms 

having one or more general constraints. Consequently, the problem.of 

substituting the prism pairs for the revolute pairs needs a careful 

consideration. For instance, consider the Sarrus' six-link six-revolute 

mechanism shown in Figure 12a. Note that in the Sarrus' six-link mecha

nism the axes of the turning pairs 6, 1, and 2 are parallel and that 

the axes of the turning pairs 3, 4, and 5 are parallel. If it is de

sired to substitute the turning pair at the joint 6 by a prism pair, 

then the prism pair at this joint must be in a plane normal to the axis 

of the turning pair at the joint 6. This resulting mechanism RRRRRP is 

shown in Figure 12b. The displacement analysis of this mechanism is 

shown in Figure 13. Observe that the mechanism. is a rocker-rocker type. 

That is, the input crank does not make a total rotation of 360°. 

The Sarrus' mechanism is also capable of having a second prism 

pair. In Figure 12b the prism pair at the joint 6 is substituted so 

that its axis lies parallel to the axes of the turning pairs 4 and 5. 

Similarly, the revolute pair at the joint 5 of the Sarrus' mechanism 
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RRRR.RP Mechanism PRRRRP Mechanism 

Figure 12. Substitution of a Prism Pair 
in the Sarrus' Mechanism. 
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can be substituted by a prism pair in such a manner that its axis of 

translation lies parallel to the axes of the turning pairs at the 

joints 1 and 2. The resulting Sarrus' mechanism with two prism pairs 

is shown in Figure 12c. The displacement analysis of this mechanism 

is shown in Figure 14. The mechanism is a space mechanism having two 

slider pairs. Figure 14 shows that the mechanism has dead-centers at 

It has been noted earlier that the Sarrus' mechanism has a general 

motion of two rotations and three translations. Therefore, one is led 

to believe that a maximum of three prism pairs can be substituted for 

three turning pairs. This assumption would have been true if the 

mechanism under consideration were to belong to a family having no 

constraints. However, the solution.of this problem becomes relatively 

simple if we examine the coefficient matrix [M] of the Sarrus' mecha-

nism. 

The coefficient matrix· [M] for the Sarrus' mechanism having six 

turning pairs takes the following form for 81 = 170 °. 

-1. 0 .,.1. 0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0 0 -1. 0 -1. 0 -1. 0 0.0 

[M]81 = 
0 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 170 

6R 0 0 -5.90884 -2.9544 0 0.0 

2.9544 5.9088 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 

-0.5209 0.0 0.0 0.5209 0 0 

When one of the revolute pairs is substituted for a prism pair 

as in the case·of Figure 12b, the coefficient matrix [M] for this .. 
mechanism RRRRRP takes the following form for· 81 = 170 . 
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-1. 0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0,0 

0 -1.0 -1. 0 -1.0 0 0 

[M]e1 = = 0 0 0 0 0 0 
170 

R5 P 
0 -2.9544 -1.9772 -1. 0 0 0 

2.9544 0.0 0.0 o.o -1. 0 0 

-0.52094 0.0 -0. 2123 0.0 0.0 0 

Observe that the sixth column of both the matrices is a null 

vector. This is due to the fact that the mechanism has a total of six 

kinematic pairs. However, the fifth.column of both the matrices are 

different. This is because the second case pertains to the mechanism 

having a prism pair. Note that the first three elements of the fifth 

column of coefficient matrix [M] representing the 6R Sarrus mechanism 

appear to be displaced downward by three rows in the coefficient matrix 

[M] representing the RRRRRP mechanism. Observe that the substitution 

of the prism pair for revolute pairs does not alter the general motion 

of the mechanism. The coefficient matrix of the mechanism RRRRRP has 

the same number of nonvanishing real and dual row-vectors as those for 

RRRRRR mechanism. That is, the mechanism has two rotations and three 

translations. 

For the mechanism RRRRPP shown in Figure 12c, the coefficient 

matrix takes the following form. 

-1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 

[M]61 = = 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 

0 -1. 9696 0 0 -1 0 
R4Pa 

-1.96961 0 0 1 0 0 

-0.347296 -2.0 -2.3473 0 0 0 
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Here again the effect of introduc~ng the prism pair results in a 

displacement of the first three elements of the columns 4 and 5 by 

three rows. Note that the existence of the two prism pairs does not 

alter the general motion of the mechanism; that is, the mechanism has 

a general motion of two rotations and three translations. 

If a third prism pair is to be substituted for a turning pair, 

it can be introduced either at the joint 3 or 4 of Figure 12c. It 

can be seen from the above coefficient matrix that such an introduction 

of a prism pair is expected to retain the two rotation components of 

the general motion. However, since the introduction of the prism pair 

displaces the elements of the corresponding column by three rows, the 

resulting coefficient matrix [M]R p will have two identical columns 
3 3 

and, therefore, will become singular. Thus, a maximum of only two prism 

pairs can be introduced in the Sarrus' mechanism. 

Substitution of the Helical Pair 

The problem of substituting the helical pair for a revolute pair 

brings us back to consider Equation (5.1) which is 

8=6 +qs 
0 · 0 

(5. 1) 

The helical pair is capable of executing a rotation and a trans-

lation about the same axis. However, the rotation and the translation 

are related. This relationship is given by 

d6 
0 

ds 
0 

constant =/c 0 (5.12) 

Observe that the helical pair has the essential: feature of the 

turning pair as well as those of the prism pair. That is, whenever a 
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helical pair is employed to substitute for a turning pair, the axis of 

the helical pair must lie in a plane where the mechanism executes a 

rotation and a translation simultaneously. For instance, consider the 

plane four-link ~echanism examined in Chapter III. It has been noted 

there that the plane four-link mechanism has one rotation and two trans

lations. Furthermore, the axis of rotation is normal to the plane of 

translation. Since the mechanism.does not have the axis of rotation 

lying in the plane of translation, the turning pairs cannot be substi

tuted by a helical pair. 

In case of a zero family mechanism having three rotations and 

three translations for its general motions, the requirements for the 

substitution of helical pairs are met more readily. However, since 

the substituted helical pair allows translatory motion in addition to 

the rotary motion of the revolute pair, it must satisfy the requirements 

specified for the prism pairs. Furthermore, since only one of the 

variables can be kept independent and if translation is kept independent; 

then the coefficient matrix [M] takes the same form as that shown in 

Equation (5,9) for the R6 H mechanism, Thus, the coefficient matrix will 

become 

08212 a312 8 412 8 512 8 612 0 

a213 8 313 8 413 8 513 8 613 0 

[M]RaH a223 8 323 a423 a523 a623 0 (5. 13) 

b212 b312 b412 b512 b612 8 712 

b213 b313 b413 b513 b613 8 713 

b223 b323 b423 b523 b623 8 723 
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In view of this development regarding the nature of the helical 

pair, it can be concluded that the maximum number of permissible 

helical pairs in a zero family mechanism is three. 

Because of the specific orientation of the axes of the turning 

pairs· in the six-link mechanism, the problems involved are as complex 

as those involved in substituting the prism pair. The Sarrus' mecha-

nism again presents a good example to illustrate the procedure of sub-

stituting a helical pair in the six-link mechanism. In Figure 15a 

the Sarrus' six-link mechanism with the six turning pairs is shown. 

The helical pair is substituted at the joint 6 of the 6R mechanism. 

This substitution of the helical pair requires that the axis of heli-

cal pair be parallel to the axes of the turning pair at the joints 3, 

4, or 5. 

The displacement analysis of the·mechanism R6 H is shown in Figure 

16. Note that the relationship between 96 , the output rotation of the 

helical pairs, and 81 , the input rotation, must .be similat to that 

betweecy s6 , the output translation of the helical pair, and 81 , the 

input rotation. This apparent similarity stems from the fact that the 

rotation and translation produced by the helical pair must satisfy the 

·relationship 
d96 

d'ss ~ A = constant 

i. eo' 

where K = AB. 



(a) 

Sarrus' Six-link Mechanism 

(b) 

RRRRRH Mechanism 

Figure 15. Substitution of a Helical 
Pair in the Sarrus' 

Mechanism. 
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Substitution of the Torus•Pair 

The function of the torus pair in a kinematic chain;is to provide 

two rotations in a skew plane. In the torus pair, however, this is 

• achieved by placing two revolute ·pairs at an angle of 90 and separating 

the two pairs by a common normal which _in turn is the kinematic link. 

Franke' s six-link mechanism is best suited to illustrate the use 

of the torus pair since all the skew angles· of· this mechanism are 90 ° 

and all the six tur~ing pairs are separated by six kinematic links. 

The limiting case of the torus pair is the case where the kinematic 

link between the two revolute pairs goes to zero. In this case the 

torus pair degenerates ·into the slotted-sphere pair. The existence of 

a slotted-sphere type of pair permits two rotations about the two inde-

pendent intersecting axes. In Figure 17 is shown the mechanism which 

.is degenerated from the Franke kink-link six-link mechanism. Observe 

that two of the opposite links are zero. Furthermore, two of the 

opposite kink~links are made zero. The kinematic pair of slotted. sphere 

can be introduced at the joints 2, 3, and 5, 6. The displacement 

analysis of this mechanism is shown in Figure 18. 

Substitution of the Cylinder Pair 

The function of the cylinder pair is to produce two degrees of 

motion consisting of a rotation and a translation alo_ng the same axis. 

The rotation of the cylinder pair is,independent of its translation. 

This function of the cylinder pair can be described by Equation (5.1) 

which is 
A 

9 = :9 + ·(J ~ 
0 0 

(5. 1) 
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EQUIVALENT TO 
A SLOTTED SPHERIC 
PAIR. 

Figure 17. Degenerate Franke' s Six-Link Mechanism that is 
Equivalent to RSLRRR Mechanism. 
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The substitution of a cylinder pair in a kinematic chain will 

require two turning pairs. The first turning pair may be retained in 

its original position to produce the rotation of the cylinder pair. 

Then the second turning pair must substitute for the translatory motion 

of the· cylinder pair. That is, a prism pair must be substituted for 

the second revolute pair in such a manner that the axis of translation 

also becomes the axis of rotation of the first turning pair. 

It has been shown earlier that the prism pair can be substituted 

for a revolute pair in a kinematic chain provided the axis of the prism 

pair is normal to the axis of the revolute pair. Since the cylinder 

pair requires the axis of the rotation and the axis of the translation 

to be the same, then either of the axes of the two revolute pairs 

which are to be replaced by a cylinder pair must intersect at right 

angles or must be along the two 90 skew lines. 

Thus, the requirements of replacing two revolute pairs by the 

cylinder pair are the same as those for the torus pair even though the 

kinematic behavior of these pairs are different. The torus pair is 

required to execute two rotations and the cylinder pair is required to 

execute a rotation and a translation. Therefore, the coefficient 

matrix [M] for a mechanism having a cylinder pair is different from 

that of a mechanism having a torus pair. 

This concept of substituting a cylinder pair for two turning pairs 

whose axes are skew by 90 was somewhat vaguely mentioned by Franke, 

who suggested the two equivalent mechanisms shown in Figure 19. 

The characteristic behavior of the coefficient matrix· [M] can be 

studied by considering Equation (3.37) which is 
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(a) (b) 

7R Mechanism RCCC Mechanism 

Figure 19. Franke's Equivalent Mechanisms. 
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~ [Ai. + ·crB: ] d9. ~ [I] - [Ai + ·crBi] l l. l. . 
(3.37) 

. i=2 

The above equation pertains to a mechanism having seven turning 

pairs. -If two of the turning pairs are replaced by a cylinder pair, 

then the total number of kinematic pairs are six instead of seven. 

Therefore, the above equation can be rewritten as 

6 

\ [Ai. + ·crB; ] ci.0. ·~ [I] - [Ai + crBi] L i i 
(5.14) 

i=2 

·If the above equation describes·a mechanism RRRRRC where the out-

put is a rotation and translation, then 

" 
d.9a = d9a + ·0'(0) . (5.15) 

" d9 3 ... d93 +·a(O) (5.16) 

" 
d94 "" d94 + ·cr(O) ·(5.17) 

" 
d95 = d95 + cr(O) (5.18) 

and d06 d86 + ·(J d Se (5.19) == 

Equation (5.19) is different from the others because it describes 

the differential displacement of the cylinder pair of the mechanism 

RRRRRC. Using the above relationships and noting that cr-a = 0, ·. Equation 

(5.14) is simplified to the following: 

(5. 20) 

i=2 i=2 
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The coefficient matrix [M] for the RRRRRC mechanism then takes 

the following form: 

a212 a312 a412 a512 a612 0 

a213 a313 a413 a513 a613 0 

. [M]R5C = 0 
(5.21) 

a223 a323 a423 1:!523 a623 

b212 b3~2 b412 b512 b612 a612 

b213 b313 b413 b513 b613 . a613 

b223 b323 b423 b523 b623 a623 

'Equati.on (5. 21) describes the RRRRRC mechanism and appears to be 

similar to Equation (5. 9) which describes RRRRRRP mechanism. The 

clifference in these two equations :is due to the fact that. in a cylinde·r 

pair the rotation and the translation are along the·same axis. Thus, 

the last three elements of the·sixth column are the same as the first 

three elements of the fifth column. 

If, however, a space mechanism-has two cylinder pairs, for example 

the RRRCC mechanism, then. the c0efficient matrix. [M] takes the following 

form: 

a212 a312 a412 a512 0 0 

a213 8 313 6 413 8 513 0 0 

. [M]RsC:a a223 a323 a423 8 523 0 0 = (5.22) 

b212 b312 b412 . b512 a412 8 512 

b213 b313 b412 b513 8 413 8 513 

b223 b323 b423 b523 8 423 8 523 
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Here again the two equations, (5.22) and (5.10), appear to be 

similar in form. The difference .is that the cylinder pair has a trans

lation along the axis of rotation. 

Finally, the coefficient matrix [M] for a space mechanism without 

general constraints, the RCCC, takes the following form: 

a212 a312 · a412 0 0 0 

a213 a313 a413 0 0 0 

[M]RCCC a223 a323 a423 0 0 0 (5.23) = 

b212 b312 b412 a212 a312 a412 

b213 b313 b413 a213 a313 a413 

b223 b323 b423 a223 a323 a423 

The above coefficient matrix is the limiting conditions for the 

maximum number of cylinder pairs that can exist in a space mechanism 

with no general constraints. Further modification of this matrix yields 

a singularity condition. 

The displacement analysis of the RCCC mechanism has been performed 

in many different ways using the different analytical techniques. ·How

ever, Uicker, Denavit and Hartenberg [50] were among the first ones to 

carry out numerical analysis of a particular RCCC mechanism shown .in 

Figure 20. These results were confirmed by A. T. Yang [51], who applied 

the dual quaternions for obtaining the explicit displacement relation

ships. 

The method developed in the present work is applied to this parti~ 

cular RCCC mechanism. The results of the displacement analysis are 

tabulated in Table XIII. Note that these results confirm the investi

gation carried out both by Dicker and Yang. 
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F!gure·20, Yang's and Uicker•s Rccc Mechanism, 
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TABLE XIII 

DISPLACEMENT·ANALYSIS OF YANG'S AND 

UICKER'S RCCC MECHANISM 

94 S4 

144. 209377 -0.115081 

131. 899738 -0.920543 

116.674592 -1. 770566 

101.194976 -2.248310 

87.219700 -2.259417 

75.723766 -1. 888758 

67.559073 -1. 262205 

64.213796 -0.529173 

68.596581 o. 011077 

83.700148 -0.173163 

105.329823 -0.842910 

124.052093 -1.085719 

136. 989077 -0.937881 

145 .467159 -0.663168 

150.868462 -0.367654 

153.853981 ... 0.084375 

154.370251 0.150238 

151. 599628 0.220370 

144.209385 -0.115081 
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The substitution of a cylinder pair for the two revolute pairs in 

a mechanism having one general constraint presents the same problem as 

the one for substituting a prism pair. The coefficient matrix [MJ for 

each six-revolute mechanism must be examined before and after the sub-

stitution of a cylinder pair. The existence of a cylinder pair must 

not change the characteristic components of the general motion. 

For example, consider the mechanism shown in Figure 12b. Here one 

prism pair is substituted for the turning pair at the joint 6 of the 

six-link mechanism of Figure 12a. · The axis of the substituted prism 

pair is parallel to the axis of the revolute pairs at the joints 3, 4, 

and 5. Since the axes of rotation and translation are parallel, any 

of the turning pairs can be combined with the prism pair so that the 

resultant pair is a cylinder pair •. Thus, from Figure 12b there is a 

possibility of obtaining three different mechanisms having one cylinder 

pair and four revolute pairs. These three mechanisms are shown in 

Figures 21a, 21b, and 21c and can be schematically described as RRR.R.C, 

RRRCR, and RRCRR mechanisms. Figure 22 shows the displacement analysis 

of the RRRRC mechanism, The coefficient matrix [MJ for this mechanism 

takes the following form for 

e:i. 
0 

= 100 

-1. 0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 
0 -1. 0 -1. 0 -1. 0 0.0 o.o 

[M] = 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
R4 C 0.0 -0.69459 -3 .4729 0.0 0.0 0.0 
61= 100 

0.69459 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 

-3.93923 o.o 1. 96961 0.0 0.0 0.0 



?. \ 

RRRRC Mechanism 

RR.RCR. Mechanism RRCRR Mechanism 

Figure 21, Possible Types of One Gen ral Constraint 
M chaniems with Cylind r P ir. 
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INPUT ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT 81 

The kinematic parameters of the mechanism are: 

Q': O, -90 ' 0, 0, ·-90 

a: 4 II l 0, 2 II 
' 

2 II 
' 0 

s: 3 II 
' 

-3 II l 2 '' ' O, S5 

Figure 22. Displacement Analysis of the RRRRC Mechanism 
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Observe that in the above matrix there are five distinct inde-

pendent equations. The analyses of this matrix shows that the RRRRC 

mechanism has two rotations and three translations as its general 

motion. This mechanism was recently reported by Harrisberger and Soni 

· [52]. 

· In the R.RRRC mechanism, two of the tevolute pairs at the joint 

2 and 3 can be replaced to give the RCRC mechanism as shown in Figure 

23a. In the case of RR.RCR mechanism, Figure 21b, the two revolute 

pairs at the joint 2 and 3 can be replaced by a cylinder pair to 

yield the RCCR mechanism as shown in Figure 23b. 

· Figure 24 shows the displacement analysis of the mechanism RRCC. 

The coefficient matrix [M] for this mechanism takes the following form 

for 
e1 

0 

= 270 

0 0 -1. 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

[M] -1. 0 -1. 0 0 0 0 0 
Ra Ca • 0 0 0 0 -1. 0 0 81= 270 

-3.0 0 3.0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 -1. 0 0 0 

The examination of the coefficient matrix shows that the substitu-

tion of two cylinder pairs does not change the components of the general 

motion, That is, the RR.CC mechanism has two rotations and three trans-

lations for its general motion. 
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4 

3 

2 
R 

(a) 

RRCC Mechanism 

( b) 

RCRC Mechanism 
' 

Figure 23. Possible Types of Mechanisms 
With Two Cylinder Pairs 
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The kinematic paramet~rs of the mechanism are: 

Q'! ~90 

a: O, 

s: ~3, 

0, 

3 ti' 

3, 

• -90 ' 
0 

o, 3 If 

83' S4 

Figure 24. Displacement Analysis of the RRCC Mechanism 
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· Substitution of the Spheric ·Pair 

The spheric pair belongs to the class three pairs and is capable 

of having three degrees of freedom defined by three independent rota-

tions. Thus, the spheric pair can be represented by the dual vector 

as follows. 

· (5.24) 

where i, j, and k are the unit vectors associated with the three inde-

pendent axes of rotation. 

From the definition of the spheric pair, it is clear that a 

spheric pair can be substituted for three revolute pairs provided the 

three axes of these revolute pairs are not coplanar. Note that the 

existence of the spheric pair. in a mechanism does not change the form 

of the coefficient matrix [M]. This is due to the fact that the 

existence of the spheric pair is a special case in which the three 

nonplanar axes of the revolute pair are intersecting in a finitely 

located point. Note that the criterion of intersection of these three 

axes forces the removal of two of the adjacent kinematic links. Thus, 

the coefficient matrix [M] for the 7R mechanism and the coefficient 

matrix [M] for the RRRRS mechanism basically differ by these two 

physical constant representing the two removed kinematic-links. 

· The substitution of the spheric pair in the zero-family mechanism 

does not present any problem. However, the family one mechanism must 

be examined carefully before a spheric pair is used to substitute the 

three revolute pairs. For instance, the Sarrus' mechanism is not 

capable of accepting a spheric pair because of not having the three 
I 



revolute pair axes intersecting in a finitely·located point. On the 

other hand, Franke's·"wirbelkette" is a representative example to 

illustrate the substitution of the spheric pair for the three inter
) 

secting revolute pairs. 
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In Figure 25a the degenerate form of a general Franke's six-link 

mechanism is shown. The· general six-link mechanism has· six nonzero 

kinematic-links and six nonzero kink-links. The degenerate form shown 

in Figure 25a is obtained by removing four of the kinematic links and 

two of the k.ink-links, Observe that this mechanism has two joints 

3 and 6 at which thr~e axes of the r·evolute pairs intersect in two 

finitely located points. Thus, either the revolute pairs at the joint 

1, 6, and 5 or at the joints 2, 3, and 5 can be replaced by a spheric 

pair. The displacement analysis of the mechanism shown in Figure 25b, 

obtained from Figure 25a, is shown in Figure 26. 

Other Class Three Kinematic Pairs 

Besides the spheric pair, there are three other kinematic pairs in 

the class three pairs. These are the slotted sphere-cylinder pair, 

the slotted sphere-helix pair, and the plane pair. 

The slotted sphere-cylinder kinematic pair has three degrees of 

freedom described by two rotations and one translation. Thus, this 

kinematic pair can be represented mathematically as 

= (9., 9.) + cr(s.) 
1 J 1 

(5.25) 

or 

9. . = (9., 9,) + cr(s.) 
1J 1 J J 

(5.26) 
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3 .• . 

(a) 

Degeneral Form of General Model of 
Six-Link Mechanism Capable of 
Accepting a Spherical Pair Either 
at the Joint 6 or at the Joint 3. 

(b) 

Equivalent RRRS Mechanism 

Figure 25. RR.RS Mechanism 
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The kinematic parameters of the mechanism are: 

• . . • er: -90, -90 
' 

-90 ' 
90 ; 90 ; 90 

a: 4"-
' 

o, 0, 4'', o, 0 

s: 3 II> 0, 3 II 
' 

-3'\ o, -3 II 

Figure 26. · Displacement Analysis of the RRRS Mechanism Shown 
in Figu:i:;e 25a. 
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From the definition of the slotted-cylinder pair, it is clear that 

the RRRRSC mechanism, where SC represents the slotted-cylinder pair, is 

mathematically equivalent to either a RRRRRC mechanism or RRRRRRP mecha-

nism where the axis of the prism pair is parallel to the axis of the 

preceding revolute pair. 

The sphere-helix pair has three degrees of freedom described by 

two rotational and one helical movements. This pair can be described 

mathematically as 

(5.27) 

where i, j, and k are the three unit ortogonal vectors and 

constant. (5.28) 

Here again the definition of.the sphere-helix pair indicates that the 

RRRRRRH mechaniSm is mathematically equivalent to the RRRRSH mechanism 

where s8 represents the sphere-helix pair. 

The plane-kinematic pair has three degrees of freedom described 

by one rotation and two translations. This pair can be described mathe-

matically as 

8 .. k"" (8.) +o-(s., s,) 
l.J l. 1. J 

(5.29) 

The mathematical definition of the plane kinematic pair indicates 

that the RR.RRRPP mechanism, where the axes of the two prism pairs are 

intersecting, is mathematically equivalent to the RR.RRI>L mechanism where 

PL represents the plane kinematic pair. 

It should be remarked that the problems involved in substituting 

the slotted sphere-cylinder· pair, the sphere-helix pair, and the plane 
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· pair are similar to those involved in substituting either a prism pair 

or the cylinder pair. Since each of these cases are considered in 

great length in the previous section, it does not seem necessary to 

reconsider them again. 

The present discussion has considered the substitution of the 

lower c+ass kinematic pairs only primarily because these pairs are 

capable of transmitting higher forces. The higher pairs, especially 

of class four and five, demand extremely severe requirements in order 

to be substituted for the revolute pairs. Furthermore, these kinematic 

pairs are more complex in structure and geometry than the basic ele

mentary pairs such as the revolute pair, the prism pair, and the 

cylinder pair. 



·CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The·present.investigation is a step in an attempt to open the 

mysteries of general constraints ~nd passive freedom. However, before 

such a step can be taken it is necessary to examine the state of the 

art. Several leading .kinematicians have made observations on the 

nature of the general. constraints and accordingly have ·proposed 

schemes to identify the existence of the general or passive constraints. 

Since these observations were limited to· t.he schemes proposed by these 

kinematicians, they only provided a partial solution to the existing 

dilemma of identifying the existence of general constraints. 

While each of these criteria may prove to be necessary, none 

were .found to be sufficient. Consequently, those who observed the 

state of this art r~.examined their own proposed criteria and came up 

with the new ones. For instance, Kutzbach proposed in 1932 a mathe

matical relationship which was reviewed in 1936. The mobility criteria 

of Malytcheff was reviewed by Artobolevski and Dobrovol 'ski. Kokhin, 

however, was able to make some·of his own observations, and as a con

sequence, the mobility criteria of Artobolevski and- Dobrovol'ski was 

modified by introducing an extra parameter called the passive con~ 

straints. 
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While these kinematicians have modified the mobility criteria 

from one form to another and have introduced new parameters, none have 

·presented a rational procedure to determine their existence. Therefore, 

a reader is always left to a choice of selecting the form of the mobility 

criteria. However, until a rational procedure is discovered, the 

number synthesis· or the type synthesis of the space mechanism virtually 

remains unexplored. 

The need for establishing the rational procedure of identifying 

and determining the number of general constraints or passive constraints 

was recognized years ago. Recently, Sharikov, one of the former students 

of Artobolevski, attempted to introduce a method based on the classical 

theory of screws. The method, however, utilizes descriptive geometry 

and, therefore, has its limitation. A rigorous mathematical approach to 

determine the existence of the general constraint is suggested by the 

two Rumanians, Vionea and Atanansiu. Unfortunately, their investiga

tion does not proceed beyond the family of mechanisms having less than 

three general constraints. 

The survey of the existing literature points out the striking 

correlation between the existing mobility criteria as shown in Table V. 

All the existing approaches, except for the Kolchin' s approach, classi

fies the mechanisms into the five families of mechanisms. The zero 

family mechanisms have no specific constraints regarding the orienta

tion of the axes of the kinematic pairs. ·The family one mechanisms 

have one general constraint; that is, the orientation of the axes of 

the kinematic pairs must observe a specific law or laws. ·Such·laws 

are neither sufficient nor necessary for the existence of a mechanism 
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having one general constraint. For instance, Sharikov's classical 

theory of screws has hypothesized that the six-link six-revolute mecha

nism exists if a pair of three axes intersects in two distinct points 

located either at a finite or at infinite distance. The artictilated 

. six-link mechanism of Bricard then becomes an exception to such 

hypothesis. 

Clearly, one is led to conclude that either there was something 

misleading in the method of investigating the nature of one general 

constraint or the classical theory of screws does not provide a proper 

mathematical model. 

The study of the nature of one general constraint may also have 

been conducted by the method proposed by F .. M. Dimentberg. However, 

the proposed method leads to an examination of the root of a polynomial 

of order thirty-two. Clearly, such an .investigation might.lead to all 

. types of erroneous results. 

A need for a rational procedure to study the number of general 

constraints in a mechanism was recognized. Chapter·III of the present 

investigation is completely devoted to the development of the theory 

of identifying the existence of general.constraints. 

-The method of investigating the existence of general constraints 

concentrates on examining the rank of a coefficient matrix [M]. -TI1is 

matrix[M] is obtained by giving-a differential displacement to the 

screw matrices describing the closure condition of a space mechanism. 

The differential displacement provides a set of twelve simultaneous 

non~homogeneous equations. When a complete closure condition for a 

mechanism :is established, the matrix representing. the twelve· simul

taneous linear equations degenerates to yield the coefficient matrix [M]. 
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If for a given mechanism the rank of this coefficient matrix [M] 

is six, then the mechanism under consideration is free from any general 

constraints. If, however, the rank of the coefficient matrix [M] is 

five, then the mechanism under consideration has one general constraint. 

If the rank of the coefficient matrix [M] is four, three, or two, then 

correspondingly the mechanism under consideration has either two, three, 

or four general constraints. 

The most remarkable characteristic of the coefficient matrix [M] 

is that it consists of two types of equations which in turn describe 

the instantaneous axes either of rotations or translations. For in

stance, in case of a plane four-link four-revolute mechanism, the rank 

of the c9efficient matrix [M] is three. Furthermore, this matrix con

sists of three equations, two of which describe the· instantaneous axes 

of translations and the other describes the instantaneous axis of 

rotation. The principal axes of rotation and translation of this mecha

nism are determined by computing the Eigen-vectors. 

The examination of the classical "paradoxical" mechanisms such as 

the Bennett mechanism and Goldberg five-link mechanism revealed the 

other properties of the [M] matrix. The rank of the coefficient matrix 

[M] in the case of the Bennett mechanism is three. Accordingly, this 

matrix must consist of three nonvanishing equations .. Instead, the 

coefficient matrix [M] has five nonvanishing equations. Since the 

rank of the matrix is three, only three of the five equations are 

necessary to describe the Bennett mechanism. That is, two of the five 

equations may conveniently be ignored. Since the existence of these 

two added equations does not contribute any.new information to the 
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coefficient matrix [M] and their withdrawal does not produce any singu-

larity in the coefficient matrix [M], these two additional equations are 

regarded as passive. If the principal axes of rotations and transla,-

tions are computed,. then correspondingly. there will be two passive axes 

about which .one rotation and one translation component of the general 

motion will be found to have zero values. 

The existence and nonexistence of one or more number of passive 

equations in the coefficient matrix opens the door to a great many 

number of basic questions related to the nature of general constr~ints. 

Due to the analytical nature of the·present method, it is not possible ...... ..,, -~ 

to state the factors that control their existence. · Since theoretically 

it is possible to expect a maximum of six compatible equations in r 

unknowns ·where r also represents the rank of the coefficient matrix 

.[M], then a maximum of 6-r and a minimum of zero number of passive axes 

must correspondingly exist for a particular family of mechanisms. 

Furthermore, since the family of the mechanism does not seem to depend 

on the number of compatible equations, the information provided by the 

e:idste.nce of the pass:i,ve axes must provide a new dimension to these 

-basic issues of the nature and characteristic of the general constraint 

mechanisms. The present investigation-was, however,. confined to the 

study of the six-link mechanism, and therefore, these questions are 

purposely· left aside for future· studies. 

The six-link six-revolute mechanism ;i.s noted .to have one general 

constraint because the rank of the coefficient matrix is five .. It has 

been observed that the six~link mechanism can be classified into two 

groups of mechanisms. This classification:is based on the components 
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of the general motion. -The coefficient matrix has six equations in 

five unknowns when the mechanism is describing three rotations and tv..10 

translations. However, the coefficient matrix has five equations in 

five unknowns when the mechanism .is describing two rotations and three 

translations. Since the row vector describing rotation vanishes to 

zero, .it is concluded that for the case in which six equations ex~st 

with five unknowns one of the row vectors describing translation must 

be passive. 

A mechanism may be subclassified depending upon the number and type 

of passive axes· it produces. For this purpose, however, an efficient 

method of detecting the passivity must be formulated. The present 

investigation was confined to the study of the one general constraint 

mechanism, and therefore, no effort was made to develop an elegant and 

efficient method for.detecting which of the axes are passive. Instead, 

the problem. is cqnsidered td be of secondary importance for the present 

investigation . 

. The method of arriving at the coefficient matrix [M] is• iterative. 

A set of kinematic parameters, viz., the kinematic link, the kink-links, 

the type of pairs and twist angles between the two successive axes, is 

expected to be known for a kinematic chain. Then for any assumed input 

displacement, a complete closure condition is determined. If a complete 

closure condition exists for any arbitrarily selected input position, 

then the kinematic chain is a mechanism. If the assumed parameters 

were to yield a structure, then the iterative process does not converge, 

even for the specific position where the chain forms a close configura

tion. Whenever the iterative process does yield a complete convergence 



for an arbitrarily selected input parameter, then before announcing 

this particular chain as a mechanism th,e chain is invariably tested 

for a second closure condition. 
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There were, however, some technical problems associated with the 

iterative process, especially when the product matrix [W] was singular. 

The singularity conditions exist in three-situations. These situations 

exist when the chain is either examined in the region beyond the limit 

position, . or the chain has a dead-center position. The singularity 

condition also exists when the chain. is a structure. These cases were 

handled very carefully by examining the complete region of mobility of 

the chain. That is, a minimum .of twelve independent closure conditions 

were examined for the convergence of the product matrix-[W]. 

The method developed for identifying and determining the existence 

of the general constraints also provided the answers for the- mobility 

region of the mechanisms; The limit-position and dead-centers of any 

mechanism can be determined by the computer w-ithin a fraction of a 

minute once the chain is determined to be a mechanism. Thus, the 

advantage -of the developed method was recognized from the very early 

stage of its development. 

This method was· used to examine the governing conditions under 

which a six-link s.ix-revolute chain exists as a mechanism. The six-link 

six-revolute chain was selected because-it represented the family of 

mechanisms having one general constraint. . Furthermore,. if the governing 

conditions of this mechanism are once discovered, then the other mecha-

nisms obtained by substituting the-other types of pairs can also be 

discovered ·simply by relating the revolute pai:i;s with the other k.ine

matic pairs. 
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The most difficult part of the present investigation is involved 

in making a proper decision. There are two ways in which a study can 

be conducted to investigate the governing conditions of the six-link 

mechanism. The six-link six-revolute mechanism is capable of having 

eighteen parameters, twelve of which may have either positive or 

negative values. Therefore, .in order to arrive at an explicit governing 

condition, the behavior of a tota], of thirty parameters must be studied. 

If a total variational study of.these parameters is planned, then 

nearly thirty factorial six-link chains must be examined for the 

closure conditions. The computation required for the six independent 

closure conditions of a chain takes on an average of six and a half 

minutes on the IBM 7040. Therefore, if such a procedure would have 

been adopted to examine the governing conditions, then the present 

investigation would not have come to an end in the present century. 

In view of the above statements perhaps the procedure adopted in 

the present investigation for examining the governing conditions of 

the existence ·Of the six-link mechanism can be more appreciated. The 

procedure is based on an observation that three elementary types of the 

six-link mechanisms that could exist with a minimum of kinematic para

meters are known. These are the· Franke's six-link, the Bricard's 

articulated six--link and Sarrus' six-link mechanism. Franke's six-link 

mechanism has all kink-links of zero length, Bricard's articulated six

link mechanism has all kinematic links of zero values, and the Sarrus' 

mechanism is a combination of both the kink-links and the kinematic 

links. 

The adopted procedure for determining the governing conditions 

then is centered around these three elementary models. ·A variational 
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study was planned to vary the eighteen parameters in such a manner to 

obtain the general and the degenerate cases of the six-link mechanism. 

The present investigation examined nearly three hundred and fifty 

different six-link chains. It should be noted that only one-fourth 

of these chains generated a six-link mechanism. 

The present investigation indicates that the existence of the 

six-link mechanism is due to a mathematical equality rather than 

physical symmetry. This mathematical equality takes into account the 

permutations of the kinematic parameters. 

One of the most interesting points that is observed in the investi

gation of the six-link mechanism is the relationship between the physi

cal symmetry of the mechanism and its mobility region. The majority of 

the six-link mechanisms appear to be either of rocker-rocker type or 

crank-rocker type. The mobility region, however, may be enlarged if 

the mechanism has a higher order of symmetry. 

The successful results obtained for the governing conditions of 

the existence of a six-link mechanism led to an investigation relating 

the turning pairs to the other kinematic pairs. This investigation, 

however, was confined to relating only the lower pairs; that is, the 

kinematic pairs such as the prism pair, the helical pair, the cylinder 

pair, the torus pair, and the spherical pair. 

According to the mobility criterion of one general constraint, 

only the class five kinematic pairs are not permissible. However, the 

mobility criterion does not take into account the governing conditions 

of one general constraint, and therefore, it can be predicted that all 

the kinematic pairs from class one to class four need to be examined. 
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The present investigation is confined to the useful lower pairs only. 

The other lower kinematic pairs having a combination of a helical pair 

and sphere, a cylinder and sphere are not considered primarily because 

they demand extremely severe requirements ·in order to replace the 

revolute pairs. 

The problem becomes more complex when a mechanism of one general 

constraint is under consideration. The six-link mechanism which has 

been·found to exist with a wide ·variety of combinations of kink-links 

and kinematic links, however, appears to be more suitable for adopting 

kinematic pair mechanisms rather than the kinematic pair. For instance, 

the six-link mechanism can more readily accept the·Hookes-joint type 

of pair mechanism than the spherical pair, even though the function.of 

both of these pairs is to produce three rotations. 

The method of replacing the turning pairs by the other lower kine

matic pairs having one, two, and three degrees of freedom is presented 

in Chapter V, The existing dilemma concerning the maximum number of 

prism pairs and helical pairs is resolved for the zero family space 

mechanism. The coefficient matrix [M] shows that a zero family space 

mechanism with a turning pair for an input displacement is capable of 

having a maximum of three prism pairs. ·A .maximum of four prism pairs 

can be permitted provided one of the prism pairs .is employed for the 

input displacement. Similarly, a helical pair can be substituted for 

a revolute ·pair. 

The method of substituting other classes and types of pairs for 

a revblute pair is suitable .for the zero family mechanism only. That 

is, the method is independent of the theory of the general constraints. 



Therefore, whenever one turnJng pa:L,t:,"4.~ ·r-:epl1;1ced by the. other,. the 

resulting chain is expected to yield a mechanism. However, there is 

no complete assurance that the resulting mechanism will still belong 

to the same family as it did before the substitution. Therefore, at 

each stage of substitution, the coefficient matrix must be examined 

for a possible degeneration of a mechanism to a lower group. 
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The present investigation then can be briefly summarized as follows: 

(1) A mathematical procedure was developed to identify the number 

of general constraints in a mechanism. The method also pro

vides a complete displacement analysis of a mechanism, and 

identifies the existence of dead-centers and limit-positions. 

(2) A procedure for the analysis of the six-link mechanism and 

an existence criteria was deve]oped. 

(3) A method was shown for substituting various types and kinds 

of kinematic pairs for a revolute pair of a kinematic chain. 

This development leads to the other types and kinds of 

mechanisms belonging to the family of six-link mechanisms. 

The outcome of the present investigation leads to the key that 

opens the mysteries of the world of· mechanisms with or without general 

constraints. According to the mobility criterion, there are five 

families of mechanisms. The present investigation has simply consi

dered the mysteries of the mechanisms with one general constraint. 

Similar studies are now possible to unlock the mysteries of mechanisms 

either free from general constraint (m = 0) or having two, three or 

four general constraints (m = 2, 3, 4). 
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Harrisberg,er [29] had predicted, based on the available information 

of the mobility criteria, the existence of nearly five hundred space 

mechanisms free from any general constraints. Since the mobility 

criteria are not capable of providing an insight to the closure con-

ditions of these mechanisms, a scientific study similar to the present 

investigation must be planned to discover the existence criteria of 

the zero family space mechanism. The present investigation indicates 

that any random orientation of the kinematic pairs in the 7R mechanism 

does not necessarily yield a space mechanism. Instead, it forecasts 

a definite relationship between the twist angles, the kinematic link 

and the kink-links. 

Recently, an effort was made by Dobrjanskyj and Freudenstein [53] 

to extend the work of Harrisberger [29]. According to these authors, 

pair inversion of Harrisberger's five hundred mechanisms produces nearly 

four thousand mechanisms. However, Dobrjanskyj and Freudenstein com-

pletely ignored the basic issues of the existence criteria. In view 
\ 

of the established fact concerning the maximum number of prism pairs 

and helical pairs, nearly half the mechanisms claimed by Dobrjanskyj 

and Freudenstein have no basis for existance as zero family space 

mechanisms, and for the other half, closure conditions are unspecified. 

The present investigation has presented a method of obtaining 

other types and kinds of mechanisms described in Table VI. This table 

must be revised with the proper modification of the pair inversions and 

their corresponding existence criteria must be developed. It is ex-

pected that such a study will produce many useful mechanisms having 

one general constraint. 
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It has been observed that in the one general constraint domain, the 

mechanisms having a higher order of symmetry appear to produce a con

stant velocity output. The Cardan mechanism, for instance, has been 

used over the century for obtaining a constant velocity output in a 

skew plane. The present investigation has identified a large number of 

mechanisms which are symmetric and have a constant velocity output. 

One unexplored area in the domain of one general constraint mecha

nisms is an investigation of the coupler curves of the four-link 

mechanisms and their coupler cognates since a proper existence criteria 

is not known. The present investigation now makes it possible to ex

plore this area. It appears that the next fruitful areas of research 

are the following: 

(1) Pair inversion study and the existence criteria of the 

different types and kinds of mechanisms. 

(2) Complete investigation of the symmetric mechanisms having 

six, five, and four links and producing constant velocity 

output. 

(3) There are two types of cognates. These are Robert's cognates 

and Soni's cognates [54]. The Robert's cognates are the 

mechanisms which generate the same coupler curve as does 

the source mechanism. The Soni cognates are the mechanisms 

which generate the same output motion of the follower as does 

the source mechanism. The importance of this type of research 

hardly needs to be emphasized, especially when all the practi

cal two-loop configurations can exist either w~th a coupler

drive or with the follower-drive. 
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(4) The mechanisms with two, three, and four general constraints 

are virtually tinknown, primarily because all the necessary 

and sufficient existence criteria are not known. Once the 

existence criteria are discovered by using the technique 

developed in Chapter III, the studies proposed in points 1, 

2, and 3 above may be organized to determine their practical 

applicability. 

(5) The three general constraint mechanisms appear to have a wide 

variety of practical applicability. For instance, the four-

link plane mechanism and its related multi-loop mechanisms 

are used extensively in industry. The spherical four-link 
\ 

mechanism having three rotations for its general motion are 

being found to have a wide variety of practical application. 

The Bennett mechanism, which also belongs to this group, can 

be used to produce a constant·velocity output in a skew plane. 

Yet the application of this mechanism is virtually unexplored. 

The present theory of identifying the existence of general con-

straints predicts the existence of the four-link mechanisms such as 

PPPP, RPPP, and HPPP. The exact existence criteria of these mechanisms 

are not known. However, it appears that these mechanisms are capable 

of producing a translatory motion in a skew plane. That is, they are 

space models of a plane slider-crank. 

In view of the five areas of future research proposed, the outcome 

of the present investigation appears to be "a drop in a blucket". Yet, 

it should be clear that it is the "drop" that promises the kinematicians 

a journey into the mysterious world of space mechanisms just waiting to 

be discovered. 
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APPENDIX A 

.ALGEBRA OF PUAL NUMBERS . AND DUAL VECTORS 

The dual number is defined as 

" xo. + ·ox1 X = 

where 
Xo = real part 

X1 - imaginary part 

and cl' = 0 

·Properties of Dual Numbers: 

, (1) x = 0 when Xo = 0 and X1 = 0 

(2) x ,. 
when and =· y ·Xo = Yo X1 = Y1 

Addition and Subtraction: 

(3) x +_y = (x0 + ox1) + (y0 + cry1 ) = (x0 + y0 ) + cr(x1 + y1) 

(4) x - ·y (xo + ox1) - (Yo + cry1) = (xo - Yo) + cr(x1 - Y1) 

Multiplication and Division 

{ X1 Yl} 
= x_y 1 + cr (- + ~) 

0 0 X y 0 0 

X1 X1 Y1 
" + O'X1 (1 + (J -) (1 + cr -)(1 cr -) X Xo Xe, Xo -

(6) 
0 YA . y, Y1 

" = =-
y Yo + 0y1 Y1 Yo Y1 a 

Yo (1 + cr -) [1 - cr'\-) J 
Yo Yo 
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(7) 
An n n X1 n 

x~{1 
n Xi} X = (x0 + ax) = Xo (1 +a-) + X1 a-

Xo Xo 

xon{1 + n X1} n n - 1 
= a = Xo + an1 Xo Xo 

(8) The expression of any function of Dual numbers x0 + ax1 is 

obtained using Taylor series expansion as 

Irigonometric and Exponential relationship: 

. If we assign a dual angle x = x0 + ax1 , formed by two straight lines 

of space, where x0 is the normal angle between the unit vector axes of 

the straight lines and x1 is the shortest distance between the straight 

lines, then the trigonometrical function of the dual angles can be ex-

pressed as 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

= Sin x0 ± ax1 Cos x0 

Cos (xo ± OX1) Cos Xo ,= OX1 Sin x0 

tan (xa ± ax1 ) tan ,= X1 
Xo a Cos 2 Xo 

= tan x0 ± OX1 (1 + tart2 x0 ) 

(x0 ± OX1) 
X1 

Cos = Cos Xo ,=as· .a ... 1.n Xo 

= Cos x0 =i= ax1 (1 + Cos 2 Xo) 

exo + ax1 exo eax1 = exo (1 + crx1) 

£n(x0 + ax1 ) = in {x0 (1 +a::)}= tn 

It should be noted that all identities of ordinary algebra and 

trigonometry and also all formulas of differential and integral calculus 

are maintained in the algebra of dual numbers. 
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Let us consider a polynomial having dual numbers as the coefficient, 

If the right hand side of this polynomial is equated to zero, then 

An ~ n-1 A n-2 A 0 ax +·on + ex + . . .. sx + t = 

where 
A 

a ... ' 
However the property of the dual number requires that 

(15) 

(16) 

Let us consider a special case of the complex quadratic 

ax2 + Bx + 2 = o where x = xo + 0X1 

Then according to identities (15) and (16) we have 

(17) 

(18) 

from where, we get 

b ± lib.02 4 - 0 v 1 - a0 c 0 
(19) Xo 2a0 

In order that the equation has real root,.it is necessary that 

X1 0 and at the same time x0 must satisfy the two equations: 

. (21) 2 
+ boxo + 0 aoxo Co 

(22) 2 
+ b1Xo + 0 a1xo C1 

(23) ·That is, (aoc1 - a1co)2 - (aob1 - a1b0 )(b0 c1 - b1co) 0 
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This identity (23) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the 

presence of real roots of the equation with complex cdefficients. The 

identity (23) can be rewritten in the form of a determinant as 

ao bo Co 0 

0 ao bo Co 

(aoc1 - a1co)2 - ·(aob1 - a1b0 )(b0 c1 - b1co) = 0 
a1 b1 Cl 0 

0 a1 b1 Cl 

Dual Vector: 

The dual vector is defined as 

(24) A= ~o + cra 1 

where a 0 is the real part and a1 is the imaginary part of the dual 

vector. Here again 

The operation on complex vectors is formally not distinguished from 

the operation on ordinary vectors. 

The dual vector can be considered as a screw which has two c6mp.onents. 

The real part of the dual vector can be considered as the angctlar velo-

city of a link about an axis and the imaginary part as the translatory 

velocity along the same axis. Thus 

c2s) A=§= w + aT 
A 

where S screw 

W angular velocity. 



APPENDIX B 

CO:MPUTER PROGRAM 

The computer program listed on the following pages is based on 

the method developed in the Chapter III. The program output consists 

of the following: 

(1) Initial input screw matrices 

(2) Coefficient matrix [M] at every stage of the iteration 

(3) Inverse of the coefficient matrix 

(4) Determinant of the coefficient matrix 

(5) Estimated displacement parameters. 

The program input consists of the following: 

(1) Defining the type of mechanism 

(2) Providing the exact values of the invariant kinematic 

parameters 

(3) Initial estimate of variant kinematic parameters 
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0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

$IBFTC DKNAME DECK 
DIMENSION KSB(lOl,KSA(lOl,KYA(lOl,KYB(lOI 
DIMENSION STl20l 
DIMENSION TRBl6,6l 
DIMENSION ARTXl381,ARTB(3BI ,CTPI 101 
DIMENSION AXl2011AYl201,Xl201,Yl201,Al10,3,31,8(10,3,3l 
DIMENSION P13,31,Dl10,3,31,E(l0,3,31,BB110,3,3l 

216 

6 
7 DI ME NS I ON AA 110, 3, 3 I , A~ I 12, 61 , AP 112, 11 1 AT 16, 121 , TX I 6, 6 I , TY 16, 1 l 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
30 
31 
32 
44 
56 
70 

101 
112 
117 
124 
131 
136 
137 
144 
151 
156 
163 
164 
165 
166 

6040 
6030 
6020 
6010 
6000 
6050 
2010 
3010 
2020 
2030 
2130 
2140 
2190 
2200 
2210 
2220 
5000 

16 7 5 
171 
172 
173 
176 
177 777 

DIMENSION TBl6,61,DEYl6,ll 
DIMENSION ATX(3Bl 1 ATB13BI 
FORMAT I lH0,4HYI I 1,5X,6Fl2.61 
FORMAT(lH0,4HXlll,5X,6Fl2.61 
FORMATl1H0,5HAYIIl,5X,6Fl2.61 
FORMAT(lH0 1 5HAX(ll,5X,6Fl2.61 
FORMATl1Hl,614,Fl2.61 
FORMAT(lH0 17141 
FORMATl914,2Fl2.61 
FOHMAT 112141 
FORMATl7Fl0.61 
FORMAT I 7Fl0.61 
FORMATl1Hl,12HINPUT MATRIX) 
FORMAT(lH p7Fl2.6l 
FORMATl1H0,5HOET.=F20.6,5X,3HIE=l21 
FORMATl1H0,43HRH MATRIX, DEVIATIONS, AND ESTIMAfED THETAS) 
FORMAT(lH ,3Fl2.61 
FORMAT(lH0,10HITEKATION=l21 
READ(5,2010)JMAX,IJA,KK,KM,ITT,JB,ICS,JJQS,1GE,OEL,DELX 
REA0(5 1 30101 LMN,IKSUIJl,J=l,LMNI, (KYBIJl,J=l,LMNI 
REAOl5,30101LPJ,(KSA(Jl,J=l,LPJl,IKYA(Jl,J=l,LPJI 
WRITEl6 1 60501 LMN,IKSU(Jl,J=l,LMNl,IKYBIJl,J=l, LMNI 
WRITE( 6 1 60501 LPJ,IKSAIJl,J=l,LPJl,IKYA(Jl,J=l,LPJI 
READl5,2020l(AX(ll,I=l,JMAX l 
REAOl5,20301 (AYI 11, l=l,JMAXI 
RE AD I 5 1 2 0 30 I I X I I I , I= l, J MAX I 
READl5,203011YIJl,1=1,JMAXI 
WRIT El6,60001JMAX,IJA,KK,KM,ITT,JB,DEL 
WRITEl6,6010l(AXlll,1=1,JMAXI 
WRITEl6,6020l(AYl[l,1=1,JMAXl 
WRITEl6,60301 (X( I I, 1-=1,JMAXl 
WRIT El6,604011YIIl,1=1,JMAXI 
KT =O 
00 'i I =l,JMAX 
XI I l=XI I 1• 3 .141592654/180. 
AX I I )=AX( I 1•3.141 592654/180. 
STIIl =AXIII 
OELX=DELX•3.l41592654/l80.0 
DO 8050 JKLT=l, JJQS 
IF. IJKLT.E0.11 GO TO 777 
X(ll =X(ll+DELX 
CONTINU E 
IT =O 200 

201 2000 DO 10 1= 1,JMAX 
202 
203 
204 

AXlll =STIII 
All,1,ll =COSIX( Ill 
All,1,21=-(SIN(Xlllll•ICOSIAXlllll 
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205 A(l,1 1 3l=SIN(X(Ill •ISINIAX(llll 
-20 .. 6 A! J ,2,ll=SIN!XI 111 

207 A(I,2,2l=COS(X(lll•COS(AX(lll 
210 Al 1,2,31--1cos1 XI I 11 l•SINIAXI ! 11 
211 A!I,3,ll=O. 

--2.12 A(l,3,2l=S1N(AX(Il 
213 AII 1 3 1 3l=COS(AX(lll 
214 fli...L...1~-Ylll•SINIX(Il) 
215 BII,1,21=-Ylll•COSIAXIIll*COS!Xllll+SIN(X(ll)•SlNIAXllll•AY(Il 
216 B I I , 1 .3 I= YI 11 •COS I x I l I l • S l NI AX I l I I + A YI I I• SIN I XI I I I •COS I AX I I l l 
217 Bll,2,l)=Ylll•COSIX!Ill 

_ 220 BII,i,2l=-Ylll•SINIXllll•COS(AX(lll-AYlll•COSIXIIll•SINIAXll)l 
221 BII,2,3l=Ylll•SINIXl1ll•SINII\X(I)l-AYIIJ•COS(Xllll• CCS(I\X(Ill 

__ 2_2.2..__ _ ___JJ_ilLl....U..::.Q_. 
223 B1I,3 1 2l=AY!Il•COSIAXIIll 
224 Bl I .3,31=-AYI I l•SIN(AXI r I I 
225 10 CONTINUE 
227 PI l..1.ll =O. 0 
230 Pl 1,21=-l.O 

--2.ll P ( 1 i. 3 I= 0,~·~----------
232 Pl2,ll=l.O 

=O • 
234 P12,3l=U. 
235 P(3 1 ll=O. 
236 Pl3,2l=O. 

____ _2. _ _3_7 P Ll__,_JJ =O. -------------~-----------
240 DC 40 l=l,JMAX 
241 DO 20 J-1,JMAX 
242 DO 20 K=l,3 
243 00 20 L=l,3 
244 IF(l.EQ.Jl GO TO 30 

_.24 7 ___ DI J __ ,J~-1 LI =A ( _,,_J_,_,_._K...._,,,_L.,__l ------------------------
250 GO TO 20 
251 30 D(J,K,Ll=t3(l,K 1 Ll 
252 20 CGNTINUE 

__2_56 .=D=0~5=0~K-_-~l.~-~3 _________________________ _ 
257 00 50 J=l,3 

_2 (,Jl....5_Q___ E ( I.~• K~, J~> =~0~·~-----
263 MAX=JMAX-1 

-2.64 DO 60 J=l,MAX 
265 00 70 K=l,3 
266 DC 70 M=l 3 
267 DO 70 L=l,3 

. 270 JM=J+l _ 
271 70 EII,K,Ml=E(l,K,Ml+D(J,K,Ll•DIJM,L,M) 

_ 275 IF(J.EO.(JMAX-111 GO TO 60 
300 CO 80 K=l,3 
301 DO 80 M=l,3 
302 80 DIJM,K,Ml=E(l,K,M) 
305 DC 81 K=l 3 
306 DO 81 M=l,3 
307 81 ~u_.__K_.,__.__,~..,__1..__) =_,0,__,•=---------------------------
312 60 CONTINUE 
314 40 CONTINUE 
316 DO 90 J=l,3 



317 
_ll.!) __ 90 

323 
324 
325 
326 100 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 120 
342 
343 
344 130 
347 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 150 
361 
364 
365 
366 160 
371 
372 
373 161 
376 140 
400 
401 
402 

· 403 
404 
405 
406 
407 210 
412 
413 
414 215 
415 
416 220 
417 
420 230 
423 
424 
425 235 
426 190 
432 
433 
434 240 
437 
440 
441 
442 

CO 90 K=l,3 
BB(l J Kl=O.O 
DO 100 K=l,3 
DO 100 M= 3 
DO 100 1=1,JMAX 
BB 11,K,Ml=BB(l,K,Ml+EII,K,Ml 
DO 120 J=l,JMAX 
po 120 K= 1 3 
DO 120 L=l,3 
QIJ , K,Ll=AIJ,K , LI 
CONTINUI: 
DO 130 K= 1, 3 
DO 130 J=l,3 
AA(l,K,Jl=O. 
MAX=JMAX-1 
DO 140 J=l,MAX 
DO 150 K=l,3 
DO 150 M=l,3 
DO 150 L=l,3 
JM•J+l . 
AA(l,K,Ml=AA(l,K,Ml +DI J , K,Ll•O(J M,L ,Ml 
l~IJ,EQ.(JMAX-l)l GO TO 140 
DO 160 K=l,3 
00 160 M=l 3 
D(JM,K,M)=AA(l,K,M) . 
DO 161 K=l,3 
DO 161 M=l,3 
AA(l,K,Ml=O. 
CONTINUE 
DO 170 N=2 JMAX 
DO 180 1-=l,JMAX 
MAX=JMAX+l 
DO 190 J=l,MAX 
DO 190 K-=l 3 
DO 190 L-=1,3 
IF(J-Nl210,220,230 
IF(I.EQ.JIGO TO 215 
D(J,K,Ll=AIJ,K,Ll 
GO TO 190 
D(J,K,Ll=B(J,K,Ll 
GC TO 190 
DIJ,K,Ll=P(K,Ll 
GO TO 190 
IF(J.EQ.(l+lll GO TO 235 
D(J,K,Ll=A(J-1,K,Ll 
GO TO 190 
O(J,K,Ll=B(J-1,K,Ll 
CONTINUE 
DO 240 K=l,3 
DO 240 J=l,3 
EII,J,Kl=O. 
DO 250 J= l JMAX 
DO 260 K=l,3 
DO 260 M=l,3 
DO 260 L=l,3 

218 
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443 JM=J+l 
444 260 Ell1K1Ml=Ell1K1Ml+D(J ,K,Ll•D(JM,L ,MI 
450 IF(J.EQ.IJMAXIIGO TO 250 
453 no 
454 DO 270 M=l,3 
455 270 DIJM,K,Ml=Ell,K M 
460 00 271 K=l,3 
461 DO 271 M=l,3 
462 271 EII,K,Ml=O. 
465 250 CCNTIN\Jf 
467 180 CONTINUE 
471 DO 280 J=l,3 
472 00 280 K=l,3 

_!t13 280 BBIN,J,Kl=O, 
476 00 290 K=l,3 
411 no 290 H=t,3 
500 00 290 1=1,JMAX 
501 290 BBIN,K,Ml=BBIN,K,Ml+Ell,K,Ml 
505 170 CONTINUE 
507 00 300 N=2 ,JMAX 
510 MAX=JMAX+l 
5JJ no 3)0 J=J,MAX 
512 00 310 K=l,3 
513 00 310 L=l, ·3 
514 JFIJ-NI 320 ,330,340 
515 320 DIJ,K,Ll=AIJ,K,Ll 
516 GO TO 310 
517 330 nLJ,K,L )=PIK,LI 
520 GC TO 310 

. 521 340 JL=J-1 
522 OIJ,K,ll=AIJL,K,LI 
523 310 CONTINUE 
527 00 350 K=l,3 
530 DO }50 J=l,3 
531 350 AAIN,J,Kl=O.O 
~5~3~4~~~~0~0~3~6=0~J=l,JMA~X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
535 00 370 K=l,3 
536 00 370 M=l,3 
537 OD 370 L=l,3 

·= + 
541 370 AAIN,K,Ml=AAIN,K ,Ml+DIJ, K,Ll•DIJM , L,Ml 

~ .5~~~~~I~E~IJ~.E~Q~,J=M~A~X~l~G~O"----'T~Oc........=3~6~0,__~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~ 
550 00 390 K=l,3 
551 DO 390 M=l,3 
552 390 D(JM,K,Ml=AAIN,K,MI 
555 OD 391 K=l,3 
556 DO 391 M=l,3 
557 391 AA(N,K,Ml=O. 
562 360 CONTI NUE 
564 300 CONTINUE 
566 JMAN=lGE-IJA 
567 00 495 1=1,12 
570 DO 495 J=l,6 
571 495 A~II,Jl=O. 
574 J= l 
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575 DO 500 K=l,3 
576 DO 520 N=K,3 
577 DO 515 l=l,JMAN 
600 [F(KK.EQ.OIGO TO 505 
603 IF(K.EO.llGO TO 530 
60~6~~~~G~O~T~0~5~0~5~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
607 530 IF(N.E0.21GO TO 540 
612 GO TO 505 
613 540 N.:N+l 
614 505 IFtI,E9,llGO TU 510 
617 AM(J,I-ll=AAII,K,NI 
620 GO TO 515 
621 510 IF(K.EO.Nl GO TO 516 
624 GO TO 517 
625 516 APIJ,Il= 1.0 - AAII , K, Nl 
626 GO TO 515 
627 517 APIJ,1).:-AA(l,K,NI 
630 515 CONTINUE 
632 520 J=J+ l 
634 500 CONTINUE 
636 DO 560 K=l,3 
637 DO 570 N=K,3 
640 DO 585 1=1,7 
641 IF(KM.EQ.OIGO TO 600 
644 IF(K.EQ.llGO TO 610 
647 GO TO 600 
650 610 IF(N.EQ.2)GO TO 620 
653 GO TO 600 
654 620 N=N+l 
655 600 IF(l.EQ.ll GO TO 605 
660 IF (I.GT.JMANI GO TO 590 
663 GO TO 580 
664 605 AP(J,Il=-B811,K,NI 
665 GO TO 585 
666 590 11=1-l 
667 IFIICS.EQ.ll GO TO 588 
672 IJ=I 
673 GO TO 589 
674 588 IJ=l-lJA 
675 589 CONTINUE 
676 AM(J,IIl=AA(IJ,K,Nl 
677 GO TO 585 
700 580 AMIJ,1-ll=BB(l,K,NI 
701 585 CONTINUE 
703 570 J=J+l 
705 560 CONTINUE 
707 JA =J -1 
710 WRITEl6,2130) 
711 DO 561 l = l,JA 
712 561 WRITEl6,2140l(AMll,Jl,J=l,6l,AP( 1,11 
720 DO 630 1=1,JA 
7 2 1 DO 6 3 0 j = l 6 
722 630 ATIJ,IJ=AM(J,JI 
725 DO 640 1= 1,6 
726 00 640 J = l,6 
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727 640 TXII,Jl=O. 
732 DO 650 I=l JB 
733 DO 650 M=l,JB 
734 DC 650 J= 1, J A 
735 650 TX(I,Ml=TX( !,Ml+AT( I,Jl•AMIJ,Ml 
741 ATXlll=JB 
742 ATXl21=JB 

_l!!l._ K=2 
744 co )48 I-=1,JB 
145 00 648 J=l,JB 
746 K=K+l 
74 7 648 ATX(Kl=TXI I J l 
752 CALL INVERXIATX,ATB,DET,IE) 

-1.'D KPI=JB•JB+2 
754 I=l 

-
756 ARTX(ll=JB 
I57 AR IX.l.2 =JA 
760 DO 672 K=3,KPI 
161 T .tLLI I J I= A TB ( K l 
762 ARTX(Kl-=ATB(Kl 
763 IFIJ.EO,JBl GO TO 673 
766 J=J+l 
767 GO TO 672 
770 673 J=l 
771 I=l+l 
772 672 CONTINUE 

- 774 WRITEl6,2190lDET,IE 
775 CALL lNVERX(ARTX,ARTB,DER,IRl 
776 I= l 
777 J=l 

J..QOO DO 875 K=3 KPI 
1001 TRBII,Jl=ARTBIKJ 
1002 IF(J.EQ.JBI GO TO 873 
1005 J=J+l 
1006 GO TO 875 
1007 873 J=l 

_l_Q 1 O I=I+l 
1011 875 CONTINUE 
1013 WRITEl6,2190) DER, IR 
1014 DO 655 I=l,JB 
1015 J=l 
1016 65.5 TY(I,Jl=O. 
1020 DO 660 I=l 1 JB 

·1021 J=l 
1022 DO 660 M=l 1 JA 
1023 660 TYII,Jl=TYll,JJ+ATII,Ml•APIM,J) 
1026 DO 670 I=l JB 
1027 J=l 
1030 670 DEYll,Jl=O. 
1032 DO 680 I=l,JB 
1033 J= 
1034 DC 680 M=l,JB 
1035 680 DEY(I,Jl=DEYII,J)+TBII,Ml•TYIM,Jl 
1040 DO 690 I=l,LMN 
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1041 IQP=KSBfll 
1042 IOR=KYR(ll 
1043 690 XIIQPl=X(IQPl+DEYIIQR,11 
1045 00 691 1=1,LPJ 
1046 IQP=KSAIII 
1047 IQR=KYA(ll 
1050 691 YIIQP)=YIIQPl+DEYIIQR,ll 
1052 WRITE16,2200l 
1053 DO 661 I=l,JB 
1054 J=l+l 
1055 CTP(Jl=XIJ)*l80./3.141592654 

.l.Q~~ 661 WRITEl6,2210)TYll,ll 1 0EYII,ll,CTP(Jl 
1060 XFR=X( ll*l80./3.141592_6_5_4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1061 WRITEl6,6030lXFR,IX(Il,1=2,JMAXl 
10~6 WRITEl6,6040l(Ylll,I=l,JMAXI 
1073 IT•IT+l 
1074 WRITE(6 1 2220) IT 
1075 J=O 
1076 DO 710 I=l,JB 

~1~0~7~7~~~~I~F~l~A~B~S~(DEYII,lll.LE.DELI GO TO 708 
1102 GO TO 710 
1103 708 J=J+l 
1104 710 CONTINUE 
1106 IFIJ.EQ.JA) GO TO 8050 
1111 IF(If.GT.ITTl GD TO 8050 
1114 GC TO 2000 
1115 8050 CONTINUE 
1117 GO TO 5000 
1120 END 



0 $IBFTC INVERX 
l SUBROUTINE INVERXIA,B,DET,JEI 
2 DIMENSION Alll,Blll 

T = 1. 
4 N=Alll 
5 LlO = N••2 + 2 
6 DO 1 I = 1, L 10 
7 lBIIl=O. 

11 8(11 N 
2 B 2 = N 

13 L9 = N + 1 
14 00 2 I 3 L10,L9 
15 2 BIil = 1.0 
1 7 JK = N - l 
20 J = 3 
21 .N = 3 
22 N2 N + 2 
23 JO= N - 1 
24 J2 = N + 3 
2 5 J4 = 3 
26 00 300 Ll 1,JK 
27 NR = (J + N - 21/IN + ll 
30 NRl = NR 
31 NRI = N - NR 
32 JNl = J + N 
33 IF INRI .LT. 11 GO TO 900 
36 IF INRI .GT. ll GO TO 804 
41 800 AMAX= ABS IAIJ)I 
42 AMXA = ABS IAIJNlll 
43 IF IAMAX .GE. AMXAI GO TO 900 
46 801 N5 = J - NR + l 
47 N6 = N5 + N - l 
50 IAD = N 
51 802 DO 803 IT= N5 N6 
52 IT6 = IT + I AD 
53 ATEM = AIIT) 
54 AIITl = AIIT61 
55 AIIT6l = ATEM 
56 ATEM = HIITl 
57 BIITI = B(IT61 
60 803 B1IT6I = ATEM 
62 GO TO 900 
63 804 Jll = J + N + 1 
64 JlO = J + N 
65 AMAX= ABS IAIJll 
66 DO 807 IT= l,NRI 
67 AMXA = ABS IAIJlOll 
70 IF (AMAX .GE. AMXA)GO TO 806 
73 805 AMAX= AMXA 
74 NR l = I J 11 + N - 2 l II N + ll 
75 806 JlO = JlO + N 
76 807 Jll = Jll + N + 1 

100 N5 = J - NR + 1 
101 N6 = N5 + N - l 
102 ITEM= NRl - NR 

223 
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103 I AD = rTEM•N 
__l.Q_,_4~~~~~1~E~l~1~A-D~~·G~I~,.__,O"-''-------'-'G=O'------'-T=0.......,.__80~2.._~~~~~~~~'---~~~~~~

l07 900 CONTINUE 
110 DENOM = A(JI 
111 IF (DENO~ .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 51 
114 50 IF IIAD ,GT. 0 l GO TO 701 
117 700 OET = DET•DENOM 
120 GO TO 702 
121 701 DET = DET•I-DENOMl 
122 702 DO JOO JI = Nl,N2 
123 A(Jll = A(Jll/DENOM 

--1..a2~4~--..;lO~O.._.B~(~J~l~l~=_,.B~(~J~l~ltwD~E~N~U~M.,__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'-~~ 
126 J3 = J4 
127 N3 = N2 + 
130 N4 =NZ+ N 
131 DO 200 L = 1,Jo 
132 AMULT = A(J2l 
133 DO 101 Jl = N3,N4 
134 A(Jll = A(Jll - AMULT•A(J3l 

_l_3~~5~~~~6~<~J~t~l----'-=__.._B~<J.......__l~l----"A~M~U~L~J~•~B~l~J~3~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
136 101 J3 = J3 + l 

141 J3 = J4 
-1!t.~2~~~~N~3,__~N~3~+_N~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 

143 200 N4 = N4 + N 
145 N = 
146 N2 = N2 + N 

152 300 J4 = J4 + N 
154 DENOM = AIJI 

· 155 IF IDENOM .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 51 
160 60 A!JI = A!JI/DENOM 
161 DET = DET•DENOM 
162 LT= J - N + 
163 DO 400 Jl = LT,J 

,--l.6.~4~_._4=0=0~B~<J~l~l,__=~B~<~J~l~l~t~P~EN~O=M..,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
l66 JO JK 

170 J4 = J - N + l 
= J2 - N 

172 DO 600 Ll l,JK 
173 J3 = J4 
174 N3 = N2 + 1 

176 DO 500 L = 1,JO 
177 AMULT = A(J2) 
200 DO 401 Jl = N3,N4 
201 A(Jl) = A(Jll - AMULT•~A~(~J~3~1'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
202 BIJll = BIJll - AMULT•B1J3I 
203 401 J3 J3 + l 
205 J3 J4 

06 J2 J2 - N 
207 N3 N3 - N 
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210 500 N4 = N4 - N 
212 N2 = N2 - N 
213 JO = JO - 1 

= - N -
215 J2 = J - N 
216 600 J4 = J4 - N 
220 IE = 1 
221 703 RETURN 
222 51 IE = 0 
223 GO TO 703 
224 ENO 
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